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Abstract
Proteins are involved in all of life’s processes and are also responsible for many diseases. Thus, engineering proteins to perform new tasks could revolutionize many
areas of biomedical research. One promising technique for protein engineering is
computational structure-based protein design (CSPD). CSPD algorithms search large
protein conformational spaces to approximate biophysical quantities. In this dissertation we present new algorithms to realistically and accurately model how amino
acid mutations change protein structure. These algorithms model continuous flexibility, protein ensembles and positive/negative design, while providing guarantees
on the output. Using these algorithms and the osprey protein design program we
design and apply protocols for three biomedically-relevant problems: (i) prediction
of new drug resistance mutations in bacteria to a new preclinical antibiotic, (ii) the
redesign of llama antibodies to potentially reduce their immunogenicity for use in
preclinical monkey studies, and (iii) scaffold-based anti-HIV antibody design. Experimental validation performed by our collaborators confirmed the importance of
the algorithms and protocols.
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1
Introduction

Proteins are involved in every life process. They protect us against infection, move
our muscles, transport oxygen, and form the channels in cell membranes that allow
us to think. Proteins are also involved in most diseases. The HIV viral proteins, for
example, are essential for the virus to penetrate cells [7] and to insert viral genes into
our DNA [8]. Mad cow disease is caused by a misfolded protein [9], and Alzheimer’s
disease is correlated with, and may be caused by the aggregation of proteins in the
brain [10]. Cells involved in different types of cancer have proteins mutations that
result in runaway cellular reproduction [11]. And cystic fibrosis can be caused by a
single amino acid deletion in the protein CFTR [12].
Because proteins play a central role in life, engineering them to perform new tasks
could revolutionize biotechnology and biomedical research. One promising technology in protein engineering is protein design [1]. Protein design is the rational design
of an amino acid sequence to adopt a target protein structure, with the ultimate goal
of achieving a new function. Rational protein design has been performed by human
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experts and, increasingly more common, by computer algorithms.
Computer algorithms can systematically search amino acid sequences and select
the best one according to a set of parametrized assumptions (referred to as the input
model in this dissertation). However, even though computers have a capacity to
perform a systematic search orders of magnitude faster than a human expert, the
configuration spaces for the most accurate protein design problems are combinatorially large. Thus, powerful algorithms are needed to search these configuration
spaces.
In this dissertation we propose algorithms to model proteins realistically during
the design search process while maintaining mathematical guarantees on the output,
with respect to the input model (Chapters 3, 4, and 5). These algorithms are implemented in our protein design program osprey (described Ch. 2). In Chapters
6, 7, and 8 we describe osprey-based methods, protocols, and their application
to biomedically-relevant problems. Below, we introduce protein design by briefly
describing the history of the field. Next, we motivate and briefly outline this dissertation.

1.1 Background and Brief History of Protein Design
Proteins are composed of amino acids linked by peptide bonds. In native proteins,
twenty amino acids are the building blocks of protein sequences. The chain of peptide planes that links the sequence excluding the side chain atoms is known as the
protein backbone. The sequence of amino acids in the chain determines the backbone
structure, behavior, and function of the protein (though some proteins undergo modifications after being assembled, known as post-translational modification). Proteins
have variable lengths, and there are 20n possible sequences of length n. Of those,
only a small fraction is likely to fold to stable structures. Predicting the backbone
structure that a given protein sequence folds to is known as the protein folding prob2

lem. The protein design problem is the inverse of the protein folding problem:
given a backbone structure of the protein, rational protein design predicts a sequence
that will fold to the structure.
Proteins can be designed from scratch (de novo), or they can be redesigned from
existing proteins. In this dissertation we will focus mostly on protein redesign, but
will refer often to the general term protein design because many concepts and ideas
apply to both de novo design and protein redesign.
A rational protein design process (performed by a human or a computer) receives
as input the input model, performs an optimization search in this model, and outputs
a sequence that is predicted to fold to a target structure. The protein design input
model often contains (i) the target backbone structure, (ii) parameters defining the
protein flexibility allowed during the search, (iii) a scoring function, known as an
energy function, and (iv) the sequence space, that describes the sequences allowed
for the fold. The protein flexibility parameters can include a library of the most
frequent rotational isomers (rotamers) of side chains, and parameters to allow further
flexibility around the side chains. In addition, the flexibility parameters can also
describe backbone degrees of freedom, which is known as backbone flexibility.
The capability to rationally design proteins was enabled after a wealth of protein structures became available from the 1960s onwards, and the creation of the
Protein Databank (PDB) in 1971 [13]. Scientists used this structural information
to infer patterns, “rules”, and motifs in sequences that are important for different
protein folds. This knowledge was used to predict sequences that would fold to target
structures by hand (i.e. by a human expert as opposed to a computer). The first
protein redesign is attributed to Gutte in 1975 who trimmed the RNase S-protein
from 109 amino acids to just 70 amino acids [14, 15]. Gutte also performed the first
de novo design, a 34 amino acid beta-sheet protein that bound to the insecticide
DDT [16]. The notion of protein design as an inverse rotamer problem was proposed
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in the early 1980s [17] and many more designs were performed during the decade.
William Degrado and co-workers, for example, designed a four-helix bundle [18] and
an early ion channel membrane protein [19]. The Richardson laboratory designed
Felix, a four helix protein where each helix had a different sequence, emulating native
sequences [20].
Early protein designers used their expert knowledge, as well as statistical analysis
of amino acid propensities and motifs, to predict secondary and tertiary structure of
proteins. For example, the four helix protein designed by Degrado and co-workers [18]
was composed of hydrophobic leucines in the core of the four helices, and charged
lysines and glutamates on the surface. Many of these early sequences, however,
had fluctuating or molten interiors [21]. Early methods could not predict how to
fill the interior of the protein and form a well-packed core, because they did not
predict the atomic arrangements of the side chain atoms, resulting in less stable
designs. Predicting side chain atom positions in a systematic way, however, is an
insurmountable problem to perform by hand because proteins have thousands of
atoms, but it can be performed by computers.
To our knowledge, the first protein design computer program was developed by
Ponder and Richards in 1987 [22]. This program included the first library of rotational isomers (rotamers) which described the most likely conformations of side
chains.

In order to search over all possible sequences, the program performed

an exhaustive search over all rotamer conformations. Rotamer conformations were
scored by penalizing overlaps and rewarding conformations with the least amount
of empty space in the core (a packing criteria) [22]. However, the exhaustive search
performed by the Ponder and Richards algorithm is only possible in the smallest
of proteins, because the number of conformations is exponential in the number of
designed residues and rotamers.
Successive protein design computer programs improved the “scoring” of confor4

mations by using more sophisticated energy functions adopted from molecular dynamics programs (e.g. [23] or [24]) or knowledge-based terms derived from statistics
of structures (e.g. [25]). Moreover, several search techniques that avoided an exhaustive enumeration were developed at the time. The dead-end elimination algorithm
(DEE) [26] radically improved over the exhaustive approach of Ponder, without sacrificing accuracy. DEE (formally defined in Ch. 4) uses an iterative criteria to remove
rotamers that are not part of the “highest-scoring”, lowest-energy structure.
One of the first computational design with experimental validation was performed
by Desjalrais and Handel [27] in 1995, who used a computer program to redesign a
protein core. Dahiyat and Mayo ran a fully automatic algorithm that designed
the hydrophilic zinc-binding motif of a zinc finger to a hydrophobic core with little
sequence homology to any known proteins [28]. Shortly after, Harbury and coworkers designed, with backbone flexibility, the first de novo designed protein of a
fold that had not been seen in known structures, and consisted of dimers, trimers and
tetramers of right-handed coiled coils. Kuhlman, Dantas and colleagues [29] designed
the Top7 globular protein, which used both protein design algorithms and protein
folding algorithms in an iterative approach to design, with atomic level accuracy, a
protein with a fold that had never been seen in nature before and contained both
beta sheets and alpha helices [29].
Early protein design was partially motivated by the belief that designing proteins
would help us understand them better. This is still true today in some cases, under the creating to understand philosophy [30]. However, it is becoming increasingly
more common for protein design algorithms to play a key role in biomedically-relevant
applications . In the past 20 years a significant amount of biomedically and biotechnologically important applications have benefited from rational protein design, both
by hand and computational: green chemistry (e.g. [31–34]), immunotherapy [35–
39], design of biologics [40, 41], vaccine design [42, 43], diagnostics and sensors (e.g.
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[44]), molecular biology tools (e.g. [45, 46]), drug resistance prediction [5, 47], cancer
therapy (e.g. [48, 49]) and many more important rational designs.
Despite enormous progress in the protein design field, however, the technology is
far from mature. Designs often require many tests, followed by experiments. Some
goals, such as the design of proteins to bind other proteins, are often successful
only when many designed proteins are tested simultaneously and are later radically
optimized through experimental techniques, such as directed evolution [50]. Testing
many designs is a time-consuming and expensive process, and directed evolution is
not always possible. Many protein design goals remain elusive.
My dissertation proposes algorithms that improve the protein design search process (Chapters 3, 4, 5), and I apply these and other algorithms in in silico protocols
to solve biomedically-important protein designs (Chapters 6, 7, 8). The underlying
philosophy of this work is that improving the search algorithms is as important as
improving the input model, and solving the most challenging protein designs requires
novel, powerful algorithms. The ultimate goal is to improve protein design in order
to tackle the hardest and most elusive protein design goals.

1.2 Improving protein design through better search algorithms.
A significant amount of effort has been devoted over the past 20 years to improve
the protein design process by improving the input model. The effort includes new
energy functions and energy function terms (e.g. [23–25, 51–56], and many others),
as well as rotamer libraries (e.g. [57–59]). Improvements to the model can lead to
better designs. However, if the improved input model is not optimized accurately
by the search process, then the gains resulting from the improvements to the model
would be lost during the search.
After Ponder and Richards proposed the first exhaustive algorithm for protein
design [22], many new fast protein design algorithms were proposed. Search algo6

rithms for protein design can be categorized into provable (i.e., those with provable
guarantees) and heuristic (fast algorithms, that cannot guarantee the quality of the
results). The first provable algorithm was the DEE algorithm [26], and many extensions with stronger criteria were subsequently developed (e.g. [60, 61]). Other
provable techniques for the protein design algorithm include the A˚ algorithm [62]
and other branch-and-bound techniques [63, 64], linear programming based algorithms [65, 66], constraint satisfaction based algorithms [67, 68], message passing
based algorithms [69], and dynamic programming algorithms [70]. On the heuristic
side, several stochastic algorithms based on Monte Carlo and Simmulated annealing
simulations were first used in the early 1990s [71–73] and are currently the most
widely used protein design algorithms [74, 75]. Other examples of heuristic methods
used for protein design include genetic algorithms [76] and the Faster algorithm [77].
The Bruce Donald laboratory developed a suite of provable algorithms that extend DEE and A˚ to model protein ensembles (to compute K ˚ scores) [78–80], continuous protein flexibility in global backbone, local backbone, side chains, and ligand
rigid body movements [2, 4, 79, 81–84] and multi-state design [85]. These algorithms
have been incorporated into our protein design program osprey [3], a free, open
source protein design program (described in Chapter 2).
osprey was originally developed by Ryan Lillien and Ivelin Georgiev in the
Donald laboratory, and is developed now by current and former students, including
me (for a full list, see the Acknowledgments Section). osprey has been prospectively
used, with experimental validation, to redesign enzymes [31, 34], design proteinprotein interaction inhibitors [41, 49], predict drug resistance [5, 47], design peptide
inhibitors of protein-protein interactions [41], design epitope-specific antibody probes
[45], and antibody design [36, 37].
My dissertation contributes to the field of protein design by improving the protein
design search process along four orthogonal directions:
7

❼ Provable search algorithms. We build on the body of knowledge in prov-

able search algorithms that find the lowest energy conformation and sequence
for an input model. In Chapter 3 we present the Dynamic A˚ algorithm, which
radically improves the performance of the A˚ algorithm for protein design. The
A˚ algorithm is convenient for protein design because it can enumerate conformations in a gap-free list, which is necessary for continuous flexibility and for
the ensemble-based design algorithm K ˚ .
❼ Continuous protein flexibility. Protein energy functions are very sensitive

to small changes in atomic coordinates. The MinDEE algorithm [79] models
continuous protein flexibility. In Chapter 4 we validate that modeling small
continuous regions around rotamers during the search improves the quality of
protein designs compared to approaches that model them after the search. We
then introduce new algorithmic concepts to model continuous side chain flexibility during the search. iMinDEE and a new algorithmic method we called
Greedy Estimation of Minimization (GEM), presented in Section 4.2, reduce
the space of the protein design problem in the presence of continuous flexibility
with almost the same efficiency as rigid DEE. Although iMinDEE was used for
side chain continuous flexibility, it is a general algorithm for continuous flexibility and GEM/iMinDEE was later used by Mark Hallen, Daniel Keedy and
Bruce Donald in their DEEPer algorithm for continuous backbone movements
[83]. Finally, in Section 4.3 we present the EPIC algorithm, which models the
continuous regions around discrete conformations in side chains and backbones
as polynomials, and reduces the burden of using continuous flexibility by 2-3
orders of magnitude.
❼ Ensemble modeling. Proteins exist as dynamic ensembles of conformations

at physiological temperatures, and modeling these ensembles is important to
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predict the association constants when designing protein-protein interface binding. The K ˚ algorithm [78, 79] computes partition function approximations,
that are shown to be as accurate as the input model [78]. However, the current
K ˚ algorithm can model medium size active sites, but not the large interfaces
involved in antibody:antigen binding. This problem belongs to a hard class of
computer science problems, #P -hard problems. In Chapter 5 we present the
probabilistic K ˚ algorithm to model ensembles in antibody:antigen interface
binding.
❼ Positive and negative design. In Chapter 6 we present an osprey/K ˚ -

based positive/negative design protocol to predict resistance mutations in bacteria (Fig. 1.1). This protocol is based on an earlier protocol in our laboratory
[47], and improves protein design searches in a different direction: simultaneous design for both affinity towards a target (positive design) and for ablated
affinity towards off-targets (negative design).
In addition, my dissertation contributes to the protein design field through the
development and application of osprey-based protocols for biomedically-important
applications:
❼ Drug resistance prediction. In Chapter 6 we use a protocol based on

osprey/K ˚ to prospectively predict escape, resistance mutations in Methicillinresistant Staphylococcus aureus against a new, preclinical antibiotic. We ranked
single nucleotide polymorphism mutations by their resistance to the new drug.
The top four mutants were tested in vitro through site-directed mutagenesis
and showed up to 58-fold resistance. The top mutant, V31L, appeared in cells
in resistance selection experiments, in the background of a compensating mutation F98Y.
9

One of the goals of some protein design efforts is to understand proteins by
creating them [30]. We follow a similar philosophy to understand resistance
by predicting it and in Section 6.3, we attempted to understand the very complex mechanism of resistance of the F98Y background mutation [86] by retrospetively predicting this mutation. We found that this mutation pushed the
limits of protein and molecular flexibility, into chirality switches. The remaining of 6.3 takes a path into biochemistry and biophysics to understand the
molecular mechanism behind this chirality switch.
❼ Simianization of llama nanobodies. Llama-derived nanobodies are poten-

tial therapeutics against a variety of diseases, including HIV [87]. Before these
nanobodies can be tested in humans, however, they must be tested in macaque
preclinical trials. In Chapter 7, we present an osprey-based protocol to reduce the immunogenicity of llama nanobodies for use in macaque trials. The
protocol redesigns the llama nanobodies to mimic the antibodies of macaques
(simianize). The redesigned nanobodies were experimentally validated and
shown to maintain breadth of neutralization. The work in Chapter 7 was a
collaboration with the Vaccine Research Center at the National Institutes of
Health.
❼ Design of human antibodies to target a new site of vulnerability in

HIV-1. A recently discovered llama nanobody, JM4, broadly neutralizes HIV1 by targeting a new site of vulnerability in the envelope glycoprotein. There
are no known human broadly neutralizing anti-HIV antibodies that target this
site. In Chapter 8 we present two osprey-based protocols to design human antibodies to target the HIV antibody site. The protocols use geometric-hashing
[88] search algorithms to search for scaffolds that can target the site, and then
osprey is used to redesign the interface. The work in Chapter 8 was a collab10

Figure 1.1: Protein design algorithms can prospectively predict bacterial
resistance. Pictured is an illustration of a game between scientists and bacteria.
For every drug that scientists develop against bacteria (a ”move”), bacteria respond
with mutations that confer resistance to the drug. In Chapter 6, we show that these
“moves” by bacteria can be predicted in silico ahead of time by osprey. We used
osprey to prospectively predict in silico mutations in Staphylococcus aureus against
a novel preclinical antibiotic, and validated their predictions in vitro and in resistance
selection experiments. Image created for our work in [5] by Lei Chen and Yan Liang
(L2Molecule.com).

oration with the Vaccine Research Center at the National Institutes of Health,
and is currently undergoing biophysical characterization.

1.3 Outline of this thesis
❼ In Chapter 2 we introduce osprey, the free, open source protein design pro-

gram developed in our laboratory. The chapter includes work published in:
P. Gainza*, K.E. Roberts*, I. Georgiev, R.H. Lilien, D.A. Keedy, C.Y. Chen,
F Reza, A.C. Anderson, D.C. Richardson, J.S. Richardson, and B.R. Donald. (2013) OSPREY: protein design with ensembles, flexibility, and
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provable algorithms. Book Chapter in Methods in enzymology. 523,
87, (*contributed equally)
❼ In Chapter 3 we introduce variable ordering and tighter bounds into the protein

design search algorithm A˚ . The work in Chapter 3 has been submitted as a
journal article:
K.E. Roberts*, P. Gainza*, M.A. Hallen, and B.R. Donald. (2015) Fast GapFree Enumeration of Conformations and Sequences for Protein Design.
Under Review. (*contributed equally)
❼ Chapter 4 evaluates the importance of continuous flexibility in protein design

and introduces two algorithms, iMinDEE in Section 4.2, which was published
in:
P. Gainza*, K.E. Roberts*, and B.R. Donald. (2012) Protein Design using
Continuous Rotamers. PLoS Comput Biol 8 (1), e1002335. (*contributed
equally),
and a description of the most basic version of the EPIC algorithm in Section
4.3, along with a brief summary of the paper published in:
M.A. Hallen, P. Gainza, B.R. Donald. (2015) A compact representation
of continuous energy surfaces for more efficient protein design. J Chem
Theory Comput. DOI: 10.1021/ct501031m
.
❼ Chapter 5 presents a probabilistic algorithm to compute ensemble contributions

(called ensemble correction factor) in protein design, specifically applied to the
large antibody:antigen interfaces. This work is in progress.
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❼ Chapter 6 presents an application of osprey to predict resistance mutations

to new drugs. The work in Chapter 6 is published in:
S.M. Reeve*, P. Gainza*, K.M. Frey, I. Georgiev, B.R. Donald, and A.C.
Anderson. (2015) Protein design algorithms predict viable resistance
to an experimental antifolate. Proc Nat Acad Sci USA 112 (3), 749-754
(*contributed equally)
A description of the protocol, using the newest version of osprey is presented
in:
A. Ojewole*, A. Lowegard*, P. Gainza, S.M. Reeve, I. Georgiev, A.C. Anderson, B.R. Donald. (2015) OSPREY predicts Resistance Mutations using Positive and Negative Computational Protein Design. Submitted
as a Book Chapter for Methods In Molecular Biology. (*contributed
equally)
❼ Chapter 7 presents an osprey-based protocol to deimmunize llama nanobodies

for use preclinically in macaque (simian) trials. The work is under preparation
to submit as a journal paper.
❼ Chapter 8 presents two methods to design human antibodies using osprey.

This work is in progress, currently undergoing biophysical and biochemical
characterization.
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2
Background: Protein Design, Provable Algorithms,
Ensembles, Continuous Flexibility, and osprey

This chapter introduces protein design and describes the principles on which this dissertation is built on: mathematical provability, continuous flexibility, ensembles, and
positive/negative design. Then, the osprey protein design algorithm is described.
Text from this Chapter appeared in:
P. Gainza*, K.E. Roberts*, I. Georgiev, R.H. Lilien, D.A. Keedy, C.Y. Chen,
F Reza, A.C. Anderson, D.C. Richardson, J.S. Richardson, and B.R. Donald.
(2013) osprey: protein design with ensembles, flexibility, and provable algorithms. Book Chapter in Methods in enzymology. 523, 87, (*contributed
equally)

2.1 Introduction
In this Chapter we describe osprey (Open Source Protein Redesign for You), a
free, open-source CSPD program. osprey has been prospectively used, with experimental validation, to redesign enzymes [31, 34], design protein-protein interaction
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inhibitors [41, 49], predict drug resistance [5, 47], design peptide inhibitors of proteinprotein interactions [41], design epitope-specific antibody probes [45], and antibody
design [36, 37]. In this dissertation we apply osprey to predict resistance mutations
prospectively (Ch. 6), to deimmunize llama nanobodies for use in preclinical monkey
trials (Ch. 7), and to redesign antibody scaffolds to target a new epitope in HIV
(Ch. 8).
CSPD programs model a protein’s three-dimensional structure and predict mutations to the native protein sequence that will have a desired effect on its biochemical
properties and function, such as improving the affinity of a drug-like protein for a
disease target. Predicting mutations that result in a desired protein structure and
enable novel function or new biochemical properties presents four main protein design challenges. First, as the number of mutated residues to the native sequence
increases, the number of unique protein sequences, or the size of sequence space, increases exponentially. Second, mutating a protein sequence induces conformational
changes to the protein structure. Thus, the most stable, lowest-energy conformations
of one sequence can differ significantly from those of another sequence. A protein’s
potential flexibility occurs over many degrees of freedom. This results in an astronomically large, continuous space over which CSPD algorithms must search. A third
challenge is that for each protein sequence an ensemble of low-energy states exists,
which contributes to protein-ligand binding [89, 90]. Thus, each binding partner’s
conformational ensemble must be considered to compute the binding energy of the
protein and ligand [78, 91]. Finally, the fourth challenge in protein design is calculating the energy that drives protein structure and function at the molecular level. The
most accurate models would require computationally expensive quantum mechanical
simulations of the protein and solvent, which is intractable for CSPD problems.
These challenges require CSPD programs to make approximations in their input
model. The input model defines (i) the initial protein structure, (ii) the sequence
15

Figure 2.1: Flexibility and ensembles in the osprey protein redesign
suite.(A-F) osprey models different kinds of protein flexibility through its various algorithms. Each panel portrays a different algorithm, with the flexibility it
models shown above (blurs denote movement) and a plot illustrating which dihedral
angles it changes shown below. (A) Theoretical complete flexibility that could be
induced by the introduction of one or more mutations. osprey does not yet model
complete protein flexibility. (B) Rigid DEE: discrete side-chain flexibility with a rigid
backbone. (C) MinDEE: continuous side-chain flexibility with a rigid backbone. (D)
brDEE: discrete side-chain flexibility and local backbone (backrub) moves. (E) BD:
discrete side-chain flexibility and continuous global backbone moves. (F) DEEPer:
local backbone movements, including simultaneous continuous side chain movements,
backrubs, shear movements [83].

space to which the protein can mutate, (iii) the allowed protein flexibility, and (iv)
the energy function to rank the generated conformations. The input model must be
carefully chosen to minimize the error that stems from its approximations, while at
the same time ensuring that the CSPD algorithm can efficiently search the protein
conformational space.
The accuracy of a CSPD program largely depends on how it addresses the protein
design challenges. osprey’s approach is based on three main protein design principles: (1) realistic, yet efficient, models of flexibility; (2) ensembles of low-energy
conformations; and (3) provable optimality with respect to the input model. In
Section 2.2, we describe these three principles and their importance. In Section 2.3
describes the osprey program and its input, algorithms, and expected output.
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Figure 2.2: General diagram of the osprey program. (A) The input model
model in osprey includes a 3D structure of the protein to be redesigned, a definition
of the sequence space, the allowed protein flexibility (including the rotamer library),
and a pairwise energy function. Then, according to the type of flexibility allowed,
osprey runs a specific pruning algorithm. The output from the pruning algorithm
is directed to either a Divide-and-Conquer algorithm or directly to the A˚ algorithm
for a full conformational search. The user can specify whether the A˚ output will be
used to generate a ranking for each sequence based on the lowest-energy structure,
or on an ensemble of structures generated by the K ˚ algorithm. If the goal is to find
sequences that have a high affinity for one ligand (positive design) while having a low
affinity for another (negative design), a ranking can be produced based on the ratio
of K ˚ scores (i.e. positive design score/negative design score) (Frey et al., 2010).
In addition, if desired, predicted mutants can be improved by finding bolstering
mutations that can increase the stability of a mutant and designing these mutations
using any of the DEE variants and A˚ . Panels (B) and (C) illustrate, respectively,
the concept of single structure design and design based on ensembles of structures.
The structure shown is Dihydrofolate Reductase in complex with drug D26M (PDB
id: 3FQC).

2.2 osprey Design Principles
2.2.1 Protein Flexibility
Proteins are dynamic and can exist in many different low-energy, relatively nearnative conformations at physiological conditions. The ability of a ligand to select or
induce protein conformations demonstrates the requirement of CSPD algorithms to
accurately model flexibility [92]. However, CSPD algorithms often must limit protein
flexibility during the design search in the interest of computational feasibility.
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One common CSPD approximation is to limit the allowed side-chain conformations to search. Protein amino acid side chains appear in clusters at low-energy
regions of χ-angle space, known as rotamers [57]. Many CSPD programs use discrete rotamers to represent each cluster as only a single point in χ-angle space.
However, protein energetics are sensitive to small changes in atom coordinates, so
the reduction of a cluster to a single discrete conformation cannot fully describe a
continuous region of side-chain conformation space.
To improve upon the limitations of discrete rotamers, osprey implements continuous rotamers [2]. In contrast to discrete rotamers, each continuous rotamer is a
region in χ-angle space that more accurately reflects the empirically-discovered sidechain clusters. A large-scale study of protein core designs using continuous rotamers
vs. discrete rotamers demonstrated the benefits of continuous rotamers in protein
design [2]. Importantly, continuous rotamers were able to find conformations that
were both lower in energy and had different sequences than the conformations found
using discrete rotamers, even when more expansive discrete rotamer libraries were
used. This means that discrete rotamers do not accurately quantize conformation
space and will likely result in less than optimal design predictions. Also, using continuous rotamers improves the biological accuracy of the designs (see Ch. 4). The
accuracy improvements are comparable to gains achieved when incorporating sophisticated energy terms such as solvation [93]. Therefore, continuous rotamers are likely
required to accurately search conformation space to find the true low-energy protein
structures.
While the large-scale study in [2] was conducted for side-chain flexibility, osprey
can also be used to search over local backbone flexibility (specifically backrub movements [94]) [82], or continuous global backbone flexibility [81]. Extrapolating from
the benefits obtained by using continuous rotamers, similar benefits are expected
when using osprey’s flexible backbone models [31] instead of traditional backbone
18

flexibility models (that use only a fixed backbone or discrete backbone conformers).
The benefits of continuous rotamers or continuous backbone flexibility have been
experimentally demonstrated by [5, 31, 41, 47].
2.2.2 Ensemble-based Design
Traditional protein design methods often focus on finding the single global minimum
energy conformation (GMEC) for a design. However, this simplification ignores the
reality that proteins in solution exist as a thermodynamic ensemble of conformations, and not just a single low-energy structure. In fact, current nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) techniques can now estimate relative populations of side-chain rotamers in folded proteins [95]. It is the nature of this thermodynamic ensemble that
governs protein-ligand binding [96]. Therefore, if several low-energy conformations
contribute to protein-ligand binding, a model that only considers a single GMEC is
likely to incorrectly predict binding.
osprey uses the K ˚ algorithm [79, 91] to efficiently calculate protein ensembles and approximate the association constant, Ka , of a protein-ligand complex. K ˚
considers ensembles of only the most probable low-energy conformations and discards the majority of conformations that are rarely populated by the protein or
ligand. K ˚ ’s ability to accurately rank protein sequences by weighting ensembles of
low-energy conformations relies heavily on osprey’s provable guarantees (discussed
below). Since osprey can guarantee that it finds all low-energy conformations for a
protein sequence, the generated ensembles do not lack any critical conformations and
can be accurately ranked for each sequence. We found K ˚ to be more accurate and
reliable than GMEC-based designs when applying osprey to biologically-relevant
protein design systems [31, 41].
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2.2.3 Provable guarantees
CSPD requires searching over a very large protein conformation space. Even when
searching over a relatively small rotamer library (152 rotamers [57]), redesigning 10
residues results in approximately 1021 possible rotamer combinations. To handle
this large space, heuristic search methods, such as Monte Carlo, are often used.
However, when using heuristic methods it is impossible to know when the design
search is complete and how close the computed protein conformation is to the GMEC.
Therefore, osprey uses provable techniques that guarantee that it finds all lowenergy conformations with respect to the input model.
As discussed above, the protein design input model contains many assumptions
that potentially can cause errors in the protein design predictions. Ultimately, experimental validation is required to determine whether these assumptions are sufficiently accurate. If the experimentally tested CSPD predictions are successful, the
input model is considered sufficiently accurate. However, if the designs fail, it is
crucial to ascertain why they did not function as designed. One key advantage of
provable CSPD is that there is no error or inaccuracy arising from the search, so all
error can be attributed to the input model. Specifically, if a design prediction fails,
one can be confident that improvements should be made to the input model. In contrast, if a heuristic approach were used, it is impossible to disambiguate inaccuracies
in the input model from inaccuracies resulting from an insufficient search of the input model. Misattributing heuristic CSPD search inaccuracies as flaws in the input
model could have dire consequences when trying to improve protein energy models.
If energy term weights are recalculated or additional terms are added to the energy
function based on this misinformation, overfitting is likely to occur. The overfitting
is worsened because the energies are not fit to the actual GMECs, but rather to the
local minima found by the heuristic search. Therefore, training an energy function
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and improving an input model is more straightforward when using provable CSPD
techniques [41].
2.2.4 Significance of Design Principles in Positive/Negative Design
Most applications of CSPD focus on stabilizing a target protein fold or binding
capability (positive design). When trying to design specificity for a single target,
it is also important to prevent unwanted folds or binding events from occurring
(negative design). A successful positive design only requires finding at least one
protein sequence with the desired properties. However, in negative design the CSPD
algorithm must be confident that no off-target binding occurs. Therefore, negative
design is much more sensitive to false negatives and requires a more thorough search
of the conformation space. Missing low-energy conformations is more detrimental to
a negative design than to a positive design. All of the main osprey design principles
focus on accurately and completely searching the low-energy protein conformation
space, which will likely be a great advantage for negative design efforts [41, 47, 91].
We further explore positive and negative design with osprey in section 6.2.

2.3 Protein Design in osprey
osprey redesigns a protein’s function and biochemical properties. To perform a redesign, osprey requires as input: (a) a 3D structure of the protein to be redesigned;
(b) the sequence space, as defined by the allowed mutations to the redesigned protein; (c) the allowed protein flexibility, defined by both an empirical database of
favored side-chain conformations (a rotamer library) and the type of allowed flexibility (e.g. see below and Figure 2.2); and (d) an all-atom pairwise energy function to
score protein conformations. The 3D structure, sequence space, and allowed flexibility define the conformation search space. A suite of algorithms with mathematical
guarantees then searches for the conformation that the energy function ranks as
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the global minimum energy conformation (GMEC) and, optionally, a gap-free list
of other low-energy conformations. The output is used to generate rankings based
either on GMECs, or, in cases where optimizing the binding affinity is the objective, an ε-approximation to the binding constant of a protein-ligand complex using
ensembles of structures (the K ˚ algorithm). A provable ε-approximation algorithm
guarantees that the computed binding constant is mathematically accurate up to a
user-specified percentage error of ε, with respect to the input model. Here, we give
a brief overview of the input and algorithms. Detailed explanations can be found in
[2, 78, 79, 81, 82, 91, 97], in the osprey user manual [98], and in Chapters 3, 4, and
5).
2.3.1 Input Model
osprey requires a protonated protein structure in PDB format that has no residues
with missing atoms. A single molecule can be modeled as a flexible ligand, while all
other water and non-amino acid molecules present in the PDB file must be either
specified as rigid bodies or removed. When a ligand is present, osprey can use
distinct or identical structures for both the protein and ligand’s unbound (apo) states
and for the bound (holo) state.
CSPD algorithms can significantly improve their performance by modeling sidechains as rotamers, the low-energy regions of χ-angle space. Rotamer libraries define
the allowed rotamers for each amino acid type. By default osprey includes the
Richardsons’ Penultimate Rotamer Library [57] and is extensible to other rotamer
libraries. Rotamer libraries are available for all natural amino acids, but they are rare
for non-amino acid molecules. Thus, in cases where a non-amino acid small molecule
is used as the ligand, the user must define its low-energy conformations (called the
small molecule’s generalized rotamers). Within osprey, the small molecule’s generalized rotamers consist of different conformations of the molecule’s flexible dihedral22

torsion angles. These conformations are defined by specifying the angle value for
each flexible dihedral torsion in the molecule. For a specific example of a generalized
rotamer, see [5, 47, 98].
CSPD programs must be able to score and rank both structures and sequences
in an accurate, but efficient, way.

Thus, osprey relies on empirical pairwise-

decomposable energy functions that describe the potentials between all pairs of
atoms. osprey includes both the Amber96 [23] and CHARMM [24] energy functions for implicit electrostatics and repulsive-attractive van der Waals (vdW) forces.
EEF1 [51] is used to score solvation penalties, which are the cost to bury hydrophilic
amino acids and/or solvate hydrophobic residues. osprey includes charges for some
non-amino acid molecules, such as DNA and RNA nucleotides, as well as waters.
Charges for other organic molecules can be precomputed with a program such as
Antechamber [31, 47, 98, 99]. All energy parameters, vdW, solvation, and electrostatics, can be scaled and weighted by the user from the defaults provided. Other
pairwise-decomposable energy functions can be incorporated to osprey; in fact,
users are encouraged to improve designs by modifying the energy function.
The user can also specify other design parameters that can significantly improve
the accuracy of osprey. Amino acid reference energies [39] account for the energy
of a residue in the unfolded state of the protein. These reference energies are important in GMEC-based designs, but are not necessary in K ˚ designs (see following
section). Dihedral energy penalties can also be used to prevent continuous flexibility
algorithms from minimizing away from the most frequently-observed protein conformations. These and several other design parameters are thoroughly explained in
[98].
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2.3.2 Protein Design Algorithms
The search space in protein design is large, and grows exponentially with the number
of protein residues and side-chain rotamers. To search in an efficient manner, osprey
first reduces the size of the search space through a suite of algorithms based on
extensions and generalizations of the Dead-End Elimination (DEE) algorithm [26].
These algorithms prune the rotamers that, even in the presence of backbone or
continuous side-chain flexibility, would not lead to the GMEC or one of the lowestenergy conformations [2, 78, 79, 81–83, 85, 97]. A branch-and-bound algorithm
based on A˚ [62, 79] (see Ch. 3 for a complete explanation of A˚ ) then traverses
the remaining search space and outputs the GMEC and, if desired, a gap-free list
of low-energy conformations. The K ˚ algorithm uses the gap-free list of low-energy
conformations to approximate the protein-ligand binding constant. After a design
iteration, the results can be reintroduced into osprey to search for mutations distal
from the active site that will increase the stability of the design [31] (Figure 2.2).
Many CSPD algorithms restrict the backbone to a single rigid conformation and
the side chains to discrete, rigid rotameric conformations. The original DEE algorithm [26] falls into this category, and we will refer to it as rigid DEE because
the rotamers are discrete, rigid geometries that do not include the continuous χ
angle space that immediately surrounds them. osprey includes in the search the
continuous χ angle space that surrounds side-chain rotamers, as well as the continuous φ- and ψ-angle space that surrounds the protein backbone (Figure 2.1). These
continuous-flexibility algorithms compute upper and lower bounds on the energy that
a backbone or a rotamer could reach after minimization and use these bounds for
pruning instead of the rigid energies.
The Minimized DEE (MinDEE) [79] algorithm extends rigid DEE by including in
the search the continuous χ angle space that immediately surrounds rotamers, and
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guarantees that no rotamer that can minimize and be part of a minimized GMEC
(minGMEC) will be pruned. The iMinDEE algorithm [2] improves over MinDEE
by pruning orders of magnitude more rotamers with close to the same efficiency as
rigid DEE, and also guarantees to find the minGMEC. The backrub DEE (brDEE)
algorithm [82] allows mutants to undergo backrub motions, which are entirely local
backbone movements that each change the orientation of one Cα -Cβ bond vector by
performing a small rotation of the surrounding dipeptide [94]. The Backbone DEE
(BD) algorithm [81] prunes only rotamers that cannot be part of the GMEC after
allowing continuous global backbone movements. The DEEPer algorithm [83] uses
the iMinDEE algorithm to prune not just continuous side chain but also backrubs,
shear movements and other local backbone movements that have been observed in
crystallographic alternates.
When a ligand is present, it can rotate and translate with respect to the protein
(i.e. rigid body motions), and continuous rotamers can be defined for the ligand. If
the ligand is a polypeptide, both the ligand and protein can mutate and rigid DEE,
MinDEE, DEEPer, iMinDEE, brDEE or BD can be used on both molecules.
Each osprey algorithm (rigid DEE, MinDEE, iMinDEE, brDEE, DEEPer, and
BD) reduces the search space through a stage of DEE-based pruning. In addition,
several extensions to the DEE algorithm implemented in osprey further improve
its pruning capabilities, including generalized DEE [60], split flags, bounds pruning
[63], and a divide-and-conquer strategy called DACS [97]. A steric filter in osprey
immediately prunes rotamers that cannot escape a clash through any type of flexibility. The user can also activate a volume filter that removes sequences from the
search that deviate by a volume threshold from the wild-type sequence (and might
lead to under or over-packing).
Once the DEE algorithms prune the majority of the conformational space, the
remaining space must be searched to find the lowest energy conformation(s). We have
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implemented a branch-and-bound algorithm based on the A˚ algorithm [62, 79] that
searches conformations in a tree and traverses only the branches that might lead to
the lowest energy structure, even in the presence of flexibility. A˚ searches the space
completely and guarantees to find the optimal answer. When rigid DEE is used, our
extension of A˚ can also enumerate conformations in order of the lowest energy, which
makes it possible to enumerate a gap-free list of low energy conformations and their
sequences. When MinDEE, brDEE, or BD is used, our version of A˚ enumerates
conformations in order of the lower bounds on the energy of each conformation, and
can also enumerate a gap-free list of low-energy conformations. Chapter 3 presents
a series of improvements to this A˚ step that radically improve the performance of
A˚ .
After each conformation is enumerated by their lower-bound in A˚ , it must be
minimized to compute the actual energy of the conformation. The A˚ algorithm stops
when the lower-bound of an enumerated conformation is higher than the lowest actual
energy computed so far. In this step the EPIC algorithm can perform an enormous
performance gain by minimizing eliminating the need to call the energy function
during the minimization, and using fast polynomials instead (See Ch. 4, and [4] ).
For some protein design objectives, such as increasing the stability of a protein’s
core or resurfacing a protein, it is sometimes sufficient to find the GMEC. For other
objectives, such as design for affinity and protein-ligand binding, an ensemble of
conformations for both the ligand and the protein must be modeled because binding could potentially occur with several combinations of these conformations (See
Ch. 6). Low-energy conformations are more likely to be occupied by proteins than
higher-energy ones, with just a small fraction of the conformation space being the
most populated. Binding affinity can therefore be approximated by considering only
these low-energy conformations and the energetic favorability of the bound over the
unbound states. The K ˚ algorithm [78, 79] computes an ε-approximation to the
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binding constant (a K ˚ score) with mathematical guarantees with respect to the
input model (Figure 2.2). The ε parameter is specified by the user as the desired
accuracy and all computed solutions are guaranteed to be ε-accurate. K ˚ is efficient
because it uses A˚ to compute only the reduced set of low-energy conformations that
are most likely to be taken on by the protein, the ligand, and the protein-ligand
complex. These low-energy conformations are then Boltzmann-weighted and used
to approximate the partition function for the unbound and bound states. Because
A˚ enumerates conformations in order of their low-energy bound, K ˚ can calculate exactly when each partition function is within an ε-factor of the exact solution
and stop the computation. Since the energy of each low-energy conformation is
Boltzmann-weighted, K ˚ must only compute a small percentage of the total number
of conformations. Once each partition function is computed, the K ˚ score is computed by dividing the partition function of the bound state (i.e. the protein-ligand
complex) by the partition functions of both unbound states [79].
After redesigning a protein core, boundary, surface, or active site, it can be beneficial to increase the mutant’s stability by further mutating residues that are distal to
the redesigned region. However, since proteins can be large, searching at these distal positions for potential bolstering mutations using algorithms with mathematical
guarantees can be an expensive process. To address this issue, osprey uses a heuristic SCMF algorithm to find residue positions, that when mutated, might increase the
stability of the engineered protein. After SCMF identifies distal residue positions,
osprey’s minimized DEE variants and A˚ can be used to find mutant residues at
those distal positions that stabilize the fold. We have used this approach to increase
the stability and catalytic efficiency of a redesigned enzyme using MinDEE/A˚ [31].
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2.4 Conclusions
We have presented an overview of osprey, a comprehensive open-source structurebased computational protein redesign suite. osprey has been in continuous development over the last decade and both the algorithms and functionality will continue
to improve. The variety of the prospective designs where osprey has been applied,
and the suite of sophisticated algorithms with which they were created, suggest that
osprey can be adapted to facilitate protein engineering in a number of settings.
Several enhancements of osprey are planned, including support for explicit watermediated hydrogen bonds, concerted backbone and side-chain continuous flexibility,
protein loop modeling [100], and RNA rotamers.
osprey is available under a GNU Lesser General Public License. As such, the
source code is provided as part of the distribution. We encourage users to customize
and/or improve it. Specifically, osprey provides a platform for the development of
new algorithms and new protein design methodology, beyond the features we have
presented here. All software is implemented in Java, with parallel computing capabilities provided by mpiJava [101]. osprey can run on any operating system that
supports Java, but we recommend a computing cluster to run osprey to distribute
and reduce the computation time.
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3
Protein Design using Provable Algorithms

This chapter describes new algorithms to provably search the exponential search space
in protein design. The work described here was a collaboration with Kyle E. Roberts,
Mark A. Hallen, and Bruce R. Donald. The text in this chapter was submitted to a
journal:
K.E. Roberts*, P. Gainza*, M.A. Hallen, and B.R. Donald. (2015) Fast Gap-Free
Enumeration of Conformations and Sequences for Protein Design. Under Review. (*contributed equally)

3.1 Introduction
Starting from a template protein structure, CSPD algorithms search over amino acid
sequences and conformations to predict mutations to the native protein sequence that
will have a desired effect on the protein’s biochemical properties. Despite enormous
advances in computational power, a major limitation in CSPD is the fact that the
conformational space grows exponentially as we increase the number of mutable
residue positions or increase the amount of protein flexibility allowed during the
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design search [91]. Searching these conformational spaces to find protein sequences
that will perform biologically important functions requires advanced algorithms.
Proteins are dynamic and can exist in many low-energy, near-native conformations at physiological conditions. If flexibility is ignored or significantly limited during the design search, the search can become brittle and miss biologically favorable
conformations and sequences [2]. Therefore, we have developed and implemented
algorithms in the CSPD software package osprey to model both continuous sidechain and backbone flexibility during the design search [2, 81–83], and to use protein
ensembles to approximate protein binding constants using partition functions [79].
We showed that incorporating continuous flexibility in CSPD improves the recovery
of native amino acids and finds novel low-energy sequences that are missed by rigidrotamer techniques [2]. Similarly, ranking sequences based on low-energy protein
ensembles with osprey improves the results of prospective designs [3, 41]. Applying these methods has led to many successful experimentally validated, biomedically
relevant applications, including enzyme design [31, 34], design of protein-protein interaction inhibitors [41, 49], drug resistance prediction [5, 47], and the redesign of
anti-HIV-1 antibodies [36, 37, 45].
The CSPD problem that osprey and other CSPD algorithms solve can be formulated as follows: given the protein design input model (i.e., input protein structure,
rotamer library, energy function, and allowed protein flexibility), find the amino acid
sequence that stabilizes the given input structure’s fold. This optimization problem can be solved by computationally searching over amino acid types, side-chain
conformations (i.e., rotamers [2, 57, 58]), and backbone movements [81–83] that
best accommodate the desired protein fold. The CSPD problem is an optimization over protein conformation and sequence space to find: (i) the global minimum
energy conformation (GMEC), (ii) ensembles of low-energy conformations to score
conformational entropy (the K ˚ algorithm [79]) and/or (iii) a ranking of protein se30

quences for experimental testing. While the CSPD problem is NP-hard [102, 103],
practical biological designs can be solved with mathematical guarantees by several
optimization techniques [62, 64, 65, 68]. These provable algorithms guarantee that
the optimal solution is found with respect to the input model.
One of the more prevalent provable CSPD techniques is the branch-and-bound
algorithm A˚ [62, 104]. The A˚ algorithm transforms the CSPD problem into a
tree search, where every level of the tree represents a mutable residue position, each
leaf represents a conformation in the search space, and every internal node of the
tree represents a protein partial conformation (Fig. 3.1). The total size of the tree is
exponential in both the number of rotamers and number of mutable residue positions.
However, the A˚ algorithm can efficiently search the tree by bounding the energy of
every partial conformation and using a best-first search to enumerate a gap-free, inorder list of low-energy protein conformations. In CSPD, a pre-processing dead-end
elimination (DEE) pruning step is commonly used before A˚ to prune rotamers that
are guaranteed to not be part of any low-energy protein conformations [3, 26, 60].
After pruning, A˚ is used to enumerate the remaining conformations or sequences in
order of increasing energy.
A˚ enumeration is essential for all CSPD algorithms implemented in osprey,
including the methods that allow continuous side-chain and backbone flexibility during the design search [2, 81–83], and the ensemble-based methods that approximate
protein binding constants by computing partition functions [79]. Specifically, the
ensemble-based algorithm, K ˚ , relies on the gap-free, in-order list of conformations
generated by A˚ to provably approximate partition functions used to rank protein
sequences. The incorporation of ensemble-based scoring into protein design better reflects protein dynamics and is crucial for accurate designs [5, 41, 105, 106].
A˚ ’s ability to generate a gap-free low-energy ensemble makes it uniquely suited
for ensemble-based design in contrast to other provable methods that only find the
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GMEC, such as integer linear programming (ILP) [48, 65]. The gap-free list generated by A˚ also allows a set of low-energy sequences to be suggested for experimental
testing. Due to inaccuracies in the protein design model, it is rarely expected that
every design prediction will work perfectly. Therefore, generating an ordered list of
suboptimal sequences is superior to only finding the GMEC [3].
In addition to its use in osprey, A˚ has been used by several other CSPD methods to design biologically validated proteins. A˚ has been used to design stabilized
variants of Cyanovirin-N [107], optimize the binding affinity of an antibody fragment to the integrin VLA1 [108], create calmodulin/M13 variant complexes with
novel specificity [109], design HIV-1 protease inhibitors [110], improve the endosomal sorting of granulocyte colony-stimulating factor [46], select candidate residue
positions for diversification that improved horseradish peroxidase enantioselectivity [111], design BH3 peptides that can bind Bcl-xL [112], and design a novel zinc
transporter [106]. As designs become more complex, the A˚ search can become an
algorithmic bottleneck in protein design. Improvements to the A˚ algorithm will not
only enable more complex designs, but allow CSPD algorithms to more comprehensively explore protein conformational space. By improving critical CSPD algorithms
like A˚ , protein designers can use more biologically accurate models, which will
greatly improve the accuracy of CSPD and unlock the ability to design biological
functions that were previously unattainable by CSPD methods.
In this Chapter we show how the performance of the traditional A˚ algorithm [3,
62] can be radically improved in two ways: first, by intelligently ordering the search
tree (Sec. 3.2.2), and second, by using improved methods to bound the best outcome
of each path in the tree (Sec. 3.2.3). In Section 3.2.2 we analyze the ordering of protein residues within the A˚ tree and the effect the ordering has on performance. We
propose several alternatives to the traditional sequential residue ordering, including
predefined orders and a new dynamic ordering algorithm (Dynamic A˚ ), that im32

prove the efficiency of A˚ . In Section 3.2.3 we focus on improving the lower bounds
on the energies of partially defined protein conformations, which are used to guide
the tree search in A˚ . We refer to these lower bounds as f -scores. We analyze
and compare the traditional A˚ f -score vs. improved f -scores computed using established techniques from the field of computational optimization, including linear
programming (LP) [65], max-product linear programming (MPLP) [69] and local
consistency (LoC) [68]. In Section 3.3 we present a large-scale study of 29 difficult
protein designs that shows the large performance improvements that result from the
new residue ordering and f -score methods.
Protein design is an important tool in biotechnology. Due to improvements
in computational structural biology (e.g., improved energy functions, more protein
structures in the PDB database, and rotamer libraries), the protein design problem
has been transformed into a computational search problem. Some of the most important remaining challenges are directly related to our ability to search this space
efficiently: searching the continuous flexible space of proteins, modeling proteins as
dynamic ensembles and enumerating multiple sequence candidates for experimental
testing. Our improvements to the A˚ search enable CSPD protocols that can specifically address these challenges. We detail two such examples in this Chapter. First,
we describe a novel A˚ branching technique, Sequence-A˚ , that allows A˚ to directly
enumerate sequences rather than conformations. Our improvement of A˚ f -scores
and residue ordering allows Sequence-A˚ to accurately bound the energies of partial
sequences and directly find suboptimal sequences. We show that Sequence-A˚ can
generate a gap-free in-order list of low-energy sequences much faster than traditional
A˚ methods. Second, we demonstrate that our improved A˚ methods can be combined with minimization-aware protein design methods [2, 83] to solve problems that
had too many viable rotamers for traditional A˚ to solve. By improving the capacity of search algorithms, our new methods will allow more accurate and consistent
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designs, which will translate into new and novel biological designs.

3.2 Methods
3.2.1 Background: The A˚ Algorithm for the Protein Design Problem
In CSPD, a protein conformation can be represented as a vector of n rotamers a “
pa1 , a2 , ..., an q, where n is the number of residue positions allowed to mutate during
the design search. The total energy for the conformation a is defined as

Epaq “ Etempl `

n
ÿ

Epai q `

n ÿ
n
ÿ

Epai , aj q,

(3.1)

i“0 j“i`1

i“0

where Etempl is the template energy (i.e., the energy of the backbone atoms and side
chain residues that are not allowed to move or mutate), Epai q is the internal energy
of rotamer ai plus the energy of ai with the template, and Epai , aj q is the pairwise
energy between rotamers ai and aj . In its simplest form, the goal of CSPD is to find
the rotamer vector with the lowest energy, known as the GMEC: g “ arg min Epaq.
a

To reduce the size of the protein conformational search space, DEE can be used to
prune rotamers that are guaranteed to not be part of the GMEC [3, 26, 60, 79].
After DEE pruning, many low-energy protein conformations remain unpruned and
must be searched to find the lowest-energy structures.
To enumerate protein conformations that remain after DEE pruning, a branchand-bound algorithm based on the A˚ algorithm can be used [62, 79]. A˚ searches
protein conformations by representing the design problem as a tree search and traverses only the branches of the tree that might lead to the lowest energy structure.
Each level of the tree represents a residue position in the protein that is being designed (Fig. 3.1). Each internal node in the tree represents a partial rotamer assignment, where the number of assigned rotamers is equal to the node’s depth in
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the tree. Therefore, every leaf node of the tree is a complete rotamer assignment.
Formally, each node x at depth m in the tree contains a partial rotamer assignment
p “ pp1 , p2 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , pm q where pm is the assigned rotamer at the mth residue position.
The remaining residue positions U “ tm ` 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nu have not been assigned a rotamer yet. Every node x is scored with an f -score, which is the sum of the partially
assigned conformation’s energy gpxq and a bound on the remaining possible rotamer
assignments for that node hpxq:

f pxq “ gpxq ` hpxq.

(3.2)

Since gpxq scores the unique partially assigned conformation at node x, the energy
of this partial conformation can be computed exactly:

gpxq “

m
ÿ

i“1

˜

Eppi q `

m
ÿ

¸

Eppi , pj q

j“i`1

(3.3)

In contrast, hpxq must estimate the minimum energy of all remaining rotamer assignments for node x. Any function that provides a lower-energy bound for the protein
conformations can be used by A˚ to enumerate low-energy conformations. In [62]
the following canonical bound is presented:

hpxq “

n
ÿ

j“m`1

min

qj PQj

˜

Epqj q `

m
ÿ

Eppi , qj q `

i“1

n
ÿ

k“j`1

¸

min Epqj , qk q .

qk PQk

(3.4)

We refer to the f -score (Eq. 3.2) that incorporates the above canonical bound
(Eq. 3.4) as the traditional f -score. In Eq. (3.4), Qj refers to the set of unpruned
rotamers that are allowed at residue position j.
The A˚ algorithm proceeds by iteratively expanding the node with the lowest
f -score. To expand a node at depth m in the A˚ tree, a child node is created
for each rotamer r at residue position m ` 1 with the partial rotamer assignment
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pp1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , pm , rq. The A˚ algorithm progressively expands nodes until the lowest f score node is a leaf node. This leaf node is guaranteed to be the GMEC because
the lower bounds for all remaining conformations are higher than the leaf node’s
energy. If desired, A˚ can continue to enumerate conformations in order of lowest
energy, which provides a gap-free, in-order list of low-energy conformations. We refer
to the A˚ algorithm described in this section and presented in [62] as Trad-A˚ . In
Table 3.1 we summarize the A˚ method terminology introduced in this section and
the remainder of the Methods Section.
3.2.2 Ordered A˚ Trees
The A˚ algorithm was originally developed for motion planning in robotics as a
faster alternative to Dijkstra’s algorithm [104]. While protein design shares some
similarities with this motion planning technique, there is a distinct difference between
the two problems. In motion planning, each edge in the tree corresponds to a planned
motion, and the output of the algorithm is the complete path from tree root to leaf
node, which corresponds to the planned robot motion. However, in protein design,
only the final leaf node (i.e., the full rotamer assignment) is required as output, so
the path that was taken to get to the leaf is discarded. In other words, the order in
which the rotamers are assigned to residue positions in the A˚ tree does not matter
for correctness and the path in the protein design A˚ tree does not have any inherent
meaning, in stark contrast to motion planning.
While the residue ordering within the A˚ tree does not affect correctness (final
output conformation), the complexity (A˚ runtime) can be drastically affected by
the order. Intuitively, if a subtree in the A˚ tree does not contain the GMEC,
it is beneficial to prevent exploration of this subtree. If the algorithm encountered
paths with high energy bounds early in the search, then A˚ could avoid expanding an
exponential number of paths. Encountering paths with high low-energy bounds early
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Figure 3.1: Tree representation of protein conformation space. (A) A toy
example of three serine residues (shown in orange, blue and gray) belonging to the
antibody VRC07 (PDB id: 4OLZ [37]), partially shown in white cartoon. (B) A 2D
representation of (A), and for the purposes of this toy example, we allow each residue
to mutate to only two rotamers (shown here as a star and a circle). (C) Protein design
algorithms compute pairwise interactions between rotamers based on an input energy
function, and these are shown here in matrices between residue pairs. For simplicity,
all internal rotamer energies are zero, and the pairwise energies not shown have a
zero value. (D) The protein conformation and sequence space can be represented as
a tree. In a tree representation, each level represents a residue, each inner node (each
of the nodes between the root of the tree, r, and the leaves of the tree) represents
a partially assigned conformation, and each child assigns a rotamer choice for the
next residue. Each leaf represents a fully assigned conformation. A naı̈ve approach
to solve the protein design problem would explore this tree completely. The optimal
path is shown in red. (E) Branch-and-bound algorithms such as A˚ explore a small
part of the tree by computing energy lower bounds (called f -scores and shown next
to each node) on the possible conformations allowed at each inner node. A˚ expands
nodes in order of their f -score and guarantees that the optimal solution is found
(shown in red).

can be achieved by ordering the tree such that nodes with high bounds are expanded
closest to the root of the A˚ tree and all its subtrees. Consider the example in
Figure 3.2. Residues 4, 5, and 6 form a clique, such that the choice of a rotamer at
one residue significantly affects the choice at the other two residues. If the traditional
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sequential residue ordering is used for the A˚ search, all of the nodes at a depth of
1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 must be enumerated (Fig. 3.2C) in order to guarantee that all other
paths do not lead to the GMEC. However, when the ordering is switched (Fig. 3.2DE), only one or two levels must be explored in the subtrees that do not lead to
the GMEC (Fig. 3.2D-E). This is well-known in the field of constraint satisfaction
problems (CSPs), where depth-first search combined with backtracking is used to find
a variable assignment that satisfies all of the problem constraints. Much work has
been done developing variable ordering heuristics and evaluating their performance
on various CSPs (e.g. [113–115]).
The guiding principle behind a good residue ordering is to order the residues
such that the number of expanded inner nodes in the A˚ tree is small. This can be
done by ordering paths so that they fail (i.e., have large bounds) as fast as possible.
In the protein design A˚ search, this can be done by choosing to expand residue
positions that will increase the lower bound on the conformations within the tree
as much as possible. Based on this idea, we introduce four static (predetermined)
residue orderings to replace the traditional sequential ordering. We also present two
new dynamic ordering methods that choose which residue position to expand next
at each node based on the possible increase in energy bound (i.e., Eq. (3.2)).
Static A˚ Ordering
The traditional A˚ enumeration in protein design uses a sequential static ordering
of residues in the A˚ tree. Specifically, depth m in the tree corresponds to the mth
mutable residue in the protein design problem. However, there is no specific reason
why this would be the optimal ordering of residue positions within the tree. We
have implemented four alternative variable orderings, StaticMinDom, StaticMaxDom, StaticDomCmed, and StaticHMean to determine how these ordering methods
affect the speed and efficiency of the protein design A˚ search. The StaticMin38

Figure 3.2: Toy example that demonstrates the effect of residue position
reordering on an A˚ search. (A) Toy design problem where six residue positions
are each allowed to mutate to two rotamers (represented by a circle and a star). Each
residue position is colored by a unique color: orange (position 1), cyan (position 2),
gray (position 3), purple (position 4), maroon (position 5), and green (position 6).
(B) Diagram showing the pairwise energies between all rotamers in this toy example.
For simplicity, assume that all intra-rotamer energies are zero and can be ignored,
and that the interactions between pairs that are not joined by an edge are zero.
(C) The traditional A˚ algorithm sorts nodes in the arbitrary ordering given by the
protein sequence. The bounds on the energies for each inner node in the optimal
configuration are shown in red. (D-E) Large speedups in A˚ can be achieved by a
smarter ordering of nodes. The energies of each node in the optimal configuration
are shown. (D) In a static ordering, residue levels are reordered once before A˚
runs. (E) In a dynamic reordering, the next level is chosen independently for each
path “on the fly” (i.e., as the A˚ algorithm expands nodes). In this example, at
depth m “ 2 the solution path expands position 6 (green) while the alternative path
expands position 5 (maroon). (F) The optimal configuration for this example is
shown.

Dom ordering expands residue positions in order of increasing variable domain size
(i.e., number of available rotamers per residue position). By expanding variables
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with a small domain first this greedily minimizes the total size of the A˚ tree. The
StaticMaxDom ordering is the opposite of StaticMinDom and expands residue positions in order of decreasing variable domain size. By expanding residue positions
with many rotamers early in the search, the total number of conformations that the
h-score must bound for a specific node is reduced, which could lead to a more direct convergence to the GMEC. The StaticDomCmed ordering method is defined
in [68] and chooses the residue position to expand based on the ratio of the variable’s
domain size divided by the sum of the median pairwise energies to every other residue
position. By using the median variable costs, this ordering tries to take into account
the lower bound increase that will occur when a specific variable is chosen and find
the variable that will increase the lower bound the most. Similar to StaticDomCmed,
the StaticHMean ordering scores every position based on the harmonic mean of all
the position’s energetic interactions:
SHMpiq “

ÿ

|Qi ˆ Qj | ´ 1

jěi

ÿ

Epqi , qj q ´ min Epri , rj q

pqi , qj q P Qi ˆ Qj ´ targ min Epri , rj qu

. (3.5)

ri ,rj

ri ,rj

StaticHMean first normalizes every pairwise interaction between residues i and j by
subtracting the minimum pair energy for any pair of rotamers at the two positions
(min Epri , rj q). Then, StaticHMean computes the harmonic average for each residue
ri ,rj

pair using the normalized pairwise energies. All the harmonic terms involving a
specific residue are summed and used as the residue’s score. Residues are then
ordered in the A˚ tree by decreasing order of this score.
Dynamic A˚ Ordering
Dynamic A˚ reordering allows the A˚ algorithm to choose which residue position to
expand next at an A˚ node based on which residue position will move the search
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closest to the GMEC energy. This removes the correspondence between the depth
in the A˚ tree and the residue position that exists in traditional A˚ algorithms. A
dynamic A˚ node contains a set of rotamers P that have been assigned and a set
of unassigned residue positions U . There is no requirement that the rotamers in
P have sequential residue positions, in contrast to the definition of the partial rotamer assignment p in Section 3.2.1. Hence, the residue positions in U need not be
sequential either. Therefore, dynamic A˚ adds a step to the traditional A˚ search
where the next residue position to be expanded is chosen from U . Different strategies can be used to choose the next residue position for a given A˚ node. We test
two ways to choose which residue to expand, DynMin and DynHMean. DynMin
chooses the next variable based on the maximum of the variable’s minimum f -score.
DynHMean chooses the residue with the maximum harmonic mean f -score (with
respect to the parent’s f -score).
In mathematical terms, the next chosen residue position by DynMin is the position i such that:

˙
i “ arg max min f pP Y tqi uq .
iPU

ˆ

qi PQi

(3.6)

The next residue i for the DynHMean dynamic ordering is chosen as:

i “ arg max
iPU

˜

´ ÿ

qi PQi

¸
¯´1
|Qi |
.
f pP Y tqi uq ´ f pP q

(3.7)

A˚ enumeration proceeds normally by specifically choosing the next residue position to expand at each node instead of expanding residue positions in a predetermined
order. The traditional A˚ algorithm in Section 3.2.1 can be updated to reflect this
change:
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f pxq “ gpxq ` hpxq

gpxq “

¨

˛

ÿ˚
ÿ
‹
˚Eppi q `
‹
Epp
,
p
q
i
j
˝
‚

pi PP

hpxq “

ÿ

jPU

(3.8)

¨

(3.9)

pj PP,
jąi

˛

ÿ
ÿ
˚
‹
Eppi , qj q `
min ˝Epqj q `
min Epqj , qk q‚.

qj PQj

pi PP

kPU,
kąj

qk PQk

(3.10)

3.2.3 Tighter A˚ f -score Bounds
The residue orderings for A˚ described in Section 3.2.2 are founded on the idea that
encountering large f -scores early in the search quickly guides the search to lowenergy conformations. Another way to increase A˚ f -scores is to tighten the bounds
on the energies of unassigned conformations (Eq. 3.4). Recall that the f -score of
an inner node in the A˚ tree (e.g., Figs. 3.1, 3.2) is a lower bound on the lowestenergy conformation in the tree. Thus, the tightest value of a node’s f -score is the
energy of the lowest energy conformation in the tree. Although a polynomial-time
algorithm that can compute such a tight bound is improbable (because it is as hard
as solving the entire problem), it is still possible to tighten the A˚ algorithm’s f -score
in polynomial or average polynomial time.
As defined in the traditional A˚ search, hpxq is a very overoptimistic bound
on the energy of the unassigned conformations. Consider the last term of hpxq in
Eq. (3.4):

n
ř

min Epqj , qk q. This term finds the rotamer qk with the minimum

k“j`1 qk PQk

pairwise energy with qj over the remaining unassigned residue positions. However,
there is no consistency constraint: there is no requirement that qk be the same
rotamer for all j “ m ` 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n. This means different rotamers at position k
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can contribute to hpxq, resulting in an infeasible conformation. Ultimately, hpxq
finds the lowest local pairwise energy for every unassigned residue pair and does
not consider that two different rotamers can not be present at the same residue
position in an actual conformation. Here we present new A˚ algorithms for protein
design that use established techniques from computational optimization in a novel
way to bound unassigned protein conformations. A˚ -LP uses linear programming
(LP) [65] to compute A˚ f -scores, A˚ -MPLP computes f -scores with max-product
linear programming [69], and A˚ -LoC uses local consistency methods to improve the
f -score[116].
Linear Programming-Based f -score Bounds
The CSPD problem can be formulated as an integer linear program (ILP) [65, 66,
117]. If an ILP is relaxed (i.e., the variables are not restricted to integers) to a
linear program (LP) then the solution to this relaxation can be found in polynomialtime [118] or average-case polynomial time (e.g. by the simplex method) [119]. The
LP relaxation can find non-physical answers to the protein design problem because
fractional rotamers are allowed at residue positions, but the energetic value of the
LP solution is always a lower bound on the energy of the protein design solution.
Thus, the LP solution can be used as a replacement to the traditional A˚ f -score.
Here we present the LP formulation of the protein design problem based on [65]:

Minimize:

ÿ

xpri qEpri q `

ÿ ÿ

xpri , rj qEpri , rj q

(3.11)

ri PQi rj PQj

ri PQi

subject to
ř

riř
PQi

xpri q “ 1

For all i

xpri , rj q “ xpri q For all pri , jq pairs

rj PQj

where xpri q, xpri , rj q P r0, 1s. When the decision variable xpri q or xpri , rj q is set to
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1, this corresponds to choosing rotamer ri or rotamer pair pri , rj q respectively. Note
that the LP constraints enforce that the sum of partial rotamers in a specific residue
must add up to one, an improvement over the traditional A˚ algorithm where this
is unconstrained. The A˚ -LP algorithm replaces the Trad-A˚ f -score with the LP
solution.
Message Passing-Based f -score Bounds
In practice, the LP solution represents an f -score that accurately bounds the energies of solutions for the protein design problem. However, even though the exact
LP bound can be computed in average-case polynomial time using the simplex algorithm [119] and in guaranteed polynomial time using interior point algorithms [118],
in practice the running time can become a resource bottleneck. Thus it is desirable
to compute f -scores using fast approximation algorithms.
One way to approximate the LP bound is to exploit the weak duality property
of linear programs (for a description of duality and dual linear programs, see for
example [120–122]). Every linear program (referred to as the “primal program”) has
a dual linear program such that any feasible solution to the dual is a lower bound on
the optimal solution to the primal. Moreover, the LP program also has the strong
duality property, which states that the optimal solution to the dual program has the
same value as the optimal solution to the primal problem. Thus, any approximation
to the optimal of the dual program is a lower bound on the LP solution.
Several message-passing algorithms [64, 69, 123–126] use the LP strong duality
property to compute tight bounds on the LP solution. The Max Product Linear
Programming (MPLP) algorithm [69], for example, optimizes the dual of the linear
programming formulation in Eq. (3.11) (the dual is presented in Eq. (A.1) in Appendix A). MPLP performs a block-coordinate descent in the dual by exchanging
messages between residues. Each message, from residue i to residue j “commu44

nicates” the likelihood of each rotamer rj based on the current likelihood of the
rotamers at residue i. At each step of the algorithm, a set of dual variables (residue
positions) is optimized, while keeping the other variables fixed. The algorithm is
guaranteed to converge, although the convergence value can be lower than the LP
solution. We have implemented an MPLP solver in osprey and incorporated MPLP
into A˚ to create the new A˚ algorithm A˚ -MPLP.
Local Consistency-Based f -score Bounds
An alternative method to calculate A˚ f -scores can be understood by formulating the
CSPD problem as a weighted constraint satisfaction problem (WCSP) [68]. A WCSP
is defined by a set of variables that can each take on a discrete set of assignments.
Local cost functions are used to weight all possible variable assignments. For the
CSPD problem, the WCSP variables are the mutable residue positions that are each
allowed to mutate to a discrete set of rotamers. The WCSP local cost functions
correspond to the CSPD intra- and pairwise-energy terms. In WCSPs, the cost
function can only take on positive integer values, so the CSPD energy function must
be scaled between 0 and 8.
WCSPs are often solved by a branch-and-bound tree search similar to A˚ [127].
At each node in the tree, local consistency is enforced on the current subproblem
defined by the tree node. Local consistency criteria were first developed to solve
constraint satisfaction problems (CSPs), which are a special case of WCSPs where
each cost function is a constraint that can either be satisfied or unsatisfied [128, 129].
In CSPs a complete variable assignment is consistent if it satisfies all cost functions.
Enforcing local consistency on a CSP progressively eliminates variable assignments
that are inconsistent with the constraints, making it possible to find a solution to
the problem.
Similar to CSPs, local consistency can be applied to WCSPs. However, since
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WCSP cost functions are not binary, the goal of WCSP local consistency is to ensure
that at least one assignment of each cost function is zero. Two types of local consistency are of particular importance to WCSPs: node consistency, which enforces
unary constraints (intra-rotamer energies), and arc consistency, which enforces pairwise constraints (rotamer pair energies) [127]. In practice, node and arc consistency
are enforced by transferring energetic costs from pairwise energy terms to lower arity
(intra-rotamer or template) energy terms. Ultimately, enforcement of local consistency increases the zero-arity cost function cH , which represents the minimum energy
of all protein conformations regardless of rotamer assignment (equivalent to the template energy). Therefore, by construction, cH is a lower-energy bound on the CSPD
solution that we can use to compute A˚ f -scores.
Local consistency is enforced by applying equivalence-preserving transformations
to a WCSP, meaning that the CSPD solution is preserved while the underlying
structure of the problem is changed. It has been shown that it is NP-hard to find
a locally consistent WCSP with a maximum lower-bound [130]. Therefore, several
techniques have been developed to find a tight lower bound, such as DAC, FDAC,
EDAC [116], and OSAC [131]. Here, we use EDAC to compute A˚ f -scores in our
new algorithm A˚ -LoC.
Relationship of New f -score Methods
We have presented four methods to calculate lower energy bounds of protein conformations that can be used as A˚ f -scores (Trad-A˚ , A˚ -LP, A˚ -MPLP, and A˚ -LoC).
All four f -score lower bounds are related and explore the same optimization space
(Fig. 3.3). As described in Section 3.2.3, MPLP approximates the LP solution and
the feasible space of the MPLP problem is the LP dual. Similar to MPLP, it has
also been shown that enforcement of local consistency searches through the LP dual
and approximates the optimal LP relaxation [131]. MPLP and local consistency
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algorithms are often more efficient than algorithms that find the exact LP solution.
Therefore, there is a clear tradeoff between speed of the f -score computation and
f -score optimality. In addition to these established optimization techniques, the
traditional A˚ f -score also lies within the dual of the LP formulation of the CSPD
problem (see Appendix A). This guarantees that the LP solution better estimates
protein conformation energies than the traditional A˚ f -score, and in practice the
LP solution is usually a much better bound (Section 3.3).
3.2.4 Enumerating Sequences with A˚
The A˚ algorithm used in protein design efficiently generates an in-order, gap-free
list of low-energy protein conformations. However, the goal of most protein designs is
to find low-energy sequences (rather than conformations) that can be experimentally
tested and validated for a desired function. To generate a list of low-energy sequences
A˚ must often enumerate many conformations that have identical sequences before a
new conformation with a unique low-energy sequence is found. To increase the efficiency of searching for low-energy sequences, we have developed a new A˚ algorithm,
Sequence-A˚ , that uses a modified node expansion technique to directly enumerate sequences. In Sequence-A˚ , when a node is expanded, all child rotamers of the
same amino acid type are assigned to the same A˚ node. Therefore, internal nodes
in the new A˚ search tree represent partially assigned sequences instead of partially
assigned conformations (as in Trad-A˚ ) and leaf nodes now represent fully assigned
sequences. To distinguish between Sequence-A˚ and all previous A˚ methods that
directly enumerate conformations, we refer to the conformation-based methods as
Conformation-A˚ .
The f -score of each node in Sequence-A˚ can be found by calculating a lower
energy bound for all possible conformations that match the node’s partially assigned
sequence. The Trad-A˚ f -score (Eq. 3.8) for Sequence-A˚ is:
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Figure 3.3: Several algorithms compute f -score bounds based on the
dual of the protein design program. In the relaxation of the LP formulation of the CSPD problem (the primal problem), the feasible space of solutions is a
high-dimensional convex polyhedron. The dual of this formulation is also a convex
polyhedron (cartooned here in 2 dimensions in gray) and any solution to the dual is
a lower bound on the primal (an f -score lower bound). These f -scores can be used
by algorithms, such as A˚ to find the optimal integer solution to the CSPD problem.
The traditional A˚ algorithm (shown in blue) uses a simple pairwise summation (Eq.
(3.4)) to bound the protein design score. We show that the traditional A˚ f -score
is a point in the dual of the LP and it is therefore a worse bound than the LP solution (Appendix A). The EDAC algorithm [116] (red) based on local consistency
and used in WCSP solvers [132], and the MPLP algorithm [69] (green) approximate
the optimal LP relaxation solution. These algorithms are often more efficient than
algorithms that find the exact LP solution, such as simplex (in black). Note that in
this example simplex finds the optimal solution to the LP dual, which is equivalent
to the optimal solution of the LP primal.

f pxq “

ÿ
j

min

qj PQ1j

˜

Epqj q `

ÿ

kąj

¸

min Epqj , qk q

qk PQ1k

(3.12)

where Q1i is the set of allowed rotamers at position i. If position i has been assigned
to a specific amino acid type, Q1i will be the set of rotamers in Qi that have that type.
If position i has not been assigned yet, Q1i “ Qi . Similar to the Trad-A˚ f -score, it
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is straightforward to modify the f -score methods in A˚ -LP, A˚ -MPLP, and A˚ -LoC
for Sequence-A˚ .
3.2.5 Benchmarking Methods
Design Tests.

The 73 protein systems from [2] were used as a test set to evaluate

the proposed algorithmic improvements. Side-chain placement runs were conducted
by finding all residues with ă 100% relative side-chain solvent accessible surface area
(SASA) and searching over all wild-type amino acid rotamers at each chosen residue.
Protein design runs selected core residues with ă 30% relative SASA to mutate during the design search. Each mutable residue was allowed to take on its wild-type
identity and several other amino acid types. The mutant amino acid types were
determined by finding the 5-7 most likely amino acid type substitutions based on the
BLOSUM62 matrix [133]. SASA values were determined with the program NACCESS [134]. Rigid rotamer osprey designs were conducted using the Richardsons’
Penultimate Rotamer Library [57]. The objective energy function consisted of the
following terms: the AMBER [23] van der Waals and Coulombic potential, EEF1 solvation [51], a hydrogen bond potential [25], an entropic factor [52, 91] and reference
energies [39]. The following energy function weights were used: distDepDiel=true,
dielectConst=4.0, solvation=0.40, vdwMult=0.95, hbond=3.0, and entropy=5.0. To
ensure that a sufficient number of rotamers were present for the enumeration step,
only Goldstein DEE pruning [60] was used during the pruning stage. Each design
was run on a single Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2695 v2 2.40GHz processor with 4
GB of RAM.
A˚ Enumeration.

All combinations of A˚ variable ordering methods and A˚ f -scores

were conducted on the design test systems (Table 3.1). The A˚ -LP f -score uses the
linear program defined as in Equation (3.11), except that the decision variables for
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rotamers already assigned at the given node were set to 1. An LP solver was implemented in osprey using the Gurobi optimization suite application programming
interface (Version 5.6) [135]. A˚ -MPLP uses MPLP [69] to compute its f -scores.
We implemented MPLP within osprey and fixed the number of message-passing
iterations at 100, which we found to be a good trade-off between running time and
f -score bound tightness based on previous experiments. The A˚ -LoC f -score uses
the local consistency zero-arity cost computed by enforcing local consistency with
EDAC on the A˚ node subproblem to bound the conformations allowed at the A˚
node. For a residue position that is assigned rotamer ri within an A˚ node partial
conformation, the costs for all other rotamers at that position, tqi | qi ‰ ri u, were
set to infinite energy in the WCSP for that node. Costs for the remaining rotamers
were defined by the computed energy matrix. A version of the WCSP solver Toulbar2 [132] (Version 0.9.5) modified to output the results of the initial EDAC bound
was integrated with osprey to find the zero-arity local consistency bound for each
A˚ node.

3.3 Results
We tested all the A˚ enhancements described in the Methods Section (Table 3.1)
on a test set of 73 protein design systems. To assess the benefits of these methods
compared to Trad-A˚ , we focus our analysis on difficult problems: those problems
that take over two minutes to run using Trad-A˚ . Hence, all problems that were
solved by Trad-A˚ in under two minutes were removed from further consideration.
We performed two types of designs to test these algorithms. To test exclusively the
performance of the ordering methods, we performed side-chain placement designs and
further analyzed the 38 difficult design systems. Side-chain placement is a variation
of CSPD where no mutations are allowed, so the search is performed on rotamers of
the same amino acid type. Then, all combinations of the new methods were tested
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on actual protein designs of the cores of the protein test set, 29 difficult designs in
total.
3.3.1 Variable Ordering
We evaluated the static and dynamic variable orderings using side-chain placements
of the test protein systems. All residue orderings were tested using the Trad-A˚
f -score. Four static variable orderings were tested in addition to the standard sequential residue ordering used in Trad-A˚ [62]. Because the sequential Trad-A˚
ordering does not use any information about the variable to choose the ordering, this
ordering can be considered a random or arbitrary ordering. On the other hand, each
new residue ordering is based upon a fail-first principle that tries to order the residue
positions in a favorable manner.
Out of the 73 systems tested, 39 were classified as difficult. The sequential TradA˚ algorithm solved 10 of these problems; StaticMinDom solved 9 problems; StaticDomCmed solved 10 problems while StaticMaxDom and StaticHMean solved 13
and 27 systems, respectively. In addition, of the 10 problems solved by sequential
ordering, the StaticMinDom, StaticMaxDom, StaticDomCmed, and StaticHMean
orderings were each faster than sequential ordering for 8, 6, 9, and all 10 systems,
respectively. For the 10 systems that completed with sequential ordering, StaticHMean and StaticMaxDom required the least number of A˚ nodes (median number
of expanded nodes: 2600 and 8100, respectively), while Trad-A˚ , StaticMinDom,
and StaticDomCmed required many more node expansions (362000, 109000, and
129000 nodes, respectively). Overall, these results show that the StaticMaxDom and
StaticHMean methods that specifically focus on quickly improving the A˚ f -score
lower bound outperform the other orderings. Our newly proposed dynamic orderings
improve upon the StaticMaxDom and StaticHMean orders by specifically analyzing
the f -scores of future nodes to find more favorable residue orderings than can be
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found through static methods.
The dynamic variable orderings, DynMin and DynHMean were able to solve 30
and 31 of the difficult side-chain placement problems, improving upon the static
variable orderings. DynMin and DynHMean performed faster than the sequential
ordering for all test systems. DynMin and DynHMean expand fewer nodes than the
static variable methods in 28 and 30 cases respectively, achieving up to a 2700-fold
reduction in the number of expanded nodes (Fig. 3.4) within the 10 problems that
were solved by all methods. The dynamic ordering methods require more computation per node to find the efficient paths through the A˚ tree; there is an average
43-fold increase in time needed to expand an A˚ node (51 expanded nodes/second
versus 2200 nodes/second). However, the reduction of nodes that must be expanded
far outweighs the additional time needed to determine which variable to expand next.
3.3.2 Improved f -scores Methods
We tested the new f -score algorithms A˚ -LoC, A˚ -MPLP, and A˚ -LP by performing
73 protein core designs and selected the 29 difficult designs (i.e., designs that took
Trad-A˚ greater than two minutes to complete) for further analysis. For these designs, each mutable residue was allowed to take on its wild-type identity and several
other amino acid types. In this section all f -score methods were tested with the
sequential variable ordering method. The new f -score methods greatly outperform
the standard Trad-A˚ algorithm (Fig. 3.5). Trad-A˚ was only able to solve 5 of the
difficult test designs, but A˚ -LoC, A˚ -MPLP, and A˚ -LP were all able to solve 28
of the 29 problems. For the systems that the new f -score algorithms were able to
solve, A˚ -LoC was the fastest algorithm with a median runtime of 26 seconds, while
the median times for A˚ -MPLP and A˚ -LP were 66 and 52 seconds, respectively.
Overall, A˚ -LP required the least number of expanded nodes (median of 48 nodes),
while the median number of expanded nodes for A˚ -LoC and A˚ -MPLP were 58 and
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Figure 3.4: The number of expanded A˚ tree nodes is greatly reduced by
improved variable ordering methods. Top: The total number of conformations
A˚ had to search through for 31 difficult side-chain placement problems. The size
of the conformation space shown is the number of conformations remaining after
dead-end elimination pruning. Bottom: The number of A˚ nodes expanded by
three different A˚ orderings for the 31 side-chain placement problems. Data is shown
for the sequential residue ordering used in Trad-A˚ (red circles), the StaticHMean
static variable ordering (purple pentagons), and DynHMean dynamic variable ordering (green squares). The x-axis is labeled by the PDB id used for each side-chain
placement problem. All of the runs used the Trad-A˚ f -score. Trad-A˚ failed to
solve 21 problems (right of the red vertical line) and StaticHMean failed to solve 4
of the problems. For visual clarity the x-axis is ordered first by the number of nodes
expanded by Trad-A˚ , second by StaticHMean, and finally by DynHMean.
57, respectively. A˚ -LoC was the fastest algorithm, but required the largest number
of expanded nodes, implying that there is a tradeoff between speed and f -score accuracy. On average, A˚ -LoC expanded 2.2 nodes/s, A˚ -MPLP expanded 1.0 nodes/s,
and A˚ -LP was the slowest at 0.9 nodes/s.
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Figure 3.5: The A˚ search runtime is greatly reduced by the improved
f -score algorithms. The A˚ runtimes are shown for the 28 difficult protein core
design problems that the new f -score methods could solve. Each run used the TradA˚ sequential variable ordering method. The PDB id for each protein core design
is labeled on the x-axis. The three new f -score methods, A˚ -LoC (blue stars),
A˚ -MPLP (green triangles), and A˚ -LP (black squares), were able to solve all 28
problems while Trad-A˚ (red circles) could only solve five problems (left of the red
vertical line). For visual clarity the order of designs along the x-axis is sorted first
by Trad-A˚ runtime and then by A˚ -LoC runtime.
The ability of the new A˚ f -scores to solve more complex design systems and
expand fewer A˚ nodes is directly related to their ability to produce tight energetic
bounds during the A˚ search. To investigate the accuracy of the improved f -score
algorithms we calculated the f -score gap, the difference between the GMEC energy
and the A˚ root node f -score lower bound, for every design system (Fig. 3.6). Ideally,
if the f -score bound is very accurate, the algorithm can identify the GMEC energy
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at the root node. This happened 10 times for A˚ -LP and 4 times for A˚ -MPLP,
but never occurred when using Trad-A˚ or A˚ -LoC. However, as shown in Figure 3.6
the A˚ -LoC f -scores were always much closer to the actual GMEC energy than the
Trad-A˚ f -scores. The overall accuracy of these f -scores follows a similar trend. The
average f -score gap for the 29 difficult design systems was 76 kcal/mol for Trad-A˚ ,
while the f -score gaps dropped to 3.9 kcal/mol, 3.1 kcal/mol, and 1.9 kcal/mol for
A˚ -LoC, A˚ -MPLP, and A˚ -LP, respectively.
To better understand the benefits of the improved f -score algorithms compared
to Trad-A˚ , we now specifically consider the five difficult designs that Trad-A˚ was
able to solve. For these five systems, A˚ -LoC, A˚ -MPLP, and A˚ -LP were all able to
solve the designs faster than Trad-A˚ , with an average fold improvement of 21, 13,
and 14, respectively (Fig. 3.5). In addition, the new f -score algorithms drastically
reduce the number of nodes that A˚ had to expand compared to Trad-A˚ . A˚ -LoC,
A˚ -MPLP, and A˚ -LP were able to reduce the number of expanded nodes by an
average of 6200-, 5700-, and 6700-fold, respectively. Trad-A˚ was able to expand
nodes faster than the other methods (Trad-A˚ : 1146 nodes/s; A˚ -LoC: 2.2 nodes/s;
A˚ -MPLP: 1.8 nodes/s; A˚ -LP: 1.7 nodes/s), but the accuracy of the improved f score methods drastically outweighs Trad-A˚ ’s ability to quickly process A˚ nodes.
3.3.3 Combining Variable Ordering with Improved f -scores
Combining the dynamic variable orderings with the improved A˚ f -scores yields additional gains over either individual approach (Fig. 3.7). All combinations of DynMin
with A˚ -LoC, A˚ -MPLP, and A˚ -LP were able to solve all 29 difficult test design
problems. The gains are most apparent when analyzing the most complex design
systems, specifically we consider the five systems that finished with the largest number of expanded nodes for A˚ -LoC with sequential ordering. When adding DynMin
ordering to A˚ -LoC, the new A˚ algorithm A˚ -LoC-DynMin has an average 19-fold
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Figure 3.6: Evaluation of A˚ f -score accuracy. The quantity Epgq ´ f px0 q,
referred to as the f -score gap, is shown for all 29 difficult protein core designs, where
Epgq is the energy of the GMEC and f px0 q is the f -score of the A˚ root node (i.e.,
the node with no assigned rotamers). The f -score gap represents how accurately
an f -score bound approximates the actual GMEC energy. An f -score gap of 0.1
kcal/mol indicates that the f -score was able to exactly bound the GMEC energy.
Overall, A˚ -LP (black squares) produces the tightest bounds, followed by A˚ -MPLP
(green triangles), and A˚ -LoC (blue stars). The Trad-A˚ f -score (red circles) always
produces the worst bounds and is clearly separated from the other three methods.
increase compared to A˚ -LoC. Similarly, when adding DynMin to A˚ -MPLP and
A˚ -LP there is an average fold increase of 22 and 7, respectively. The number of
expanded nodes is also reduced by 15, 12 and 3-fold when adding DynMin to A˚ LoC, A˚ -MPLP, and A˚ -LP, respectively. Interestingly, adding dynamic variable
ordering has a more dramatic effect on A˚ -LoC and A˚ -MPLP than on A˚ -LP. This
is likely because the f -score gaps for A˚ -LP are much smaller than those for A˚ -LoC
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Figure 3.7: Number of “difficult” protein designs solved by improved A˚
methods. Each cell shows the number of difficult protein core designs (N=29) that
were solved using the given variable (residue) ordering method combined with the
given f -score method. Column headings denote the residue (variable) ordering used
for the designs. Row headings denote the f -score method used for the designs. Cells
are colored from red (least number of designs solved) to yellow to green (most number
of designs solved).
or A˚ -MPLP. Therefore, if the f -score bounds are already very accurate, a beneficial
reordering of the A˚ nodes has a reduced effect compared to looser bounds. This
trend is supported by the fact that when looking at the five hardest problems that
the original A˚ algorithm was able to solve, adding dynamic reordering improved the
number of nodes by an average of 54 fold.
3.3.4 Protein Design Applications Enabled by the New A˚ Methods
Direct Enumeration of Sequences for Protein Design.

One of the key advantages of A˚

is its ability to enumerate conformations and sequences in a gap-free order of lowest
energy. In Conformation-A˚ , conformations are enumerated in order, but typically
many of the lowest-energy conformations have the same sequence or belong to a small
number of sequences. An algorithm that tries to find unique sequences by enumerating low-energy conformations will be limited in the number of sequences that it can
enumerate because most of the conformations will belong to a small number of sequences. Figure 3.8 shows an example of how the number of unique sequences grows
compared to low-energy conformations for a design of toxin II from Androctonus
australis hector (PDB id: 1AHO) using an expanded rotamer library (i.e., rotLib1
from [2]). The number of low-energy conformations grows much faster than the
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number of unique sequences. When using Sequence-A˚ (Section 3.2.4) to directly
enumerate sequences, Sequence-A˚ was able to find all unique sequences within 4
kcal/mol of the GMEC in 62 minutes. However, when using the Conformation-A˚
method A˚ -LoC-DynMin, the design fails to find all the unique sequences within
seven days.
Protein Design with Minimization.

When minimization is allowed during a protein

design search [2, 83], many rotamer combinations that were easily pruned during a
rigid search are now viable and must be considered by A˚ . The new ordering and
f -score A˚ techniques we presented are needed to efficiently search these difficult
minimization-aware design problems that include many rotamer choices with similar
energetics. To demonstrate the importance of our new A˚ algorithms, we conducted
a simple side-chain placement of an antibody-antigen protein-protein interface (PDB
id: 4OLZ). The rotamers were allowed to continuously minimize during the search
using the iMinDEE algorithm [2]. When using iMinDEE, the A˚ search no longer
enumerates conformations in order of increasing energy, but rather in order of increasing lower-energy bounds. The A˚ -LoC-DynMin algorithm was able to find the
conformation with the lowest-energy bound after inserting a total of 331 nodes into
the A˚ tree. In contrast, Trad-A˚ fails to find the conformation after inserting 14
million nodes into the A˚ tree. When Trad-A˚ failed, the best f -score bound was
still 21 kcal/mol from the goal. To obtain biologically relevant designs it is important to search accurate energy landscapes of proteins [2, 83, 106, 136–138], which
includes allowing protein minimization during the search. These new techniques enable the design of complex systems that were previously impractical with the current
technology.
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Figure 3.8: The new Sequence-A˚ algorithm enumerates sequences much
faster than Conformation-A˚ . To experimentally test protein design predictions,
it is often beneficial to predict many low-energy sequences rather than the single
GMEC. Conformation-A˚ methods enumerate conformations in a gap-free, in-order
ranking of low-energy conformations. However, most of the low-energy conformations often belong to a small set of protein sequences. Consequently, ConformationA˚ enumerates many more conformations than sequences. The number of unique
conformations (red) and sequences (blue) are shown for the protein core design of
toxin II (PDB id: 1AHO). Each plotted data point shows the number of unique
sequences (or conformations) within the given energy cutoff of the GMEC’s energy.
Due to the explosion of conformations within 4.0 kcal/mol of the GMEC’s energy,
Conformation-A˚ was unable to find all unique sequences within 4.0 kcal/mol of the
GMEC’s energy within seven days. In contrast, by directly enumerating sequences,
Sequence-A˚ was able to find all unique sequences in 62 minutes.

3.4 Discussion
The Trad-A˚ algorithm is widely used in the field of protein design, but can become
a bottleneck for complex protein designs. Improvements in both the A˚ residue or59

dering and accuracy of the f -score energetic bounds lead to large speedups in A˚
runtime and large reductions in the number of nodes explored by A˚ . The residue
orderings designed to increase the current bound in the A˚ tree as quickly as possible outperformed the traditional sequential ordering. Moreover, A˚ f -scores using
bounds based on solutions to LP, MPLP, or LoC greatly improved upon the traditional A˚ f -score. All of our new A˚ enhancements focus on efficiently reducing the
number of viable paths in the A˚ search tree. This allows A˚ to explore an extremely
small fraction of the exponential search space to enumerate all low-energy protein
conformations.
The residue ordering and f -score improvements were both designed to increase
(i.e., improve) the A˚ bounds as early in the tree as possible, and can be combined for
additional improvements in A˚ enumeration. For example, the most difficult design
in our test set (PDB id: 2FHZ; min f -score gap of 26 kcal/mol) could only be solved
when novel ordering methods were combined with improved f -score techniques. The
potential gains achieved by combining residue ordering with an f -score method are
most evident for f -scores that provide large f -score gaps. For f -scores with small f score gaps, such as A˚ -LP, the f -score is often close enough to the actual GMEC that
few nodes need to be expanded. When only a small number of nodes are required,
residue ordering can have minimal effect. Indeed, we see the largest benefits of dynamic ordering with Trad-A˚ and the least clear effect with A˚ -LP. However, designs
that allow continuous side-chain and/or backbone flexibility during the search [2, 83]
result in problems with many low-energy rotamers in the search. For these complex
problems it is unlikely that f -score methods can obtain a small f -score gap. In these
difficult cases, it will be crucial to have both improved f -scores and residue ordering
to efficiently solve the problem.
Both the advanced residue orderings and improved f -scores require extra computation for every expanded A˚ node compared to Trad-A˚ . In general, the more
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advanced/accurate the method, the more computation time is needed for each node.
Therefore, there is a clear tradeoff between the amount of time spent per node and
the accuracy of the method. For example, in an extreme case, an f -score method
that guarantees an f -score gap of zero could be used, but this is as difficult as solving the original CSPD problem. In addition, the optimal variable ordering could
be computed, but since there are Opn!q n q ways to order the variables with dynamic
ordering, finding the optimal ordering is likely harder than the original CSPD problem (we conjecture this problem may be NP-hard). On the other hand, if very little
work is done at each node (e.g., by computing a fast but loose bound or by using
the traditional sequential order), the computed bound will be poor, resulting in an
unnecessarily large number of nodes that must be expanded. This tradeoff must
always be considered when developing new methods to further improve A˚ . Overall,
out of our new A˚ f -score algorithms, A˚ -LoC was faster than the other techniques
despite producing larger f -score gaps and expanding more nodes than A˚ -MPLP
and A˚ -LP. By finding the right balance between computation time per node and
strength of the f -score bound, A˚ -LoC was able to outperform all other techniques.
Our new A˚ algorithms greatly reduce the bottleneck that can arise when using
Trad-A˚ to solve complex biological designs. By reducing the A˚ bottleneck, new
accurate and efficient CSPD methods can be developed. For example, SequenceA˚ utilized our new A˚ improvements and was shown to generate suboptimal lowenergy sequences at least 162 times faster than Conformation-A˚ . These low-energy
sequences can be used to generate a diverse set of designs for experimental testing,
which increases the chance that a functional design is found. We also demonstrated
the use of our improved A˚ algorithms for designs that include continuous side-chain
and/or backbone flexibility [2, 83]. Allowing continuous flexibility during the design
search yields many viable rotamers and conformations that would have been pruned
by rigid rotamer methods. Therefore, when including minimization, A˚ must be
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able to search through many more conformations compared to less accurate CSPD
methods. In one case, we show that our new algorithms were able to reduce the
number of nodes A˚ needed by at least five orders of magnitude.
Computational structure-based protein design has the ability to search large portions of protein conformational and sequence space faster than either experimental
or competing computational methods. There have been many successful protein
designs, but as the field progresses the demand for larger designs with increased
complexity, as well as protein backbone and side-chain flexibility will continue to
grow. The A˚ algorithm is an effective method that can incorporate both continuous
flexibility and low-energy ensembles into CSPD. The A˚ search techniques presented
here optimally solve a large class of biomedically-relevant CSPD problems that were
previously intractable for A˚ . This facilitates the development of increasingly accurate CSPD methods that can solve challenging design problems.
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Table 3.1: Summary of A˚ method terminology
Term
Definition
Residue (Variable) Orderings
Trad-A˚
Residue positions in the A˚ search are ordered by their
(or Sequential)
location in the protein’s amino acid sequence.
StaticMinDom
Residue positions are expanded in order of increasing
variable domain size (i.e., the number of available rotamers per residue position).
StaticMaxDom
Opposite of StaticMinDom. Residue positions are expanded in order of decreasing variable domain size.
StaticDomCmed
Residue positions are expanded based on the ratio of
the variable’s domain size divided by the sum of the
median pairwise energies to every other residue position [68].
StaticHMean
Residue positions are ordered based on the harmonic mean of all the position’s energetic interactions
(Eq. 3.5).
DynMin
The residue position to be expanded is chosen dynamically such that it has the largest minimum f -score.
DynHMean
The residue position to be expanded is chosen dynamically such that it maximizes the harmonic mean of its
f -scores.
f -score Methods
Trad-A˚
A˚ nodes are bounded by a sum of the partially assigned conformation’s energy and a bound on the remaining possible rotamer assignments for that node
(Eqs. 3.2-3.4).
A˚ -LoC
A˚ nodes are bounded by the local consistency zeroarity cost function, cH , computed using EDAC [116].
˚
A -LP
A˚ nodes are bounded by the solution to the LP relaxation of the CSPD ILP (Eq. 3.11).
˚
A -MPLP
A˚ nodes are bounded using the MPLP algorithm,
which approximates the solution to the CSPD LP relaxation.
˚
A Branching Methods
Conformation-A˚ A˚ enumerates an in-order, gap-free list of low-energy
conformations. Each A˚ node represents a partially
assigned conformation.
Sequence-A˚
In contrast to Conformation-A˚ , Sequence-A˚ directly
enumerates protein sequences rather than conformations. Each A˚ node represents a partially assigned
sequence.
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4
Protein Design using Continuous Flexibility.

This chapter presents algorithms for continuous flexibility in protein design. In Section 4.2 we compare continuous rotamers with discrete, rigid rotamers and validate
the importance of continuous flexibility in protein design. Then, we propose the
iMinDEE algorithm for computational protein design, an algorithm that vastly improves the pruning performed under a continuous flexibility model. The work in
Section 4.2 was a collaboration with Kyle E. Roberts and Bruce R. Donald. The text
for this section appeared in (ref. [2]):
P. Gainza*, K.E. Roberts*, and B.R. Donald. (2012) Protein Design using Continuous Rotamers. PLoS Comput Biol 8 (1), e1002335. (*contributed equally)
In Section 4.3 we summarize the EPIC (Energy as Polynomials in Internal Coordinates) algorithm for continuous flexibility. The EPIC work was led by Mark A.
Hallen, and in collaboration with me and Bruce R. Donald. Parts of this Section 4.3
appeared in (ref. [4]):
M.A. Hallen, P. Gainza, B.R. Donald. (2015) A compact representation of continuous energy surfaces for more efficient protein design. J Chem Theory
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Comput. DOI: 10.1021/ct501031m

4.1 Introduction
The goal of a structure-based protein redesign algorithm is to search over protein
conformations and find the global minimum energy conformation, or GMEC, with
respect to a given protein design model. The protein design model defines both the
input to the algorithm and how the redesigned protein can move (the flexible space).
As input the algorithm takes one or several starting protein structures, an energy
function to score the designed proteins, and whether the design search allows amino
acid type mutations (a mutation search). If mutations are allowed, the protein design
algorithm searches protein conformations from multiple sequences to find the amino
acid sequence of the GMEC.
Most protein design models limit the flexible space during the search in the interest of computational feasibility. A common protein design model assumes a fixed
backbone and only allows the side chains to move among a set of discrete conformations called rotamers. Rotamers are determined using theoretical calculations and
the empirical observation that the side chains of amino acids in protein structures
avoid most of the available conformational space and appear frequently as clusters
in χ-angle space [139] (Figure 4.1A).
Traditionally, a rigid-rotamer model is used for protein design. The rigid-rotamer
model represents each empirically-determined side-chain cluster as a single discrete
rotamer (usually the modal or mean value of the cluster’s distribution is chosen for
the rotamer conformation (Figure 4.1B)). However, protein energetics are sensitive
to small changes in atom coordinates, so a single discrete conformation cannot fully
describe a continuous region of side-chain conformation space. On the other hand,
the continuous-rotamer model allows each rotamer to represent a region in χ-angle
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space in order to more accurately reflect the empirically-discovered side-chain clusters
(Figure 4.1C). Because both methods use different rotamer models, they obtain
different GMECs; we refer to the GMEC when using a rigid-rotamer model, and
the continuous-rotamer model, respectively, as the rigid GMEC and the minGMEC.
Many protein design algorithms focus on finding the rigid GMEC instead of the
minGMEC. These algorithms often try to account for this simplification by allowing side-chain χ angles to rotate slightly after the rigid search to optimize energy
interactions, a process known as post hoc energy minimization. This is dangerous
because rigid rotamers will often score poorly during a search and be discarded, even
though they can potentially minimize to lower energies than the rigid GMEC. The
toy example in Figure 4.2 illustrates how rotamers that are part of a well-packed
structure would be discarded by a rigid-rotamer search. Even though a post hoc
energy minimization of the rigid-rotamer model in this example would result in a
low-energy structure, the pre-minimization energy would be so high that this conformation would not be considered for minimization. Thus, rigid-rotamer methods
are likely to not even consider the minGMEC as a good candidate structure.
Previous work has shown the benefit of continuously minimizing rotamers [140,
141]. For example, the method described in [141] extends post-hoc energy minimization by allowing rotamers to change during the minimization step. First, a Monte
Carlo, rigid-rotamer based algorithm finds a low-energy structure. Next, one residue
position at a time, rotamers for that position are continuously minimized, and the
lowest energy rotamer is chosen. Thus, the method in [141] is (a) dependent on the
rigid-rotamer solution, (b) dependent on the order residue positions are minimized,
and (c) does not explicitly allow concerted side-chain movements. In contrast, we
use continuous rotamers instead of relying on a rigid-rotamer search. The new design
search is no longer over discrete side-chain conformations. Instead, each side-chain
rotamer is a continuous region of χ-angle space. Therefore, our method is inde66

Figure 4.1: Distribution of Isoleucine in χ-angle space. Isoleucine has two
flexible dihedral angles (χ1 and χ2 angles) and the occurrence of isoleucine conformations across a wide set of high-quality structures [57] is plotted here. Panel A shows
the entire χ1 and χ2 angle space, while panels B, C, and D zoom in on the region
specific to one rotamer. (A) The side chains of amino acids commonly appear almost
exclusively (blue dots in the plot) within specific regions of their flexible space. (B)
In a rigid-rotamer model a single conformation (the red diamond) represents that entire region. (C) In a continuous-rotamer model, a voxel models the continuous region
that represents the rotamer. (D) An expanded rotamer model samples additional
rigid rotamers near rotamers from the rigid-rotamer model.

pendent of the order in which rotamers are minimized, and allows for coordinated
side-chain movements. The use of continuous rotamers guarantees that our protein
design search, (i) can find the global minimum energy sequence for continuously minimized side chains, and (ii) never gets stuck in local minima. Our results show the
benefits of using continuous rotamers over rigid-rotamer-based models.
In this Section we focus on the protein design method dead-end elimination (DEE)
because it provably finds the globally optimal solution according to the protein design
model. Many protein designs, however, use heuristic algorithms instead of provable
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algorithms. Heuristic algorithms make no guarantees on the optimality of the solution, but they are popular because of their speed. Our results are relevant to these
methods as well because the optimal solution computed by DEE provides a bound
on the accuracy of all possible heuristic methods. We can therefore measure precisely
the limitations of any rigid-rotamer algorithm. The original DEE algorithm (referred
to in this chapter as rigid DEE ) finds the GMEC with respect to the discrete rigidrotamer model by pruning rotamers that provably cannot be part of the rigid GMEC
[26]. An advancement of rigid DEE, the MinDEE algorithm [79, 91], addresses the
problem of finding the minGMEC by computing an upper and lower bound on the
continuous energies of each rotamer and each pairwise rotamer interaction.
In addition to finding lower bounds for each rotamer individually, MinDEE also
finds energy bounds for the possible change in energetics that might occur during
minimization across the entire protein. The MinDEE pruning criterion prevents the
algorithm from using a rotamer it to prune a rotamer ir if it could potentially perturb
the other minimizing side chains during its minimization to make it a higher energy
rotamer than ir (Figure 4.2). Even though MinDEE is a powerful technique that
prunes the design conformation space by orders of magnitude, the range of potential
minimization perturbations that MinDEE considers results in unrealistically loose
bounds that bracket each energy interaction. These bounds represent theoretical
worst cases which reduce MinDEE’s capacity to prune. Therefore, MinDEE’s pruning
power is significantly weaker than rigid DEE.
MinDEE is an integral part of the K ˚ algorithm [31, 78, 79], an ensemble-based
algorithm that estimates the binding constant of a protein-ligand complex through
a provably-accurate approximation of the partition function. K ˚ was used prospectively in drug design [49], enzyme redesign [31], protein:peptide design [41], and
drug resistance prediction [47], all with experimental validation. K ˚ approximates
the partition function by evaluating only the low energy conformations that carry
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the largest weight in the Boltzmann-weighted partition function. The MinDEE algorithm is essential for K ˚ , since MinDEE prunes the majority of conformations that
cannot minimize into low energy conformations, and therefore need not be considered
by K ˚ . Therefore, improvements to the MinDEE criterion and algorithm directly
improve the efficiency of MinDEE/A* and the K ˚ algorithm.
In this Chapter we show that when a protein design algorithm uses a continuousrotamer model, the algorithm is able to find the minGMEC, which is often a much
lower energy sequence than the rigid GMEC. Specifically, we show that the MinDEE
algorithm is able to find lower energy sequences than those found by rigid DEE in
66 out of 69 proteins from the PDB. We also show that trying to find the minGMEC
by increasing the number of rotamers in the rigid-rotamer model (Figure 4.1D) is
often impractical, and still fails to find the minGMEC in most cases. In addition, we
propose a simplified and improved alternative to MinDEE, which we call iMinDEE.
iMinDEE uses a new technique that we call Greedy Estimation of Minimization
(GEM), which allows iMinDEE to reduce the search space by orders of magnitude
when compared to MinDEE. iMinDEE and MinDEE are mathematically guaranteed
to compute the same results, and to check this is true, we ran both algorithms and
obtained identical results. Finally, we used native sequence recovery, a commonly
used metric to evaluate protein design algorithms, to show that continuous rotamers
result in more biologically accurate protein redesigns. We tested how well the sequences of both the minGMEC and the rigid GMEC recapitulated the native protein
sequence and found that iMinDEE significantly improves native sequence recovery
over rigidDEE.
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Figure 4.2: Toy example on the impact of rotamer minimization in protein
design and DEE pruning. (A) Many protein design algorithms select a single,
discrete conformation to represent each rotamer. The discrete conformation speeds
up the computation, but it can result in steric clashes (shown in red). (B) Small
changes in χ-angle space can have profound effects on the energies of interacting
rotamers, particularly in the packed core of a protein. The three hydrophobic residues
in this toy example can form a well-packed core through small changes in their χ
angles in this cartoon. A pruning algorithm like rigid DEE would erroneously prune
the clashing rotamers since it does not account for these small changes. (C) If one
rotamer, ir , always results in conformations of higher energy than another, it , the
rotamer ir and all the conformations that contain ir can be pruned. The rigid DEE
algorithm [26] prunes rotamers and amino acids that are provably not part of the
rigid GMEC. (D) When rotamers can minimize within their specified voxel, rotamers
and amino acids that seemed poor in a rigid model might minimize to lower energy
conformations than the rigid GMEC. The lowest-energy conformation in this scenario
is the minGMEC. The MinDEE algorithm [79] and iMinDEE algorithm can provably
prune rotamers in the presence of minimization.
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4.2 Importance of continuous flexibility in protein design and the
iMinDEE algorithm
In this Section we focus on the importance of using continuous rotamers instead of
rigid rotamers in protein design. First, we establish that protein design searches
that use continuous rotamers find sequences lower in energy than those using rigid
rotamers. Next, we present an improved and simplified DEE pruning criterion that
makes continuous-rotamer protein design more computationally feasible.
4.2.1 Impact of continuous rotamers on protein design
In this section we first describe the original rigid DEE [26] and MinDEE criteria [79],
and then show an experimental comparison of the two methods. This comparison
shows that MinDEE provides a substantial advantage over rigid DEE in computing
low-energy sequences. Finally, we compare a rigid-rotamer protein design search
using an expanded rotamer library against MinDEE with a standard rotamer library.
Rigid DEE criterion.
The rigid DEE criterion [26] prunes rigid rotamers that cannot be part of the GMEC
for a given protein design system. To prune a candidate rotamer, rigid DEE finds
a competitor rotamer at the same residue position that can always provide a lower
energy than the candidate rotamer. Let the internal energy of rotamer r at residue
position i, ir be Epir q, the pairwise energy between rotamers ir and js be Epir , js q
and EM be the template energy (i.e. the energy of the backbone atoms and side
chain residues that are not allowed to move or mutate). The protein design system
can be represented as a rotamer vector, A “ pA1 , ..., An q, which is an assignment of
a rotamer Ai at each design position i. Then we define the total energy ET pAq of
the system A:
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ET pAq “ EM `

ÿ

Epir q `

i,ir PA

ÿ

ÿ

Epir , js q.

(4.1)

i,ir PA jąi,js PA

The dead-end elimination criterion states that for a rotamer ir , if there is a
rotamer it such that:

Epir q `

ÿ

j‰i

min Epir , js q ą Epit q `
s

ÿ

j‰i

max Epit , js q,
s

(4.2)

then ir is provably not part of the GMEC, and can therefore be pruned. Rigid DEE
prunes rotamers in sequential iterations; the pruning of a rotamer at position i in one
iteration might enable the pruning of a rotamer at position j in the next iteration.
MinDEE.
The MinDEE criterion [79, 97] extends the rigid DEE criterion to provably prune
only rotamers that cannot minimize to the minGMEC. MinDEE treats rotamers as
a continuous range of conformations inside a voxel V pir q over the space defined by
movements up to θ degrees from the modal value. MinDEE sets bounds for the
energy of each voxel through a maximum energy, E‘ pir q, and a minimum energy,
Ea pir q to be used for pruning. In the case of pairwise energies, MinDEE sets bounds
for the minimum and maximum interaction energies between residues ir and js within
the space V pir q ˆ V pjs q: Ea pir , js q and E‘ pir , js q respectively. When energy minimization is not allowed, the energy of a fully-assigned rotamer vector A, EpAq, can
be computed as a sum of independent, individual terms (Eq. (4.1)). When energy
minimization is allowed, however, the minimized energy of A, ET pAq, cannot be
pairwise-decomposed, since the minimization of one rotamer within its voxel might
alter how the remaining rotamers minimize (i.e. a domino effect). ET pAq, however,
can be bounded by the sums of maxima and minima [79], Ea pAq ă ET pAq ă E‘ pAq:
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E‘ pAq “ EM `

ÿ

E‘ pir q `

ÿ

Ea pir q `

i

Ea pAq “ EM `

ÿÿ

E‘ pir , js q,

(4.3)

ÿÿ

Ea pir , js q.

(4.4)

i jąi

i

i jąi

In order to prune rotamers, possible perturbations that minimization may cause
in the rest of the system must be accounted for. MinDEE accounts for possible sidechain rearrangements during minimization by including the maximum range terms:
Em pir q “ E‘ pir q ´ Ea pir q, Em pir , js q “ E‘ pir , js q ´ Ea pir , js q. The MinDEE criterion
for pruning [79] is:

Ea pir q `

ÿ

j‰i

´

ÿ ÿ

j‰i k‰i,kąj

min Ea pir , js q ´
s

ÿ

max Em pjs q
s

j‰i

max Em pjs , ku q ą E‘ pit q `
s,u

ÿ

j‰i

max E‘ pit , js q.
s

(4.5)

If Eq. (4.5) holds for rotamers ir and it , then rotamer ir is provably not part of the
minGMEC.
MinDEE/A*. MinDEE prunes rotamers that are provably not part of the minGMEC,
and then the A* [62, 79] algorithm is used to enumerate rotamer vectors in order
of the lower bound on their energies. During the A* search, each rotamer vector
is minimized and the A* enumeration stops when the lower energy bound of the
enumerated conformation is higher than the lowest minimized energy.
Energy comparison between rigid DEE and MinDEE.
Both the rigid GMEC and the minGMEC were computed for 69 protein core redesigns. As a postprocessing step, the rigid-GMEC conformation was energy minimized to make the comparison fair, since many programs that use rigid rotamers
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minimize the rigid GMEC after rigid DEE. We will refer to the post hoc energy
minimized rigid GMEC as the rigidMin. Figure 4.3 shows a comparison between
the energy of the minGMEC and the rigidMin, normalized to the energy of the rigid
GMEC for 69 design runs. In 68 of the 69 design runs the minGMEC had a lower
energy than the rigidMin, with an average energy difference of 7.5 kcal{mol (standard deviation “ 5.7) and a maximum energy difference of 24.2 kcal{mol. In only
one design case, antiviral lectin scytovirin from Scytonema varium (PDB id: 2QSK)
are the minGMEC and the rigidMin the same, with the same minimized energy
and the same sequence. Furthermore, in 66 of the 69 design runs the minGMEC
was different from the rigid GMEC. We evaluated the sequence distance, the percentage of designed residues that differ in their amino acid type between the rigid
GMEC and the minGMEC, and found a sequence distance average of 31.1% (standard deviation “ 15.7). The maximum sequence distance is 64.3%. For two design
runs, Cytochrome C from Shewanella oneidensis (PDB id: 1M1Q), and NapB from
Haemophilus influenzae (PDB id: 1JNI), the minGMEC and the rigid GMEC have
the same sequence, but different rotamers and therefore different energies. Both of
these designs are small: only 4 redesigned residues for 1M1Q and 5 for 1JNI.
To further illustrate these results we present the results from a representative design run, the run for Ribonuclease from Streptomyces aureofaciens (PDB id: 1LNI).
The rigid GMEC (computed with DEE/A*) has an energy of ´240.3 kcal{mol, the
rigidMin has an energy of ´247.1 kcal{mol, and the minGMEC (computed with
MinDEE/A*) has an energy of ´264.5 kcal{mol. Five amino acids differ between
the minGMEC and the rigid GMEC: the minGMEC has D33, Y52, R69, M70, and
F89; the rigid GMEC has N33, H52, N69, T70, and H89. If the rotamers from the
minGMEC are returned to their rigid, modal values, the energy of this conformation
is `337 kcal{mol, over 600 kcal{mol above the minGMEC. This illustrates how a
method that relies on rigid rotamers, followed by a post hoc minimization step, can
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Figure 4.3: Rigid GMEC vs. minGMEC. (A) Fraction of the redesigned
residues that had different amino acids (AA) between the rigid GMEC and the
minGMEC. In 66 out of the 69 cases the minGMEC and the rigid GMEC have
different sequences. The three systems where the minGMEC has the same sequence
as the rigid GMEC are marked with a bold line at zero (2QSK, 1M1Q, and 1JNI).
(B) Energy of the minGMEC vs. energy of the rigidMin (the post hoc minimization
of the rigid GMEC), relative to the energy of the rigid GMEC, which is set to zero
for each system. In 68 of 69 cases the energy of the minGMEC is lower than that
of the rigidMin. For 2QSK the rotamers of the rigid GMEC are the same as the
rotamers of the minGMEC, and, therefore, the energy of the rigidMin is the same as
the energy of the minGMEC. The energy of the minGMEC is shown in yellow+blue
bars, while the yellow color by itself shows the energy of the rigidMin. The results of
this figure are identical for iMinDEE and MinDEE since both algorithms provably
find the minGMEC.

miss the minGMEC.
These results clearly show that if minimization is not included during the search,
the true lowest-energy sequences are missed in almost every case and in many cases
the minGMEC has a much different sequence than the rigid GMEC. This also shows
that energetically favorable rotamers are pruned because of the inability of rigid
rotamers to make small spatial adjustments. More importantly, this means that wet
lab experiments based on rigid DEE results, even with post hoc energy minimization,
will not test the sequences that are predicted to be the best by the energy model.
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MinDEE vs. an expanded rotamer library.
A seemingly simpler alternative to MinDEE is to increase the granularity of the
rotamer library and use the rigid DEE algorithm. In practice, however, this is hard
because the precomputation of pairwise interactions, the rigid DEE pruning stages,
and the A* conformational search are computationally expensive for side chains with
3 or 4 degrees of freedom. For example, consider a rotamer library that is expanded
by adding all rotamers with dihedrals ˘5˝ and ˘10˝ from rotamers in the original
library. In such a library an arginine residue that originally had 34 rotamers would
increase to 34 ˆ 54 rotamers. In this scenario, a pairwise computation between two
arginine residues must consider 450 million pairs.
To overcome this rotamer explosion, some protein design protocols [39, 59] add
more rotamers by altering only the χ1 or χ1 and χ2 angles by ˘1 standard deviation
pσq. We tested this approach by building two expanded rotamer libraries from the
Richardson’s Penultimate Rotamer Library: RL1, a rotamer library where new rotamers are added by varying each rotamer’s χ1 angle by ˘σ; and RL2, an extension
where rotamers are added by varying both χ1 and χ2 by ˘σ. We then compared
the rigid GMEC of the original rotamer library (denoted as RL0), RL1, and RL2
against the minGMEC for each system. The energetic and sequence results for these
rotamer libraries are shown in Figure 4.4.
Figure 4.4 shows results for only 46 proteins, much less than the 69 shown in
Figure 4.3, because rigid DEE with rotamer library RL2 failed for 23 of them. The
results for the 46 proteins that did finish for RL2 show that on average the RL0 rigid
GMEC is 15.17 kcal{mol higher in energy than the minGMEC; RL1 is 7.39 kcal{mol
above the minGMEC; and RL2 is 2.60 kcal{mol above the minGMEC. The amino
acid sequences also vary between the expanded rotamer libraries and the minGMEC,
with an average difference of 28% for RL0, 18% for RL1 and 10% for RL2.
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Figure 4.4: The minGMEC vs. rigid DEE with an expanded rotamer
library. Two expanded rotamer libraries were used, RL1 and RL2, and they were
compared against the standard rotamer library (RL0). (A) Redesigns that failed for
rigid DEE using rotamer library RL2 because of the library’s large size. AA: The
number of mutable amino acids. (B) Fraction of the amino acids that are different
between the minGMEC of MinDEE and, respectively: the rigid GMEC of RL0 (light
grey), the rigid GMEC of RL1 (grey), and the rigid GMEC of RL2 (dark grey). Those
designs where the sequence of the minGMEC and the sequence of the rigid GMEC
are the same are marked with a bold line at zero. (C) Energy of the rigid GMEC of
RL0 (light grey + grey + dark grey) vs. the rigid GMEC of RL1 (grey + dark grey)
vs. the rigid GMEC of RL2 (dark grey), relative to the energy of the minGMEC,
which is set to zero for each system.

The remaining 23 systems ran out of memory on the rigid DEE runs with rotamer
library RL2, either in the DEE stages, or in the A* stage. This occurred because
the rotamer library RL2 is too large, even though our protein core redesigns are
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Figure 4.5: The minGMEC vs. rigid DEE with an expanded rotamer
library for the systems that failed with rigid DEE using rotamer library
RL2. These results compare the standard rotamer library (RL0) against an expanded rotamer library, RL1. (A) Fraction of the amino acids that are different
between the minGMEC of MinDEE and, respectively: the rigid GMEC of RL0 (light
grey), and the rigid GMEC of RL1 (grey). (B) Energy of the rigid GMEC of RL0
(light grey + grey) vs. the rigid GMEC of RL1 (grey), relative to the energy of the
minGMEC, which is set to zero for each system.

restricted to at most 15 mutable residues. Two redesigns, 1L9L and 3G21, both
with 15 redesigned residues, failed for both RL1 and RL2 rotamer libraries. The
results for the 21 systems that failed with rotamer library RL2 but completed with
rotamer library RL1 are shown in Figure 4.5.
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4.2.2 Greedy Estimation of Minimization (GEM)
The MinDEE algorithm is guaranteed to find the GMEC when searching over continuous rotamers, which we call the minGMEC. To efficiently prune and search over
continuous-rotamer conformations, the MinDEE algorithm computes lower and upper bounds on the pairwise energies of continuous rotamers (Ea pir , js q and E‘ pir , js q,
as defined above). In practice, however, these maximum and minimum bounds can
be very loose. This results in a large gap between the maximum and minimum terms,
which consequently makes the Em terms in the MinDEE pruning criterion (Eq. 5)
very large. For example, a pair of neighboring tryptophan rotamers might have a
maximum energy within a voxel of 1010 kcal{mol, but these can minimize and form
favorable stacking to an energy of ´10 kcal{mol. These large Em terms make it
difficult to prune rotamers, resulting in much less pruning than rigid DEE.
In this section we present a new criterion and algorithm, iMinDEE, which can
prune rotamers much more efficiently than MinDEE and is still guaranteed to find
the minGMEC. iMinDEE obtains improved pruning by removing the need to define
maximum bounds on continuous-rotamer energies, which eliminates the large Em
terms from the pruning criterion. Remember that the Em terms from the MinDEE
criteria were needed to account for all possible side-chain rearrangements that could
occur during protein minimization. Instead of accounting for all potential side-chain
rearrangements, iMinDEE greedily estimates how much minimization can actually
occur.
We refer to the overall technique that iMinDEE uses to prune rotamers as Greedy
Estimation of Minimization (GEM). The basis behind GEM is to greedily assume
that protein minimization occurs independently for each rotamer pair. Rotamers
are initially pruned based on this assumption, and the A* algorithm finds the best
conformation in the remaining (unpruned) conformational search space. After this
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first run, we can check whether the assumption was wrong and if the minGMEC
was pruned. Remarkably, if the minGMEC was pruned, we can provably refine our
initial assumption to obtain a new pruning criterion that is guaranteed to recover
the minGMEC, and the algorithm will run at most one more time.
Interval MinDEE.
We propose an improved algorithm for continuous-rotamer pruning called Interval
MinDEE (iMinDEE) which eliminates the need for defining maximum bounds on the
energy terms of rotamers. Instead, iMinDEE uses an interval term, I, that accurately
bounds the minimization that can occur within the protein. This allows for much
tighter energy bounds than the MinDEE method and therefore much more pruning.
To account for side-chain minimization the iMinDEE algorithm computes lower
bounds on the internal and pairwise energies of continuous rotamers. Each continuous rotamer represents a continuous set of side-chain conformations (i.e., a set of
χ angles) that can be interpreted as a voxel in χ angle space. Consider a pair of
continuous rotamers, ir and js . The pairwise energy Epir , js q of ir and js varies as ir
and js each take on conformations defined by the parameter space of their voxel. To
bound these pairwise energies, iMinDEE calculates the lowest-energy conformation
for a rotamer pair when no other side chains are present. Unfortunately, once additional residues are added to the protein, and the entire conformation is minimized,
it is no longer guaranteed that a single rotamer pair will maintain its lower bound
conformation. Thus, during the design search when calculating the energy of a full
protein conformation, the actual energy of a rotamer pair will always be higher than
the precomputed low-energy bound. The interval term, I, in the iMinDEE pruning
criteria accounts for this energy difference for all rotamer pairs.
We now define the interval term. Let A be any valid rotamer assignment. Let
Ea pAq be the low-energy bound of rotamer assignment A and let ET pAq be the
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total minimized energy of A. Let L be the rotamer assignment with the lowest
energy bound and let G be the rotamer assignment of the minGMEC. By definition,
Ea pLq ď Ea pAq and ET pGq ď ET pAq. We define the interval I as:

I ě ET pGq ´ Ea pLq.

(4.6)

We now define the iMinDEE criterion:

Ea pir q `

ÿ

j‰i

min Ea pir , js q ą Ea pit q `
s

ÿ

j‰i

max Ea pit , js q ` I.
s

(4.7)

Ea pir q is the lower bound on the energy of rotamer ir , and Ea pir , js q is the lower
bound on the pairwise energy of rotamers ir and it , as defined in the MinDEE section
above. If Eq. (B.1) holds, then ir is provably not part of the minGMEC.
Proposition 1. When Eq. (B.1) holds, rotamer ir can be provably pruned from
the search space because it cannot be part of the minimized global minimum energy
conformation (minGMEC).
The proof for Proposition 1 is given in Appendix B.
The smaller the value of I, the greater the pruning by iMinDEE. However, determining the optimal value of I would require computing the optimal rotamer assignment G, so finding the optimal I is as hard as solving the problem of finding the
minGMEC. Instead, we find an approximation for the optimal value of I as outlined
below.
Greedy estimation of a good approximation for I.
In this section we detail the GEM technique to find a valid approximation for the
optimal value of I. The algorithm is sound, must only be repeated at most once, and
guarantees that iMinDEE finds the minGMEC. First, we choose an initial approximation for I, called I0 (in our implementation we found setting I0 “ 0.5 kcal{mol
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Figure 4.6: iMinDEE algorithm illustration. The A* branch-and-bound algorithm completely searches the conformation space and enumerates conformations in
order of their low-energy bound. Because the search is complete, a large conformational search space can be computationally infeasible for A*. Therefore, a pre-A*
pruning of the conformational search space with the MinDEE algorithm or iMinDEE
algorithm can make the A* search feasible. (A) The entire MinDEE conformation
space in the order that the A* algorithm would enumerate the conformations. A*
enumerates conformations until it can prove the minGMEC (denoted as G) has been
found, but unpruned high energy conformations slow down the search. The first
conformation enumerated by A*, corresponding to the conformation with the lowest energy bound, is denoted L, and the lower bound on its energy is Ea pLq. The
minGMEC, G, is marked by a green dot and its energy is ET pGq. (B) Instead of
MinDEE, we can use iMinDEE to prune conformations with energy bounds that are
higher than the lowest energy bound by more than the initial I0 value. We then
select the lowest minimized energy found so far (i.e. as opposed to lowest energy
bound ) and use that to compute the I1 value. The conformation with the lowest
minimized energy is denoted G1 with a blue dot and its energy is ET pG1 q. (C) The
iMinDEE search is repeated if I1 ą I0 . Since ET pG1 q ě ET pGq, I1 meets the condition of Eq. (4.6), and the search will not need to be repeated again. By setting
I “ I1 , we can use the iMinDEE criterion (Eq. (B.1)) to prune rotamers, and the
iMinDEE algorithm will provably find the minGMEC.

worked well). Next, we prune the rotamer library using the iMinDEE criterion
(Eq. (B.1)) substituting I0 for I. After pruning, we use A* to enumerate protein
conformations in order of their lower energy bound and compute the minimized energy of the enumerated conformations. Let G1 be the lowest energy conformation
found during the enumeration. Since I0 was only an initial guess for I, it is possible
that the optimal value of I is greater than I0 . If that is the case, then G1 ‰ G, where
G is the minGMEC that we are trying to find. To check the validity of I0 we define
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of rotamer pruning with rigid DEE, MinDEE and
iMinDEE. For each tested protein, this chart shows what percentage of rotamers
were pruned by each criterion. In all cases pruning with rigid DEE pruned at least
as much as iMinDEE, and pruning with iMinDEE was significantly better than
MinDEE.

a second approximation to I called I1 :
I1 “ ET pG1 q ´ Ea pLq.

(4.8)

Using the proposition below, we can determine whether I0 was a valid approximation
for I. If it was not, then I1 is guaranteed to be a valid approximation for I. Finally,
we can repeat the pruning and A* steps using I1 instead of I0 , and are guaranteed
to find the minGMEC during this A* search.
Proposition 2. If I0 ě I1 then G1 “ G and the search can stop; otherwise the search
must be repeated once using I1 “ ET pG1 q ´ Ea pLq to find the minGMEC.
Proof. First consider if I0 ě I1 . Then using the definitions of I1 and the fact that
ET pG1 q ě ET pGq:
I0 ě ET pG1 q ´ Ea pLq ě ET pGq ´ Ea pLq.
I0 satisfies Eq. (4.6), which means that the pruning criterion is valid and G1 “ G.
Now consider if I0 ă I1 . In this case the pruning criterion used was not correct
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Figure 4.8: Pruning vs I1 value. Most systems have small I1 values. Some
outliers have larger I1 values, and in consequence, iMinDEE loses pruning efficiency
in these systems.

so the design can be rerun using I1 instead of I0 . By definition we know that
I1 ě ET pGq ´ Ea pLq so as in the first case the pruning criterion is valid and G1 “ G.

Figure 4.6 illustrates how the entire algorithm works. The algorithm repeats at
most once and is guaranteed to find the minGMEC. Even though iMinDEE must go
through two phases of pruning and A* enumeration, this is a constant factor increase
in runtime, and in practice iMinDEE is still much faster than MinDEE. By removing
the maximum energy bounds (E‘ pir q and E‘ pir , js q in Eq. (4.5)) from the MinDEE
criterion, the iMinDEE criterion is able to prune significantly more than MinDEE
(See Figure 4.7).
4.2.3 Analysis of iMinDEE
iMinDEE is mathematically guaranteed to compute the same result as the original
MinDEE, but can do so much more efficiently. To show the benefit of our approach,
we implemented iMinDEE and applied it to the 69 protein core redesigns. We show
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that iMinDEE significantly reduces the conformation search space compared to the
original MinDEE criterion. In many cases iMinDEE is nearly as efficient as rigid
DEE, while still guaranteeing to compute the minGMEC. Finally, we analyze the
meaning and impact of the interval term, I, in the iMinDEE criterion.
Comparison between rigid DEE, MinDEE, and iMinDEE pruning.
The protein design runs analyzed with rigid DEE and MinDEE in the previous
section were conducted using the iMinDEE criterion. Figure 4.7 shows a comparison
between the percentage of rotamers pruned by rigid DEE, iMinDEE and MinDEE.
In all cases pruning is significantly higher for iMinDEE compared with MinDEE, and
in some cases iMinDEE pruning is as efficient, or nearly as efficient, as rigid DEE. We
again select the mid-ranking (in terms of iMinDEE pruning) Ribonuclease (1LNI)
design run to look at the results in more detail. The Ribonuclease structure has 15
residues with a SASA of less than 5% that were selected as mutable. This results in
a search space of 1.1 ˆ 1023 conformations. The MinDEE algorithm prunes 40% of
all rotamers, which reduces the number of conformations to 7.7 ˆ 1019 . In contrast,
iMinDEE prunes 83% of all rotamers and reduces the search space to 1.4 ˆ 1010 .
Rigid DEE prunes 93% of all rotamers and reduces the search space to 1.6 ˆ 104 .
This means that the remaining search space that is input into A* is 5.5 billion times
smaller when iMinDEE is used than when MinDEE is used.
Rigid DEE is not directly comparable with MinDEE/iMinDEE because, as Figure 4.3 shows, it almost always finds a different (and worse) answer than MinDEE.
We feel, however, that a comparison of pruning is necessary since rigid DEE is the
standard in the field, and potential adopters of iMinDEE might feel reluctant to
migrate if it results in considerable performance penalties. Results of the pruning
comparison show that in most cases iMinDEE prunes with close to the same efficiency
as rigid DEE while maintaining the guarantees of MinDEE.
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Analysis of the interval term.
The interval term I in the iMinDEE pruning criteria accounts for potential side-chain
rearrangements that can occur when one rotamer is changed to another rotamer.
Since the optimal value of I cannot be computed efficiently, the iMinDEE algorithm
uses the computed value I1 (Eq. (4.8)) during the final round of pruning. When we
determine that a design system has a high I1 value, by definition this means that
the difference between the rotamer pair bounds and the actual minimized energy of
the protein system is large. Thus, the I value is intrinsic to each design system, and
is a good indication of whether the system can be tractably designed or not.
Figure 4.8 shows the relationship between I1 and pruning power of iMinDEE for
our protein design test set. Clearly, as the value of I1 decreases iMinDEE can prune
more rotamers. Ten I1 outlier systems that had pruning levels at or below 50% are
labeled in Figure 4.8 (PDB ids: 1X6I, 3FIL, 1UCR, 3I2Z, 1T8K, 2BWF, 1R6J, 1CC8,
1XMK, and 2CS7). Since the pruning for these I1 outliers was low, our iMinDEE/A*
implementation was unable to compute the minGMEC for four of these runs (1X6I,
1XMK, 1CC8, and 2CS7). Because we were not able to compute the minGMEC for
these four runs, they are not included in Figures 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5. These four runs
also ran out of memory in the rigid DEE/A* runs with rotamer library RL2, and
the runs for 1X6I and 2CS7 ran out of memory with rotamer library RL1.
A close examination of all ten I1 outlier structures showed a common pattern: in
the absence of neighboring rotamers, rotamer pairs would minimize into conformations that were incompatible with other rotamers when all rotamers were minimized
together. Interestingly, eight of these structures have trouble spots where a single
rotamer is responsible for most of the gap between the energy lower bound and minimized energy. To analyze this graphically (Figure 4.9) we chose the most outlying
design run, which was of the S. pneumoniae PhtA histidine triad domain (PDB
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Figure 4.9: iMinDEE predicts residues Trp3 (rotamer 3), Tyr11 (rotamer
1), Met40 (rotamer 8), and Arg44 (rotamer 15) in the structure of the
PhtA histidine triad domain (PDB ID: 2CS7) to achieve a low-energy
conformation. iMinDEE precomputes low-energy bounds between all pairs of possible rotamers in structure 2CS7. This figure illustrates the lower bound between
the pairs (A) Met40 and Arg44, (B) Trp3 and Arg44, and (C) Tyr11 and Arg44.
Favorable vdW contacts are shown in green and blue dots, and a small steric overlap is shown in red in pane (C). All of these pairs have favorable, low energies and
iMinDEE predicts all conformations containing the 4 rotamers shown in this chart
to be among the lowest energy structures. (D) When all four are placed in the same
conformation, however, the result is a biophysically impossible steric clash, shown
by red and purple dots.

id: 2CS7). This structure has one trouble spot involving Arg44 and its pairwise
interactions with residues Trp3, Tyr11, and Met40. Arg44 clashes with each of its
neighbors in its rigid-rotamer conformation, but each pairwise clash can be solved
through minimization. When all rotamers are present, however, solving the clash
with one pair results in Arg44 moving to clash with another rotamer. The result is
that iMinDEE will enumerate all the conformations that contain the four mutants,
because they have a good lower bound, but none of them can result in a good global
conformation because the Arg44 clashes with all of its neighbors when they are all
present. This suggests that using a higher-order bounds computation might be able
to resolve this particular case.
When we ran rigid DEE with rotamer library RL2 (Section “MinDEE vs. a finer
rotamer library,” above), the design runs for all of the ten I1 outlier systems (1X6I,
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3FIL, 1UCR, 3I2Z, 1T8K, 2BWF, 1R6J, 1CC8, 1XMK, and 2CS7) failed to complete
because they ran out of memory. In addition to the ten I1 outliers, rigid DEE/A*
with RL2 could not compute the rigid GMEC in 17 other cases (Figure 4.4A) and
these systems often have high I1 values. Therefore, rigid DEE with an expanded
rotamer library is both unable to reach the energy of the minGMEC (Figure 4.4),
and unable to perform better than iMinDEE even in cases where iMinDEE has little
pruning. Since iMinDEE was able to compute the minGMEC for the 23 systems
that failed with rigid DEE/A* and RL2 (Figure 4.4A), this further emphasizes the
benefit of iMinDEE over expanded rotamer techniques.
Native sequence recovery using continuous rotamers.
There is evidence suggesting that the sequences of native proteins optimize the stability of their backbone structure [74]. Using this hypothesis, a common way to
evaluate protein design algorithms is to see how well the low-energy sequence found
by the algorithm compares with the native protein sequence. While it is most likely
true that some residues are optimized for function instead of stability [142], native
sequence recovery still remains a valuable tool to determine the biological relevance
of new protein design algorithms. Therefore, to analyze the benefits of continuous
rotamers for protein design, we compared the native sequence recovery of iMinDEE
with that of rigid DEE.
For the native sequence recovery tests, we chose to design those proteins from our
initial test set of 69 proteins that had no co-factors or non-amino acid ligands interacting with core residues. It is expected that side chains interacting with co-factors
or ligands are involved in binding and catalysis, and are not necessarily optimized for
the unbound structure. Therefore, sequence recovery is not applicable to these functional residues, because their identity is determined by more than just apo energetic
structural stability. 43 protein structures remained after removing those with inter88

Figure 4.10: Summary of native sequence recovery results. The recovery
of native amino acid sequence by rigid DEE (the rigid GMEC) and by iMinDEE
(the minGMEC) are shown. (A) Summary of amino acid side chains that contain
more than one flexible dihedral angle (asp, lys, ile, trp, phe, gln, asn, leu, tyr, glu,
arg, met, and his) that were not recovered by the rigid GMEC (pie chart above)
and the minGMEC (pie chart below). For comparison, the recovered amino acids
with more than one flexible dihedral angle are shown in grey. Residues that were
not recovered are colored by their amino acid type. (B) Percentage of residues not
recovered by the rigid GMEC (yellow) and the minGMEC (orange), categorized
by amino acid mass. The first group (All AA) shows the total percentage of nonrecovered residue positions of all amino acid types. The second group (100-130 Da)
shows the percentages of non-recovered residue positions of amino acid types with
a mass between 100 Da and 130 Da, and the third group shows the percentages of
non-recovered residue positions of amino acid types with a mass over 130 Da.

acting co-factors and ligands, which resulted in a total of 527 residue positions to be
redesigned. We redesigned each protein system with both rigid DEE and iMinDEE,
using the same energy parameters for both algorithms. We then compared both the
rigid GMEC computed by rigid DEE, and the minGMEC computed by iMinDEE,
vs. the native sequence.
To better understand the sequence recovery results, we analyzed the percentage
and type of residue positions that were not recovered by each method. Over all
the designed sequences, rigid DEE failed to recover 29.22% of the designed native
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residues, while iMinDEE failed to recover 19.17%, a 1{3 reduction in non-recovered
residues. This improvement is highly significant, but the results are more illustrative
if we specifically analyze the recovery of large residues and residues with more than
one flexible dihedral. If we consider all 13 amino acids with more than one flexible dihedral, rigid DEE failed to recover 37.82% while iMinDEE failed to recover 22.54% of
native residues, a 2{5 reduction in non-recovered amino acid positions (Figure 4.10A).
If the bulkiest residues (those with a mass over 130 Da: Trp, Phe, Tyr, Arg, Met, and
His) are considered, rigid DEE failed to recover 54.44% while iMinDEE only failed
to recover 28.89%, a one-half reduction in non-recovered residues. (Figure 4.10B).
4.2.4 Discussion on continuous rotamers and iMinDEE
We show here and in previous work [79, 81, 82] that rotamers pruned by rigid DEE
can often minimize below the rigid GMEC. Specifically, in 68 of our test systems
(Figure 4.3), MinDEE finds different rotamers for the minGMEC than for the rigid
GMEC, as well as different amino acid sequences (in some cases differing in over half
of the amino acids) in 66 of the designed protein cores. This demonstrates the importance of using continuous rotamers to find the true minimum energy conformation
given the input energy function. In addition, we have developed a new algorithm,
iMinDEE, which greatly increases the efficiency of searching over continuous rotamers
during protein design.
Stable wild-type proteins have well-packed cores, and mutations that decrease
core packing can result in unstable or misfolded proteins [143–145]. This is important
for our designs because all of the residues that we selected are part of the protein
core and have low solvent accessibility (see Materials and Methods). In nearly all
of our designs the mutated side chains of the minGMEC have a larger volume than
those of the rigid GMEC (4.7% on average, as high as 13%). In an average example,
1ZZK with 12 redesigned amino acids and a volume difference of 5.4%, the rigid
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GMEC and the minGMEC differ in four amino acids: three residues are larger in
the minGMEC (M20, M47, I70 in the minGMEC vs. V20, T47, T70 in the rigid
GMEC ), and just one residue is smaller (A73 in the minGMEC vs. S73 in the rigid
GMEC). Rigid DEE selects a sequence with much smaller amino acid side chains
because it cannot find a low energy conformation for the minGMEC sequence. Since
overpacking of the minGMEC is unlikely because all of the minGMEC conformations
have good vdW potential energies, this increase in volume supports better packing of
the minGMEC with respect to the rigid GMEC. Therefore, we believe that modeling
continuous rotamers in protein design will reduce the misfolding and increase the
stability of predicted proteins.
To further evaluate the biological relevance of our results we performed native
sequence recovery with rigid DEE and iMinDEE. iMinDEE obtained significant improvements over rigid DEE in sequence recovery. This shows the importance of
fully exploring the protein structural landscape to find the lowest energy structures
according to the energy function. Previously, sequence recovery has been used to
demonstrate the importance of incorporating desolvation penalties into a protein
design energy function [93]. These penalties are usually considered essential for protein design because they account for the hydrophobic effect, which drives protein
folding [51]. Interestingly, our results show that the increase in sequence recovery
obtained using continuous rotamers is comparable to the increase in sequence recovery obtained by incorporating implicit solvation [93]. This implies that accurately
modeling continuous rotamers is as vital to computing accurate designs as incorporating sophisticated energy terms.
It is informative to categorize our sequence recovery results by amino acid mass:
(i) small-mass amino acids with a mass less than 100 Da (Val, Ala, Gly, and Ser);
(ii) medium-mass amino acids, with a mass between 100 Da and 130 Da (Asp, Lys,
Ile, Gln, Asn, Leu, Glu, Thr); and large-mass amino acids, with a mass over 130 Da
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(Trp, Phe, Tyr, Arg, Met, His). Our results show that, in a rigid-rotamer model, the
large-mass residues are recovered significantly less frequently than the small-mass
residues. We show that rigid DEE recovered 83.55% of the small-mass residues, but
only 45.56% of the large-mass residues. By using a continuous-rotamer model the
difference in native sequence recovery of the large-mass residues vs. the small-mass
residues is much smaller. iMinDEE recovered 86.54% of the small-mass amino acids
and 71.11% of the large-mass amino acids. This further demonstrates that continuous
rotamers are necessary to model large amino acids because they are sensitive to small
changes in χ angles.
One might think that increasing the size and resolution of the rotamer library
would allow rigid DEE to find the minGMEC. Although this is true in the limit, it
is impractical to systematically increase the size of the rotamer library because the
side chains of amino acids have many degrees of freedom. If flexibility is handled
through more sampling, the protein designer must determine on an ad hoc basis what
additional sampling should be done within the limits of computational feasibility to
allow an angle to deviate from ideal rotamer values. We show in this Chapter that
increasing the rotamer library by diversifying the χ1 , or χ1 and χ2 dihedrals still fails
to find sequences identical to the minGMEC, and in many cases causes the search
to become intractable.
With the introduction of iMinDEE we show that continuous rotamers can efficiently be searched to find the minGMEC. Our pruning results (Figure 4.7) show
that iMinDEE always prunes significantly more rotamers than MinDEE. This increase in pruning greatly reduces the number of protein conformations that A* must
search through to find the minGMEC. Remarkably, iMinDEE often prunes close to
as many rotamers as rigid DEE. The comparison between iMinDEE/MinDEE and
rigid DEE pruning is somewhat complex to interpret since rigid DEE pruning is often incorrect relative to the MinDEE criterion, and the minGMEC is in most cases
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pruned by rigid DEE. It could also be argued that MinDEE intrinsically should not
prune as much as rigid DEE, because its correctness criterion is more stringent (i.e.
minimization-aware). Nevertheless, we show that the pruning of MinDEE can be
greatly increased while still maintaining correctness. Both MinDEE and iMinDEE
have identical outputs, and both guarantee not to prune the minGMEC, and yet
iMinDEE prunes orders of magnitude more conformations in all cases.
Pruning with iMinDEE for each design system is greatly affected by the I1 value
for that system. The results in Figure 4.8 show that the performance of iMinDEE
can be improved by reducing the value of I1 . I1 is defined as the difference between
ET pG1 q and Ea pLq (Eq. (4.8)). Hence, I1 can potentially be reduced either by finding
a conformation G1 with a lower energy, or by improving the lower bound on the energy
of L (see Figure 4.6). First, to find a low-energy conformation for G1 , the I0 parameter
of the iMinDEE algorithm must be chosen with care. While a large I0 can lead to
very little pruning during the first iMinDEE pruning step, a very small I0 could
prevent a low-energy minimized conformation (i.e. a low energy conformation G1 ,
see Figure 4.6) from being found. This would cause G1 to have a high energy and make
I1 needlessly large. Second, to improve the lower bound on the energy of L requires
improving all of the rotamer energy bounds. The example in Figure 4.9 shows a case
where a poor lower bound on the energy of L can arise because iMinDEE decomposes
the system into rotamer pairs and uses bounds on these pairs to compute the total
lower energy bound. One way to prevent this would be to compute lower bounds in
a four-wise manner (Arg44 would compute the lower bound with all combinations of
neighbors), but this would increase the complexity of the problem by forcing pqnq4
bounds computations (where q is the number of rotamers per residue, and n the
number of mutable residues). If a four-wise bounds computation solved this specific
case, there might be other cases where a higher-order, k-wise computation might
be necessary. However, k is most likely effectively bounded by a small constant.
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Improving these bounds as well as choosing an optimal I0 for each design system
represents an interesting future research direction.
Our results suggest that the optimal value of I (Eq. (4.6)) measures the difficulty
of accurately designing a given protein system for any pairwise-energy based design
algorithm. First, we observed that larger I1 values resulted in less iMinDEE pruning
(Figure 4.8). We also found that rigid DEE with RL2 fails to complete the design
search for proteins where iMinDEE computed a large I1 value. These results suggest
that large I1 -value systems represent difficult design problems for any pairwise-energy
based design algorithm. However, since the value computed for I1 is dependent on
the value of I0 chosen in the iMinDEE algorithm (as described above), it is likely that
the optimal value of I, which is approximated by I1 , reflects the intrinsic difficulty
of a design problem. Therefore, we believe that I, which can be approximated by I1 ,
measures an intrinsic degree of difficulty of any design run.
Our previous work, the Backbone DEE (BD) [81] and Backrub DEE (BRDEE)
[82] algorithms, showed that we can provably incorporate backbone flexibility into
protein design, similar to how MinDEE incorporates side-chain flexibility. Therefore,
we can expect an analysis of continuous versus rigid backbone flexibility to yield
similar results to those presented here, and that the iMinDEE algorithm presented
here can be extended to improve the pruning efficiency of the BD and BRDEE
algorithms.
4.2.5 Relevance for non-DEE/A*-based protein design methods
In this Chapter we show that incorporating continuous rotamers into protein design algorithms can lead to substantially improved design predictions. We used the
DEE/A* framework to demonstrate these gains, but our results are applicable to
any design method that uses a similar protein design model. As defined in the Introduction, the protein design model defines both the input to the algorithm (i.e.
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energy function and rotamer library) and how the redesigned protein can move (i.e.
rigid rotamers or continuous rotamers). Imagine we use the same protein design
model, but use different algorithms. Because rigid DEE/A* is guaranteed to find the
best sequence according to the protein design model, any design method that uses
rigid rotamers, such as Faster [77], Monte Carlo [29], or simulated annealing [75],
will never find a lower energy sequence than the rigid GMEC found by DEE/A*.
Therefore, the energies of the conformations computed by DEE/A* will always be as
low or lower than those computed by non-DEE/A*-based methods using the same
protein design model. Hence, our DEE-based results provide a bound on the performance of the other methods. Similarly, the iMinDEE/A* algorithms provide a
bound on how well any algorithm based on continuous rotamers can perform. By using these bounds, we can precisely measure the consequences of using rigid rotamers
to approximate continuous rotamers, and obtain general results that are applicable
to all other algorithms using either rigid or continuous rotamers. We can therefore
guarantee that the limitations of rigid rotamers are as important for other protein
design methods as they are for rigid DEE/A*.
The main consequence of using rigid rotamers in the design search is that the
search for side-chain conformations that result in low energy protein structures will
not be accurate. Our results show that improving the accuracy and realism of the
modeled protein flexibility can greatly improve the results of the design search. In our
work we used a simple energy function in which every term can be related to physical
phenomena, and found that by switching from rigid to continuous rotamers we could
discover lower energy sequences and observe large gains in sequence recovery. This
demonstrates that if all sequences and structures are not adequately searched to find
the lowest energy ones, the most biologically-relevant results are missed. Unfortunately, the importance of accurately searching for the true lowest energy structure
and sequence is sometimes overlooked and the inaccuracies are attributed instead
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to the energy function. Protein design energy functions are constantly improved
through careful crafting to better correlate designs with retrospective biological results. Many improvements to energy functions are made through the introduction
of complex statistical terms based on structural bioinformatics data and other additional parameters [25, 56]. If the rigid-rotamer search inaccuracies are wrongly
attributed to imperfections in the energy function, the results will be used to incorrectly modify the energy function. Therefore, to avoid over-fitting the energy
function, accurate flexibility, such as continuous rotamers, should be used during the
design process.
It is often assumed in the protein design field that even if the minGMEC and
the rigid GMEC are different, minimizing and reranking the top k results from
a rigid approach can lead to finding the minGMEC [146]. Several of our results
suggest that this is very likely to not be the case, and the minGMEC would never
even be considered by any rigid-rotamer method. First, the enormous difference in
sequence and amino acid composition between the rigid GMEC and the minGMEC
is striking: in some cases the difference is over 60%. Second, the side chains of
the amino acids in the rigid GMEC tend to have a smaller volume than the side
chains of the minGMEC, suggesting that unavoidable clashes in a rigid-rotamer
model would make the rotamers of the minGMEC unable to sterically fit in a rigidrotamer environment. We analyzed the conformations of the minGMEC in all of our
69 designs and found that if the continuous rotamers were replaced by their closest
(i.e. in χ-angle space) rigid-rotamer counterpart at each position, most of the designs
would obtain high-energy steric clashes (up to 1000 kcal/mol higher than the rigid
GMEC). Even when the rigid-rotamer library was expanded, the new library could
not capture the low-energy sequences of the continuous rotamers. Thus, contrary to
conventional wisdom, rigid rotamers are always a severely limited approximation to
continuous rotamers.
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Any protein design algorithm that switches from using rigid rotamers to continuous rotamers will expand the side-chain search space it explores. As the sequence and
conformation space increases, it is always desirable to quickly and efficiently reduce
the space to make the search more tractable. In this Chapter we presented the novel
iMinDEE pruning condition which can reduce the conformational space by many orders of magnitude. After iMinDEE pruning we search the remaining conformational
space with the A* search algorithm. We use A* as the search algorithm because it
is guaranteed to find the optimal answer, but any search algorithm can be used in
combination with iMinDEE. In fact, an approach analogous to using iMinDEE with
a different continuous-rotamer search algorithm is frequently used in rigid-rotamer
protein design protocols. Rigid DEE was used as a filter for Monte Carlo searches
[28] or for the FASTER algorithm [77]. iMinDEE can therefore have considerable
impact for any protein design algorithm that uses continuous rotamers.
4.2.6 Materials and Methods used to test continuous rotamers and iMinDEE
Protein Test Sets.
Crystal structures of protein chains with a maximum percentage sequence identity of
10% and a maximum resolution of 1.3 Å were chosen using the PISCES protein culling
server [147]. In addition, the protein chains were restricted to have a maximum length
of 100 residues. The protein crystal structures were gathered from the PDB and
further curated by adding hydrogens [148] and removing waters and ions. Residues
with missing side chains were either removed entirely or the missing atoms were
added using the King software package [31]. In total, 69 protein structures were
selected for the test set.
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Design Runs.
For each protein in the test set, a redesign to find low energy sequences for the
initial backbone (a mutation search) was conducted. Each mutation search was
designed so that approximately 12-15 core residues of the protein would be mutable.
Core residues were chosen by finding all residues with a side-chain relative solvent
accessible surface area (SASA) less than either 5%, 10%, or 20%. SASA values were
determined with the program NACCESS [134]. If a protein had less than 12 residues
with ď 20% SASA, only these residues were allowed to mutate. Each mutable residue
was allowed to take on its wild-type identity and several other amino acid types. The
mutant amino acid types were determined by finding the 5-7 most likely amino acid
type substitutions based on the BLOSUM62 matrix [133]. The AMBER [23] energy
function and the Richardson’s Penultimate Rotamer Library [57] were used as input
to the algorithm. Each design run consisted of three steps: (1) A pairwise energy
matrix precomputation between all pairs of side chains [79], and a minimum energy
bound matrix precomputation for MinDEE [79] and iMinDEE; (2) Several rounds
of DEE/MinDEE/iMinDEE pruning to reduce the search space; and (3) An A*
conformational search [62, 79] of the remaining space. Each design was run in an
Intel Xeon machine with at least 4 GB of dedicated RAM and at least 2.50 Ghz of
processor speed.
DEE Pruning.
The protein design runs were done using rigid DEE, MinDEE, and iMinDEE. All
three algorithms performed an initial steric filter to prune rotamers that could
not minimize away from a clash with the template. Implementations of Goldstein
DEE [60], Goldstein Pairs, and Split Flags [149] were used for all three algorithms,
while Bounds Pruning [63, 79] was used for rigid DEE and MinBounds Pruning
for MinDEE and iMinDEE [79]. iMinDEE was run with an initial interval value
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I0 “ 0.5 kcal{mol for all the mutation searches. I1 was chosen based on the minimum difference between the lowest-energy bound and the lowest minimized energy
found in the first run.
Energy function.
To evaluate molecular energetics we used an energy function very similar to the
energy function used for our previously described, empirically successful protein designs [5, 31, 41, 47]. The energy function is composed of the following energy terms:
(1) attractive-repulsive van der Waals forces, and coulombic electrostatics with a
distance-dependent dielectric from the AMBER energy function [23]; (2) implicit
solvation terms from the Lazardis Karplus EEF1 solvation model to account for the
hydrophobic effect [51]; and (3) entropic penalties [52, 91] and reference energies [39]
to account for entropy and energetics of the unfolded protein state. The total energy
for a protein structure was calculated by computing a linear combination of all the
energy terms, using weightings for the terms as described below.
The weighting of each energy term is important for accurate results and most
successful protein designs perform some training of the energy parameters [25, 41, 74].
We trained our energy function by performing protein core redesigns on 9 structures
from the PDB database that were not in the set of 69 structures used in this study.
The structures for the training set (PDB ids: 1fus, 1ifc, 1lkk, 1plc, 1poa, 1rro, 1whi,
2rhe, and 2trx) were selected from the Richardson’s Top 100 database of high-quality
curated protein structures [150]. All of them were reprotonated according to the PDB
v3 [148] standard and energy minimized with Sander [23]. Residues with less than
20% SASA were selected to mutate; the low-SASA residues were split into groups of
10-15 highly-interacting residues each.
Training was performed by redesigning each group of low-SASA residues with
rigid DEE/A* and allowing each amino acid to be mutated to the same 5-7 amino
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acids allowed in the design runs, which were based on the BLOSUM62 matrix [133].
In addition, each wild-type rotamer was added to the rotamer library. Each redesign
was first run using 21 different coarse parameter combinations of solvation and dielectric constant defined by a 7ˆ3 grid with solvation“ p0.0, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8q
and dielectric constant“ p4, 6, 10q. The optimal value found was solvation“ 0.5 and
dielectric“ 4. We then set solvation to 0.5 and dielectric to 4 and performed a local minimization by scaling atom radii. Scaling down the radii of atoms decreases
the effect of the repulsive term in the van der Waals energy term. We used scales
“ p0.92, 0.93, 0.94, 0.95, 0.96, 0.97, 0.98, 0.99q. The optimal atom radii scaling factor
was determined to be 0.94.
Native Sequence Recovery.
Each of the 69 protein systems used in our runs was manually analyzed for ligands
or co-factors that appeared close to core-residues. Structures with ligands or cofactors in close contact to the mutable design residues were not considered, because
functional residues tend to be optimized for functionality and not to stabilize the
monomeric structure [142]. 43 protein structures remained after removing those
with interacting ligands or co-factors. Each mutation search was set up so that
approximately 12-15 core residues of the protein would be mutable. Core residues
were chosen by finding all residues with a side-chain relative solvent accessible surface
area (SASA) less than either 5%, 10%, or 20%. SASA values were determined
with the program NACCESS [134]. If a protein had less than 12 residues with
ď 20% SASA, only these residues were allowed to mutate. Each mutable residue
was allowed to take on its wild-type identity and 5-7 other amino acid types. The
mutant amino acid types were determined by finding the 5-7 most likely amino acid
type substitutions based on the BLOSUM62 matrix [133]. The native rotamers were
not included in the native sequence recovery experiments. Native sequence recovery
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was then performed on the 43 proteins with PDB ids: 1lni, 1ok0, 1psr, 1t8k, 1u2h,
1usm, 1wxc, 1zzk, 2cov, 2fhz, 2hs1, 2r2z, 3d3b, 3dnj, 1l9l, 1r6j, 1u07, 1ucs, 1vbw,
1y6x, 2hin, 2j8b, 2p5k, 2wj5, 3g21, 3hfo, 3jtz, 1aho, 1f94, 1oai, 1vfy, 2b97, 2cc6,
2cg7, 2dsx, 2fma, 2gom, 2hba, 2hlr, 2ic6, 3g36, 3i2z, and 1i27.
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4.3 Energy as polynomials in internal coordinates
In the Section 4.2 we explored the importance of continuous flexibility in protein
design and showed that using continuous rotamers leads to sequences that are both
lower in energy and are more similar to native sequences. We proposed the iMinDEE
algorithm that prunes minimization-aware, continuous rotamers with almost the
same pruning efficiency as rigid DEE for rigid rotamers. Once the search space
has been pruned with iMinDEE, however, the bottleneck in using continuous rotamers becomes the expensive minimization process that must be called many times
during a minimization-aware search. In this Section, we introduce the Energy as
polynomials in internal coordinates (EPIC) algorithm. EPIC represents the energy
between pairs of residue conformations (e.g. continuous rotamers) as polynomials,
and the residue conformation’s internal degrees of freedom are the polynomial variables. The EPIC algorithm was published in [4]. Here we present the motivation for
EPIC, present a description of the basic version of the algorithm and summarize the
advanced features of the algorithm presented in [4].
4.3.1 EPIC: introduction and motivation
Any minimization-aware method, including those in Sec. 4.2, requires a large number
of subroutine calls to local minimization. Continuous energy minimization is computationally expensive, even with molecular mechanics-type energy functions, such as
Amber [23], that prioritize speed over accuracy. This causes the minimization of the
energy function to be the bottleneck in protein design with continuous flexibility.
This bottleneck becomes more severe when more sophisticated energy functions
are introduced. Computational protein design is typically performed with energy
functions that prioritize speed over accuracy. For example, they typically use simplified implicit solvation models, such as EEF1 [51]. Vizcarra et al. [54] have in-
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vestigated the use of the Poisson-Boltzmann model, a much more accurate implicit
solvation model, in protein design. They found it to be amenable to representation as a sum of residue-pair interactions—the form required for most protein design
algorithms—but orders of magnitude more expensive than EEF1. Other methods to
improve energy function accuracy are likely to face the same problem. For example,
quantitatively accurate descriptions of most molecular interactions require computation of the electronic structure using quantum chemistry, but methods to do this are
very computationally intensive [151]. Methods to reduce the number of calls to an
energy function needed in protein design could allow more accurate energy functions
to be used, and thus yield more accurate results.
In protein design with only discrete flexibility, precomputation methods are typically used to reduce the number of energy function calls needed—that is, the number
of conformations for which the energy must be evaluated. Before the design is started,
the interaction energy of each pair of ideal, rigid rotamers at different residue positions is precomputed and stored in an energy matrix. Then, an ideal rotamer is
chosen for each residue based on the energies in this matrix, and no further calls to
the energy function are needed during the actual design calculation. The number
of energy function calls required is thus quadratic in the number of residues in the
system (that is, it scales as the number of pairs of residues). A precomputed energy
matrix is, however, of limited use if we want to model continuous flexibility. No benefit in design is gained by performing post-hoc minimization on the best conformation
found using ideal rotamers, as we showed in Sec. 4.2. This is true even if a high
degree of flexibility is used for minimization, e.g., if molecular dynamics techniques
are used, because the designed sequence is already determined before minimization
is performed. In contrast, a minimization-aware search performs local continuous
minimization for all rotamer assignments that might be optimal, in order to find the
true GMEC [79].
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Thus, an analogous energy matrix precomputation method for continuous flexibility would be very useful. It would ensure a polynomial number of energy function
calls for minimization-aware protein design, in contrast to the exponential number
of calls that may arise in minimization of all possibly optimal rotamer assignments
(since the number of such assignments may be exponential with respect to the number of residues modeled). The search for rotamer assignments itself is unlikely to
admit a polynomial-time algorithm, because it is NP-hard even to approximate [102,
103]. But a method to precompute pairwise energies for continuously flexible design
would change the overall time cost from
(a large rotamer search cost) times (the energy function cost)
to
(a large rotamer search cost) plus (the energy function cost).
The rotamer search cost will necessarily be exponential in the worst case, if
one wants to obtain the GMEC or an approximation to the GMEC within a fixed
error threshold. But the energy function cost will be merely quadratic in the number of residues, indicating that the pairwise energy precomputation shifts the bottleneck away from the energy function calls. This brings the same improvement
to minimization-aware design that energy matrix precomputation brought to noncontinuously-flexible design.
We now present a pairwise energy precomputation method that admits continuous
flexibility: EPIC (Energy as Polynomials in Internal Coordinates). EPIC computes a
representation of the pairwise energy for each rotamer pair, not just at the rotamers’
ideal values of the internal coordinates, but for values within specified ranges around
the ideal ones (Fig. 4.11). This computation is performed before the rotamer search
computation is begun. This allows the rotamer search to substitute the new quickly
evaluable representation for the original energy function. EPIC is implemented in the
osprey open-source protein design package, and provides a significant speedup when
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Figure 4.11: (A) The energy of each residue is represented by EPIC as a polynomial
in the internal coordinates, such as sidechain dihedrals χ. Low-degree, inexpensive
polynomials (blue) are tried first, and the degree is increased as needed to achieve
a good fit (black) to the actual energy function (red). These polynomials are then
used for design in place of the full energy function. (B) Interactions between pairs
of residues are represented in terms of both residues’ internal coordinates.

used with osprey’s default AMBER [23]- and EEF1 [51]-based energy function, but
is also shown to be suitable for representing quantum-mechanical energies.
4.3.2 A basic least-squares EPIC
EPIC, like most previous protein design algorithms, is designed for pairwise energy
functions. Pairwise energy functions are sums of intra+shell and pairwise terms.
Intra+shell terms are functions of the amino-acid type and conformation of one
residue, and pairwise terms are functions of the amino-acid types and conformations
of two residues. Each pairwise term represents the interaction between a pair of
flexible residues, while each intra+shell term represents the internal energy of a
residue plus its interactions with non-flexible “shell” residues (those that are frozen in
a single, fixed conformation throughout the entire calculation). EPIC could be easily
modified to include some higher-order terms for defined combinations of more than
two residues: these terms can also be represented as polynomials in their residues’
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degrees of freedom.
To find the GMEC, we must find an amino-acid type and conformation for each
flexible residue such that the sum of intra+shell terms for all flexible residues, plus the
sum of pairwise terms for all pairs of flexible residues, is minimized. This problem
is referred to as conformational search. Conformational search can also comprise
sequence search, by searching for the best conformation across many sequences’
conformational spaces. Many algorithms are available for this problem, including
iMinDEE [2] and DEEPer [83], which solve it with provable accuracy. EPIC can
be used in any conformational search algorithm that models continuous flexibility,
because it provides polynomials that can be directly substituted for intra+shell and
pairwise terms of the energy function.
The essence of EPIC is to exploit the fact that for each pairwise or intra+shell
energy, the energy in the vicinity of the minimum can be described well by a relatively low-degree polynomial (usually quadratic total degree, sometimes higher; see
Fig. 4.12B). This description is computed using a modified least-squares method.
We will refer to the states to which a residue may be assigned as residue conformations (RCs; cf. DEEPer [83]). In the absence of backbone flexibility, each RC
will correspond to a sidechain rotamer. Within a residue conformation, the residue’s
continuous energy variations can be described by a set of internal coordinates, which
are subject to box constraints (i.e., bounds on each internal coordinate).
Herein, the word “polynomial” will be used in two very different senses in the
description of EPIC below. First, EPIC is a polynomial representation of the energy,
namely, a polynomial function with respect to the internal coordinates that is explicitly constructed by the EPIC algorithm. Second, a measure m of the computational
complexity of an algorithm can be described as “polynomial” [91, 152] if, for input
size n, m grows no faster than nd for a fixed exponent d. In this case, one can construct a polynomial with respect to the size of the input that will be an upper bound
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on the computational cost, no matter how large the input is (n). For this purpose, we
will consider either the time or the number of energy function calls as m—these two
measures of computational complexity are related to each other by a constant factor
in current protein design algorithms with continuous flexibility, since energy function
calls generally dominate the cost of these algorithms. For example, precomputation
of an EPIC representation must be performed only once for every pair of RCs at
different residues, and thus the number of polynomial fits (and thus the total time
for precomputation of EPIC fits) does not grow faster than the square of the number
of residues being modeled. On the other hand, protein design itself has been shown
to be NP-hard [102, 103], which means no polynomial-time algorithm is likely to
exist for it. In other words, for every polynomial ppnr q in the number nr of residues,
there are protein design problems of nr residues that are not expected to be solvable
in time ppnr q. A problem only solvable by exponential-time algorithms—those that
take time scaling as bn , where b is a constant and n is the size of the input—would
typically be considered NP-hard.
Energy function calls are typically the bottleneck in protein design algorithms
that model continuous flexibility. EPIC, however, ensures that the number of energy
function calls in a protein design calculation is linear in the number of RC pairs, and
thus polynomial in the size of the input.
4.3.3 Basic least-squares method
Consider two interacting residues i and j. Let us start with the “well-behaved”
case where there exists a low-degree polynomial representation of a pairwise energy
throughout the allowed ranges of both residues’ internal coordinates (of the form in
Eq. 4.9).
We employ the notation introduced in the DEEPer algorithm [83]. Suppose we
have RCs ir and js with pairwise energy Epir , js , xq, where x is the vector of internal
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coordinates (for example, dihedrals) affecting residues i and j when they have the
amino-acid types corresponding to ir and js . Let Ea pir , js q “ Epir , js , x0 pir , js qq “
min Epir , js , xq, where the minimum is taken with respect to the internal coordinates
x

over their allowed ranges for the current RCs. This definition of Ea is consistent
with iMinDEE [2] and DEEPer [83]. x0 pir , js q is the set of internal coordinates that
minimizes the pairwise energy.
We seek a multivariate polynomial pir ,js pxq such that
Ea pir , js q ` pir ,js px ´ x0 pir , js qq

(4.9)

is a good approximation to Epir , js , xq. This multivariate polynomial is approximately a finite, low-degree Taylor expansion about the minimum. However, we use
least-squares fits because we have found that they perform much better than Taylor
expansions that are based on numerical derivatives. The fits are performed using a
training set with ten times as many samples as there are parameters (polynomial
coefficients) in the fit; the sampling procedure is described in [4]. The fits are crossvalidated with an independent set of samples [4]. The constraint pp0q “ 0 is applied,
so the real energy and the polynomial will agree exactly at the minimum-energy
point. This constraint is easily implemented by not including a constant term in
the polynomial, and reflects the need for the highest accuracy to be attained for the
lowest-energy, and thus most biophysically reasonable, conformations. As a result
of this constraint, all values of the polynomial on its domain will be nonnegative.
Fitting begins with a multivariate quadratic fit and then moves up to higher degrees
as needed (see [4]). Since polynomials are linear with respect to their coefficients,
the fitting is a linear least-squares problem.
This method can be generalized without modification to intra+shell energies as
well as to any continuous degrees of freedom, such as newly modeled backbone perturbations [83] or rigid-body motions of ligands. In every case, the number of variables
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for the polynomial will be the number of continuous degrees of freedom that define
the conformation of the residue or residue pair of interest. For example, in a pairwise energy computation for a rotamer of lysine and a rotamer of valine with only
sidechain flexibility, the polynomial will be in five variables (the four dihedrals of
lysine and one dihedral of valine). The polynomial coefficients are real numbers.
Let r be an RC assignment, represented as a tuple of RCs with one RC for each
residue. Let ir be the rotamer in r at residue i. To approximate the minimized
energy of an enumerated conformation r, instead of minimizing the full energy
ÿ
ÿ
Er pxq “
Epir , xq `
Epir , jr , xq
(4.10)
i

jăi

with respect to the system’s continuous degrees of freedom x, we simply minimize
the polynomial approximation
ÿ
ÿ
qr pxq “
Ea pir q ` pir px ´ x0 pir qq `
Ea pir , jr q ` pir ,jr px ´ x0 pir , jr qq
i

(4.11)

jăi

with respect to x. These least-squares approximations achieve high accuracy for
the low-energy wells of rotamers and local backbone motions, i.e., the portions of
conformational space where both the continuous degrees of freedom and the energy
are relatively close to the local minimum of the pairwise energy. Higher energies
may also be found close in conformational space to the local minimum, but these
energies indicate strained conformations unlikely to be seen in nature. Thus, for a
“well-behaved” energy term whose energy is unstrained throughout the bounds on
continuous degrees of freedom that define our current RCs, EPIC simply performs
a least-squares fit of the energy, to represent it as a multivariate polynomial with
respect to the continuous degrees of freedom.
Many RCs do however contain both regions with feasible energies and regions
with higher energies that represent biophysically inaccessible conformations such as
steric clashes. These RCs present difficulties for the basic least-squares fit, but the
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algorithmic modifications summarized below and described in[4] in full, avoid this
problem.
4.3.4 Summary of EPIC’s advanced features and results
Here we have presented a basic version of EPIC that provides an overall intuition
of the algorithm The full version of EPIC presented in [4] presents significant improvements over the basic version presented here, and we summarize some of them:
(a) modified least-squares method exploits the fact that not all energy regions
must be approximated with the same precision, because high energy regions are
less important to model accurately. (b) The fast algorithm for modified least
squares performs a fast fit of least squares value, with high accuracy for low-energy
regions and less accuracy for high-energy regions. In addition, (c) EPIC introduces
sparse atom pair energies (SAPE), a separate term to model vdW energies when
atoms are proximal to each other. SAPE, improves the efficiency of the algorithm
because when two atoms are close to each other the vdW term dominates. Finally,
(d) EPIC can be applied to more complex energy functions (in [4] it is applied to
approximate quantum mechanics energy functions), and it can potentially be applied
to higher-order energy functions (e.g. three-wise and higher order) [4].
EPIC was tested on the set of proteins presented in Section 4.2 and on a set
of proteins presented in [83]. Figure 4.12 shows some of the speedups of EPIC,
compared to the traditional protocol iMinDEE/A˚ . Figure 4.12 also shows that
the majority of fits used by EPIC correspond to quadratic fits, which confirms our
hypothesis that the majority of pairwise energy interactions can be described by lowlevel polynomials. In general, EPIC reduces the speed of continuous protein design in
2-3 orders of magnitude for the simpler Amber [23]/EEF1 [51] energy functions. For
Poisson-Boltzmann and/or quantum mechanical energy functions, we expect much
better speedups because minimization with those methods is much more expensive
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Figure 4.12: (A) A* times with and without EPIC. Five designs that did not finish
without EPIC are shown on the right in red. (B) Proportions of each (i.e., the degree
of the polynomial necessary to model the pairwise interaction) required in EPIC
calculations. Blue, quadratic; red, quadratic plus SAPE with a 3Å cutoff; green,
quadratic plus quartic terms for D10 ; purple, quadratic plus quartic terms for D100 ;
cyan, quartic; orange, quartic plus SAPE with a 4 Å cutoff. The “quartic” category
includes both full quartic fits and quadratic fits with quartic terms added for D10
or for D100 . Fits were all made as high-degree as needed to obtain a residual below
0.0001, as described in [4]. Some fits have substantially lower residuals, especially
quadratic fits without SAPE, since no lower fit degrees were allowed.

than with the simpler energy functions.
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5
Computing Ensemble Correction Factors in
Antibody Interfaces

This chapter presents an intuitive probabilistic algorithm to compute the effect of
ensembles when two proteins bind to each other through a large interface. Computing the effect of ensembles is a computational problem that belongs to the #P -hard
computational complexity class. The goal of this chapter is to study the importance
of ensemble-based design in computationally-designed antibodies, and to improve the
state of the art in algorithms for ensemble-based design. This Chapter was motivated
by the computational antibody designs that will be presented in Chapter 8. This algorithm was developed by me, in collaboration with Hunter Nisonoff, Mauro Maggioni,
and my advisor Bruce R. Donald. Hunter Nisonoff and Mauro Maggioni performed
an extensive analysis of the algorithm, in addition to improvements through better
search techniques. This work is in progress.
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5.1 Introduction
Proteins at physiological temperatures populate an ensemble of thermodynamic conformations. Moreover, changes in a protein’s environment can shift the relative populations of this ensemble. A binding event, for example, can change the relative
populations in the thermodynamic ensemble of unbound proteins with respect to the
bound complex. In addition, after two proteins bind, some of the unbound conformations can become biophysically inaccessible because the binding partner sterically
prevents them (for a toy example see Figure 5.1A). This shift in populations occurs
whenever two molecules bind, but in this Chapter we focus on the case when an
antibody (L) binds an antigen (P ) to form an antibody:antigen complex (P L). In
statistical mechanics terms, it is most likely that the partition function of the bound
complex ZP L is different with respect to the cross product of the unbound partition
functions (ZP ˆ ZL ). Generally, this shift in populations acts as a “penalty” with
respect to the binding of the lowest energy states (Figure 5.1). Here we refer to this
penalty as as the ensemble correction factor (ECF), and it contains both entropic
and enthalpic terms (the ECF is formally defined in Sec. 5.2.2).
We hypothesize that when an antibody binds an antigen, an important part of
the ECF involves side chains that directly interact with the antigen, and that this
is especially important for protein:protein binding. We motivate our work on the
anecdotal observation that wild type antibodies with tight binding affinity often have
interaction networks throughout their binding interface that reduce the ECF (Fig.
5.2), and that designed antibodies should mimic this property. This is supported by
previous work [153], which performed a comparison of the aromatic residues between
wild type proteins vs. computationally designed proteins and found that proteins
designed in the Rosetta model had more sidechain entropy than those in wild type
proteins. The work in [153] introduces the term restricted side chain plasticity to
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refer to the constraints that reduce the ECF. An earlier study found this entropic
term less important for the identity of residues in the protein core [93]. In this
chapter we focus on the thermodynamic ensemble changes that occur exclusively in
the interface side chains of antibodies and antigens when antibody:antigen complexes
are formed.
With some exceptions (e.g. [37, 41, 44]), most traditional protein:protein interface
design models approximate the free energy of binding by exclusively designing for the
lowest energy conformation of the bound state while ignoring the existence of proteins
as thermodynamic ensemble (further discussed in Sec. 5.2.2). To compensate for
the lack of ensemble-modeling, several approximations are sometimes used in these
models to minimize the ECF. In osprey, for example, we have an approximation of
this type to penalize amino acid type based on the side chain conformational entropy
of the amino acid [52, 91], for users that prefer this option. However, although this
approximation likely results in protein interfaces with shorter side chains (that have
reduced entropy), it is likely incapable of allowing longer, more entropic residues in
contexts where higher-order interactions reduce the ECF (Figure 5.2).
The K ˚ algorithm [78, 79] provably accounts for the ECF of protein:protein
interaction designs by approximating the partition function. Using these partition
function approximations, the K ˚ score approximates the association constant Ka
up to the accuracy of the input model (further described in Sec. 5.2.3). However,
although the K ˚ algorithm can compute approximations to the partition function by
enumerating only a very small part of the conformation space, K ˚ cannot compute
partition functions for large interfaces such as those in antibody:antigen complexes.
BWM˚ [80] improves over K ˚ by using dynamic programming to enumerate conformations faster, but also reaches its limits in medium sized problems, much smaller
than those involved in antibody:antigen interface design. At the root of the problem
lies the fact that computing a partition function is a #P -hard counting problem,
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which means that a polynomial time solution algorithm is likely impossible.
Other laboratories have also addressed the ECF problem. The Bruce Tidor laboratory, approached this problem with a method similar to K ˚ applied to inhibitors
that bind HIV-1 protease [154]. However, the problem sizes in [154] were similar
to those that can be solved exactly by K ˚ . The Toulbar2 program developed by
Thomas Schiex was used in [155] to approximate the K ˚ score for even larger problems, but these fall short of the problem sizes involving entire antibody interfaces.
Other approaches to compute side chain entropy circumvent the #P -hard problem
by using lower level terms only. Sarel Fleishman and co-workers, for example, developed an algorithm similar to K ˚ that computes entropy at the individual residue
level, assuming independence between residues [40]. Their approach is similar to SelfConsistent Mean Field [156]. However, assuming independence between residues can
miss higher-order interactions between side chains important for ECFs (e.g. pairwise,
all the way up to n-wise). As the example in Fig. 5.2 shows, side chain plasticity
restrictions can occur as networks through the whole interface.
In this chapter we introduce the probabilistic K ˚ algorithm, a new algorithm to
compute an approximation to the partition function. Probabilistic K ˚ approximates
the K ˚ score by taking advantage of the fast provable algorithms to compute the
GMEC presented in Ch. 3. The algorithm estimates the number of conformations
below discrete energy thresholds at regular intervals, and then performs numerical
integration to approximate the full partition function. The expected value of each
estimate is the exact value of the number of conformations between the GMEC and
the threshold, though the actual estimate may differ from the expected value. Our
algorithm was developed independently. However, we later found that Donald Knuth
had earlier proposed a similar algorithm to estimate the running time of backtracking
algorithms, applied to the Instant Insanity problem [157].
The development of this algorithm was motivated by the antibody designs that
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will be presented in Ch. 8, and it is used there to analyze their ECF. Using our
probabilistic algorithm we find that our computationally designed antibodies must
be improved to reduce the ECF. This work is currently in progress and our goal is
to develop an algorithm that can design antibodies with low ECFs (e.g. antibodies
such as those in Fig. 5.2) and apply it to designs as those presented in Ch. 8.

5.2 Preliminaries
5.2.1 Gibbs Free Energy
Computational protein design uses many different models to approximate biophysical
quantities. One of the most important quantities approximated by multiple models
is the Gibbs free energy (∆G) and the association constant Ka . Approximating these
quantities is specially important for the design for affinity, because the binding of two
molecules spontaneously in solution occurs when the Gibbs free energy is negative.
Below we define the Gibbs free energy, followed by several computational protein
design models frequently used to approximate it.
Let P be the ensemble of conformations for an unbound antigen protein, L be
the ensemble of conformations for the unbound antibody protein, and P L be the
ensemble of conformations for the bound protein complex. The Gibbs free energy is
given by the equation:

∆G “ ∆H ´ T ∆S,
where ∆H “ HP L ´ HP ´ HL , ∆S “ SP L ´ SP ´ SL , and T is the temperature of the
system. H is the enthalpy (van der Waals energies, electrostatic interactions, etc),
and S is the entropy. ∆H is therefore the change in enthalpy upon binding, and ∆S
is the change in entropy between the bound and unbound states. It is important to
note that the enthalpy in Gibbs free energy is the free energy of an average of states,
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Figure 5.1: Toy example of the ECF. (A) Proteins exist as ensembles of structures in solution at physiological temperatures. In this toy example, the paratope
of an antibody (i.e. the residues that bind the antigen) has three phenylalanine
residues, and each of these residues exists in two states, shown here in blue and red.
The epitope of the toy antigen (i.e. the residues that are targeted by the antibody)
consists of three isoleucine residues, and each of these residues also exists in two
states, red and blue. In total, the antigen and antibody each have 23 conformations.
For the purpose of this example, the energy of all conformations is the same. (B)
The antigen and antibody can bind each other and form an energetically favorable
complex. However, in this example the complex has only one low-energy state. (C)
The ∆E computational model approximates the free energy of binding by computing
only the lowest energy state of the unbound and bound states, ignoring the ensembles. (D) The partition function q of the unbound L, and P , and of the bound P L is
computed by summing over all states. The Ka is approximated by the K ˚ score to
the approximation allowed by the discretized model. The K ˚ score itself is computed
by summing over the ratios of the bound to the unbound partition functions. (D) In
this work we define the ECF as the difference between the ∆K and the ∆E scores.
ECFs are useful to analyze the importance of ensembles in protein design.

and not the enthalpy of the lowest energy conformation.
The Gibbs free energy is directly related to the association (or binding) constant
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Figure 5.2: Entropy restriction in an example llama nanobody. In Figure
5.1 we drew a toy example of an antibody with three side chains that have complete,
independent freedom, and whose conformational changes did not affect the overall
energy of the unbound conformation. In real wild type antibodies the side chains
are often connected between them to reduce the ECF (called restricted side chain
plasticity in [153]). This kind of interconnection is likely necessary in computational
protein design to design tight protein binders. (A) The llama nanobody (referred to
as 4HEM here) in the PDB structure with id 4HEM [158] interacts with its antigen
(a lactococcal phage) primarily through its side chains. (B) Although the structure
of 4HEM was solved in the bound holo state, the side chains form a network that
indicates that there is very little movement in the unbound conformation with respect
to the bound conformation. Here, we show the interface residues of nanobody 4HEM
and the interactions that occur exclusively between their side chains (i.e. side chainto-backbone and backbone-to-backbone interactions are not shown). Residues are
colored in the same color in both panels. Two residues colored in black, E46 and
E44, do not interact directly with the antigen, but stabilize residues R61 and R106,
respectively, in their wild type conformations. Black lines are drawn between energies
that are lower than -1 kcal/mol (in O’s energy function), which is usually a strong
vdW or electrostatic interaction. The width of the line indicates the strength of the
interaction. Red lines with a red star indicate a steric constraint on the movement
of the residue. The star indicates that a clash would occur against that residue.
For example, some of the rotamers of residue R106 clash with Y108. This steric
constraint likely helps maintaining R016 in its wild type conformation.

Ka of a system under a constant volume:

∆G “ ´RT ln Ka .
In turn, the Ka is defined in terms of partition functions for protein ZP , ligand
ZL , and complex, ZP L :
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Ka “

ZP L
.
Z L ZP

5.2.2 Approximating ∆G in computational protein design: GMEC scores, ∆E scores,
K ˚ scores, and ECFs
GMEC scores. A simple computational model to score sequences that might correlate with the ∆G is the GMEC model. In the GMEC model, the algorithm scores
each sequence by the global minimum energy conformation, GMEC-score, for the
complex.
The GMEC-score is defined as follows:

GMEC-score “ min EP L pcq,
cPP L

where c is a conformation in the complex ensemble P L, with energy EP L pcq.
In the GMEC model sequences are ranked by their GMEC-score, but the GMEC
energy of the unbound states EP ppq and EL plq is ignored. For this reason, the
GMEC score is often called the “positive design score” (although this should not be
confused with the positive design score of Ch. 6). Moreover, note that the enthalpy
term in the Gibbs free energy, HP L , is not exactly the term that the GMEC energy
approximates, because the GMEC model scores only the lowest energy conformation,
while HP L is the average energy of an ensemble of states. The GMEC model also
ignores all notions of entropic change in the system, unless they are approximated in
some way as energy function terms. However, energy function approximations likely
fail to capture accurately the change in entropy for the system.
Approximating ∆G using a GMEC model is computationally attractive because
the algorithm optimizes over a single state, and multiple sequences can be easily
searched in the same procedure. Any of the algorithms proposed in Chapters 3 and
4 can be used to find sequences that optimize the GMEC.
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∆E scores. An alternative model to approximate the ∆G of binding of a sequence is
the multi-state ∆E score model. The ∆E score of a specific sequence is the difference
between the GMECs of the bound and unbound states:

∆E “

´

¯ ´
¯ ´
¯
min EP L pcq ´ min EP pcq ´ min EL pcq ,

cPP L

cPP

cPL

where p, l, and pl are conformations in P , L and P L.
Scoring sequences by their ∆E score is often called multi-state design because it
designs for the bound state (positive design) while disfavoring the unbound states
(negative design). Any of algorithms in Ch. 3 and 4 can be used to optimize for the
∆E scores, but each sequence must be searched separately. Optimizing sequences
that simultaneously optimize the bound state with respect to the unbound states
is significantly harder than computing the GMEC-score. However, some algorithms
perform multi-state protein design [85, 159]. COMETS [85], for example, can optimize the ∆E score sublinearly with respect to the number of sequences.

K ˚ scores. K ˚ scores [78] approximate Ka (and thus the Gibbs free energy) by
discretizing the space through a rotamer model, and computing partition functions
in this rotamer model. Thus, K ˚ scores approximate both the enthalpic change (and
model it as an average of states), as well as the entropic component. The partition
function for the protein qP , ligand qL , and complex qP L are defined as follows:

qP “

ÿ

expp´EP pcq{RT q, qL “

cPP

ÿ

expp´EL plq{RT q,

cPL

qP L “

ÿ

expp´EP L pcq{RT q,

(5.1)

cPP L

where R is the gas constant and T is the temperature. In turn, K ˚ is defined as:
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K˚ “

qP L
.
qP q L

(5.2)

K ˚ approximates the true binding constant Ka , as much as q approximates the
true partition function Z. In turn, this is dependent on the limitations of a rotamer
model, on the backbone flexibility allowed, the solvation model, and the energy
function.
In order to compare ∆K scores with ∆E scores, we introduce the ∆K score, an
approximation to the ∆G score:

∆K “ ´RT ln K ˚ .
Computationally-predicted ECFs. We define the computationally-predicted
ECF as the difference between the scores of the ∆K and the ∆E:

ECF “ ∆K ´ ∆E
.
The ECF term ∆K ´ ∆E is an approximation to the entropy term ∆S in the
Gibbs free energy (Eq. (5.2.1)), but it also contains some elements from the enthalpic
term ∆H. This term will be useful to study the importance of ECFs.
5.2.3 Computing K ˚ scores: the ensemble counting problem
Finding the global lowest energy conformation (GMEC) in protein design is an NPhard problem. Computing the partition functions of Eq. (5.1) belongs to an even
harder class of problems: #P -hard, the class that contains the hardest counting
problems. These problems are even harder than computing the GMEC. In this
chapter we will study a slight variation of this problem: its #P -complete version. The
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#P -complete version of the partition function counting problem can be expressed
as:
How many conformations in an ensemble have an energy lower than Et kcal/mol?
It is straightforward to see that from the #P -complete version of the problem
we can numerically approximate a solution to q (Eq. (5.1)) by using different values
of Et and then performing a numerical integration on the results. We call the #P complete variation of the problem the ensemble counting problem.
Although some #P -complete can be approximated with guarantees using fully
polynomial-time randomized approximation schemes (PTRAS), there are no PTRAS
algorithms for the ensemble counting problem. Instead, in this chapter we will introduce a probabilistic algorithm that has lower-bound estimation guarantees and
seems to take advantage of the the problem structure of protein design to perform
well.
5.2.4 The K ˚ algorithm
Although computing the partition function q is a #P problem, there are many practical instances of the problem that can be solved through the hybrid A˚ /K ˚ algorithm [79]. Hybrid A˚ /K ˚ uses A˚ to enumerate conformations in order of their lower
bound energy. Energies in K ˚ are Boltzmann weighted (Eq. 5.1), which means that
the top lowest-energy conformations carry the most weight in the partition function.
Since A˚ computes conformations in a gap-free list, the K ˚ algorithm can stop as
soon as it reaches a point where the weight of the remaining conformations is below
a small ε.
The K ˚ algorithm performs well for medium-sized problems, specially for problems where a binding pocket binds a small ligand. For example, In Ch. 6 we will
present work where we used K ˚ in a protein design modeling ensembles and minimization on a design with nine flexible residues and a molecule with 1600 rotamers.
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In [31], K ˚ also modeled ensembles and minimization for a protein:substrate complex
to redesign the enzyme specificity of Grs:PheA.
5.2.5 Problems beyond the range of the K ˚ algorithm
Advanced optimization algorithms, such as those exposed in Ch. 3 and 4 can compute
the GMEC and minGMEC for large problems. In chapter 8 we use these algorithms
to find low energy conformations and sequences for antibody design using the GMEC
model. Ideally, an algorithm would search for sequences that maximize the K ˚ score
(Eq. 5.1), because the K ˚ score better approximates the ∆G .
However, for large problems such as those presented in Chapter 8, even the very
small relative ratio of conformations that K ˚ must enumerate to provably approximate q is too large to even enumerate. For example, using a modestly-sized rotamer
library (e.g. the traditional Lovell Rotamer library [57]) and rigid rotamers, the
total ensemble size of the antibody antigen complex P L can easily be in the order of 1050 . In our estimations we found that K ˚ might need to enumerate 1018
conformations, an impossible feat considering that each enumerated conformation
carries a computational cost even with our fast search algorithms. Thus, an algorithm that approximates the K ˚ score for large problem sizes must do so without
actually enumerating conformations one by one, and instead bounding the number
of conformations within different energy regions.
Computing a K ˚ score for antibody interfaces is hard. Importantly, we expect
that computing full K ˚ scores is even more important for large antibody interfaces
than for smaller designs because the ECF likely correlates with the number of degrees
of freedom in an interface. Thus, it is highly desirable to improve the state-of-the-art
algorithms to compute K ˚ scores for large interfaces.
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5.3 A probabilistic K ˚ algorithm
We now introduce probabilistic K ˚ . The algorithm runs a user-specified number of
iterations and at each iteration the algorithm performs a random-walk that estimates
the solution to an ensembles-counting problem instance, for a specific threshold Et .
In other words, the algorithm estimates how many conformations in an ensemble have
an energy below the threshold Et . The expected value of each random-walk is the
exact number of conformations below the threshold. However, the estimates likely
differ from the expected value. Probabilistic K ˚ has probabilistic lower-bound guarantees. In other words, if probabilistic K ˚ predicts that there are k conformations
below the threshold Et , then with high confidence there are at least k conformations
below the threshold. However, probabilistic K ˚ cannot make mathematical guarantees on the upper bound, unless we know something about the variance. Section 5.5.3
analyzes the variance and the performance of the algorithm in real protein design
problem instances.
Many successful probabilistic algorithms to counting problems succeed by completely randomizing the input in some way. We cannot completely randomize the
input for the ensembles-counting problem, but we can perform some randomization.
Like other algorithms described in this dissertation, probabilistic K ˚ uses a tree
structure to model the entire protein design conformation space (for details, see Figure 3.1). In order to achieve some randomization, we randomize the order of the
tree before every step to improve the quality of our estimates. The effect of different
random orders is analyzed in the results in Sec. 5.5.3.
5.3.1 Priors, Notation and Definitions
Probabilistic K ˚ models the conformational configuration space as a tree, where
each level represents a residue and each possible assignment for each level represents
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a rotamer (e.g. see Fig. 3.1). This is consistent with Ch. 3. The entire protein
ensemble is defined by the leaves of this tree, and the value of q corresponds to a
sum on the Boltzmann-weighted energies of all the leaves (Eq. (5.1)).
Although we can randomize the order of this tree for better results, we first
propose a variant of the algorithm with sequential ordering for better clarity. We
also use the notation in Ch. 3 for partial rotamer assignments, complete rotamer
assignments and nodes. Each internal node x in the tree represents a partial rotamer
assignment, where the number of assigned rotamers is equal to the node’s depth in
the tree. Therefore, every leaf node of the tree is a complete rotamer assignment.
Formally, each node x at depth m in the tree contains a partial rotamer assignment
p “ pp1 , p2 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , pm q where pm is the assigned rotamer at the mth residue position.
The remaining residue positions U “ tm`1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nu have not been assigned a rotamer
yet.
Probabilistic K ˚ requires an accurate and fast method to compute whether an
inner node x can lead to at least one conformation under the threshold Et . Thus, we
define the function F pxq, as the value of the lowest energy conformation of a leaf node
under node x. F pxq can be computed through any of the methods to compute the
GMEC presented in Ch. 3. Note that F pxq is related to the f pxq function presented
in Ch. 3 by the constraint that F pxq ě f pxq, because F pxq is the actual solution to
the problem, while f pxq is a lower bound approximation to the problem. We define
the binary function ot , for a threshold Et that receives as a parameter an internal
node x. ot is defined as:

ot pxq “

$
& 1 : F pxq ă Et

% 0 : F pxq ą E .
t

(5.3)

In other words, ot pxq “ 1 if and only if there is at least one leaf under inner
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node x that has an energy below the threshold Et . To compute ot pxq we can use fast
algorithms that compute the NP-hard version of the protein design problem (see Ch.
3), and we will use it for our ensemble-counting probabilistic algorithm.
We will denote all the conformations in the search space (defined by the sequence
and the rotamer library) as C and the conformations that have an energy between
the GMEC and Et as T . Our algorithm will approximate the fraction |T |{|C|.

5.4 A probabilistic algorithm to approximate |T |{|C|
In this section we propose a probabilistic algorithm to compute the fraction |T |{|C| of
rotamer assignments that have an energy below a threshold Et . A basic description of
the algorithm is as follows. The algorithm performs random walks on a conformation
tree. The random walk starts at the root of the tree, and at this point our estimate
λ “ 1.0. We expand all the nodes A at the next level of the tree and compute the
set of nodes B Ď A at the first residue position such that B “ tx|x P A, ot pxq “ 1}.
We call nodes in B blue nodes. The set R Ď A of red nodes consists of all the
nodes such that R “ tx x P R, ot pxq “ 0u. At each step we adjust our estimate λ by
multiplying λ with the ratio of blue to all nodes λ “ λ |B|
and then randomly select
|A|
the next node in the “walk” from the blue nodes. The walk proceeds until a leaf is
reached. The expected value of the estimate is exactly |T |{|C| (which we will prove
below).
The random walk is repeated I number of iterations, where I is a parameter, and
all the estimates are averaged. Shuffling the tree order introduces some randomization to the input to break correlations between rotamers (for an in-depth description
of tree orders, see Ch. 3). Algorithm 1 presents a basic version of the probabilistic
algorithm. In Figure 5.3 we present a toy example run of the algorithm. Below, we
present the algorithm proof.
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Figure 5.3: A simple example of probabilistic K ˚ . The discrete conformation
space of a protein can be modeled as a tree. Integrating over the leaves of this tree
approximates a protein’s partition function, which is a very important biophysical
quantity. However, performing this integration is a #P -hard problem, a hard class
of Computer Science problems. In this Chapter we present the probabilistic K ˚
algorithm which estimates the fraction of the total conformations in the tree that are
below a threshold Et . (A) We show the conformation space of a toy example protein.
Inner nodes that have at least one descendant with energy lower than Et are shown
in blue, while nodes that have no descendants with energy lower than Et are shown
in red. (B) Example run of the algorithm. The probabilistic algorithm performs
random-walks through the conformation tree. The algorithm initially estimates that
all the conformations in the tree have an energy below Et (λ “ 1.0)). The algorithm
randomly selects among the blue children at each step. The path taken is marked
in orange. The estimate at each iteration is corrected by multiplying λ by the
ratio of blue nodes to total nodes. In the first run of the algorithm, the estimate is
corrected to 0.5. (C) In the second run of the algorithm a different path is taken
and the final estimate is λ “ 0.25. After a predetermined number of iterations, the
algorithm averages all estimates. In this case the average is 0.375 (not shown), which
corresponds to the actual fraction of conformations under the threshold .

5.5 Results
5.5.1 Proof of the probabilistic K ˚ algorithm.
Proposition 3. Algorithm 1 converges to the fraction of conformations below energy
threshold Et , and |T |{|C|, and the expected value of each estimate is |T |{|C|.
Proof. Our strategy for this proof is to first derive the probability that any conformation x1 will be walked by Algorithm 1 (function φpx1 q), and the estimate that will
be computed if x1 is walked (function wpx1 q). We use the notation in Ch. 3 for partial
rotamer assignments, complete rotamer assignments, sets of rotamers, and nodes.
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Algorithm 1 A probabilistic K ˚ algorithm for the ensembles counting problem
1:

procedure RandomWalk(x0 )

2:

λ Ð 1.0

3:

x Ð x0

4:

for i Ð 1, n do

5:

A Ð childrenpxq

6:

B Ð tb : b P A, ot pbq “ 1u

7:

λ Ð λ ˚ |B|{|A|

8:

x Ð pickRandompBq

9:
10:

end for
end procedure
Let Qj be the set of rotamers at residue position j. Let x1 be the node of a

complete rotamer assignment of residues, x1 “ pp1 , p2 , ..., pn q, such that pj P Qj .
We define the function wpx1 q, defined only for completely assigned conformations
as follows:

ot pp1 q `
wpx1 q “

ř

ot pr1 q ot pp1 , p2 q `

r1 PQ1 ztp1 u

|Q1 |

ot pp1 , p2 , ..., pn q `

|Q2 |

¨

ot pp1 , p2 , ..., pn´1 , rn q

rn PQn ztpn u

¨¨¨

ot pp1 , r2 q

r2 PQ2 ztp2 u

¨
ř

ř

|Qn |

(5.4)

We also define a function φpx1 q defined to be zero if x1 R T and when x1 P T as
follows:

ot pp1 q
ot pp1 , p2 q
φpx1 q “ ř
¨ ř
ot pr1 q
ot pp1 , r2 q
r1 PQ1

r2 PQ2
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¨¨¨ ř

ot pp1 , p2 , ..., pn q
.
ot pp1 , p2 , ..., pn´1 , rn q

(5.5)

rn PQn

It is easy to see that ot p1x qot p1x , 2x q...ot p1x , 2x , ..., nx q “ ot p1x , 2x , ..., nx q “ ot px1 q
and therefore that:

φpx1 qwpx1 q “

ot p1x qot p1x , 2x q...ot p1x , 2x , ..., nx q
ot px1 q
“
.
2n
2n

(5.6)

And, if we add over all conformations in C:

ÿ

f px1 qppx1 q “

x1 PC

|T |
1 ÿ
.
ot px1 q “
n
2 x1 PC
|C|

(5.7)

Note how the functions φpx1 q and wpx1 q relate to Algorithm 1. φpx1 q is the probability that any single conformation will be “walked” by the probabilistic algorithm,
while wpx1 q is the “estimate” λ computed by the algorithm if x1 is “walked” by the
algorithm. The function φpxq defines a probability distribution from which wpxq is
sampled. Thus it can be shown that for a very large set of estimates S sampled with
probability φ,

|T |
1
“
|C|
|S|

lim

|S|Ñ8

ÿ

wpx1 q.

(5.8)

x1 PS

Therefore, the expected value of each estimate in S is

|T |
,
|C|

which is the fraction

of conformations below threshold Et , and the algorithm eventually converges to this
fraction.
We can also show that Algorithm 1 is a probabilistic lower bound on the estimate
λ. For example, the probability of γ ě 10|T |{|C| is less than 10%. Moreover, we
can run the algorithm multiple times, and take the minimum value to achieve a high
certainty of a lower bound.
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Proposition 4. Let S 1 be a random subset, of arbitrary size, of S. Let γ be an
average of multiple λ values:

γ“

1 ÿ
f px1 q.
}S 1 } x1 PS 1

(5.9)

Then γ is a probabilistic approximation to a lower bound of |T |{|C|.

Proof. From Eq. (5.8) we know that the expected estimate of Algorithm 1 is exactly
|T |{|C|. Markov’s inequality states that:

P rpX ě aq ď

EpXq
,
a

where X is the random variable and a is any constant. Since γ is a an average of
values, with expected value |T |{|C|, then the Markov inequality applies to γ.
Therefore, the probability of γ being a very large value with respect to |T |{|C| is
low.
5.5.2 Importance sampling in probabilistic K ˚
Our probabilistic K ˚ algorithm can be easily modified to randomly select the next
blue node using a different distribution (importance sampling). However, the estimate must be adjusted differently. Let ρ be the the importance probability distribution for a node expansion in Algorithm 1, and ρpbq the probability of node b being
sampled. Then if b is selected, the estimate of Algorithm 1 must be adjusted in the
following way:

λ“

λ
,
|A|ρpbq

where |A| is the number of total rotamers at the level of the tree.
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5.5.3 Simulation Results
A thorough analysis of the algorithm was performed in collaboration with Hunter
Nisonoff and Mauro Maggioni and is presented in [160]. Here we summarize the
results of the analysis. Our analysis was performed on the paratope of the nanobody
of the structure with PDB id: 4HEM [158] referred to as 4HEM here (and shown in
Figure 5.2). 4HEM is a llama nanobody that targets a lactococcal phage that infects
a bacteria used in commercial dairy fermentations.
We used a slightly modified versions of the algorithms in Ch. 3 to enumerate
conformations for the unbound nanobody 4HEM at different values of Et , using the
maximum value of Et before the memory requirements caused the program to crash.
We then performed many simulations of probabilistic K ˚ to analyze its accuracy
compared with the actual answer. In general we found that probabilistic K ˚ tends
to compute estimates close to the actual value. It is important to note that as
the number of conformations increases with larger Et threshold, the weight of every
conformation decreases because these are Boltzmann-weighted. Thus, differences of
less than 10 fold difference between the estimate and the actual value can be more
than what is needed to estimate ECFs for practical purposes.
Figure 5.4 presents a summary of the results. We find that most samples lie very
close to the actual value. However, we find that the tree order influences significantly
the quality of the estimates. We are currently exploring heuristics to order the tree
and improve the accuracy of the results.

5.5.4 Application of probabilistic K ˚ to evaluate computationally-designed antibodies.
We implemented the probabilistic K ˚ algorithm in osprey and in Chapter 8 we use it
to analyze the ECFs of designed human-like antibodies. These results are described
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in Chapter 8, but here we briefly summarize them. We present two methods to
design human-like antibodies to target the epitope of a llama nanobody in the HIV
envelope glycoprotein. The antibodies were later designed using osprey optimizing
the GMEC-score. The GMEC-score optimization included our entropy term [52]
scaled up by a factor of 2.5 to penalize amino acids based on the number of alternate
states.
We used probabilistic K ˚ to analyze the designed antibodies in the GMEC-score,
the ∆E, and the ∆K scores, and compared with the wild type llama nanobody. Most
of the designed antibodies score better than the wild type in the GMEC-scores, and
many score better than the wild type in the ∆E score. However, all but one of the
designed antibodies score worse than the wild type in using ∆K scores. Moreover,
the only antibody that scores better than the wild type in the ∆K score has an
ECF nearly twice as high as that of the wild type. Chapter 8 and Figure 8.8 further
describe these results.

5.6 Discussion
Modeling proteins as ensembles of conformations, even under discrete models, is a
problem in the #P -hard complexity class. This complexity class contains some of the
hardest problems in Computer Science. In this Chapter we presented a probabilistic
approach to this problem. We evaluated the performance of the algorithm and found
that, for the size of the problems we can provably solve, probabilistic K ˚ algorithm
performs well.
In this Chapter we hypothesized that ECFs are important for binding affinity.
Importantly, other authors (e.g. [153]) have hypothesized that reducing ECFs is
important not only for binding, but also for improved specificity. Antibodies that
have a reduced number of states in their unbound conformation might be less likely
to bind other targets (and cause an autoimmune disease). We believe that improved
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Figure 5.4: Analysis of probabilistic K ˚ ’s accuracy. We enumerated all the
conformations with an energy less than Et “ GMEC ` 7 kcal/mol (all the conformations within 7 kcal/mol of the lowest energy conformation) and Et “ GMEC ` 10
kcal/mol for the wild type nanobody in structure with PDB id: 4HEM. There are
12119 conformation in the range Et “ GMEC ` 7 and 119501 Et “ GMEC ` 10. We
then ran simulations on the probabilistic K ˚ algorithm to analyze the accuracy of
the algorithm with respect to the real number of conformations. The charts in this
Figure show the results of 10000 simulations. Each pixel in the charts corresponds
to one simulation, with 1000 iterations of Algorithm 1. All the simulations in the
same row correspond to a single ordering of the tree (a shuffling of the residue order).
In total, 100 shufflings were tried for the two thresholds. Each pixel shows the fold
difference between a simulated probabilistic K ˚ estimate, and the real number of
conformations below the threshold. Blue pixels show data points between 0.5 (-2
fold) and 2 times (2 fold) the actual value. Pink pixels show estimates that fell
between 2-fold and 6-fold less than the actual value. Purple pixels show estimates
that were more than 6-fold less than the actual value. On the other end of the scale,
estimates between 2-fold and 6-fold over the real value are colored yellow, while
estimates over 6-fold larger are colored red. The rows are ordered by the average
fold difference.

binding often leads to more specific binding, and that the two goals are inter-related.
One potential way to evaluate the importance of low ECFs for binding would be to
run this algorithm on nanobodies that have been optimized in vitro through directed
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evolution. These algorithms are usually not optimized for specificity, and such test
could support the hypothesis that ensembles are essential to compute binding.
Probabilistic K ˚ can be improved in several areas. First, we find a variance in
the accuracy of the algorithm depending on the order of the tree. This is similar to
variances in the running time of protein design algorithms depending on the ordering
of the tree (Ch. 3). We are working on heuristics that can maximize the performance
of probabilistic K ˚ by selectively ordering the residues in the conformation tree.
Another area of potential improvement is to introduce importance sampling in
the random walk. The ot function for a node x has a binary value (0 or 1), depending
on whether there is at least one leaf that has an energy below Et . However, if we
weighed paths depending on the value of F pxq (the actual energy of the leaf) instead
of ot , then this might help the algorithm walk paths that have a high density of
conformations in T .
In the end, however, no algorithm is likely going to be able to compute a completely provable polynomial-time approximation to this problem, at least not for all
inputs. Moreover, the algorithm presented here allows us to evaluate large interface, but not directly design them (i.e. search over multiple sequences during the
same search). It is highly desirable to design an algorithm that can search both an
exponential sequence space, while optimizing for the ∆K/K ˚ scores, all while not
sacrificing accuracy. Such an algorithm would have to circumvent the complexity
issues described in this Chapter.
One potential approach that we are considering is exploiting the sparseness of
residue interaction graphs in protein design. The energy function of protein design algorithms is dominated by local terms and longer-range terms can often be
ignored [161]. This sparseness has been exploited by Dynamic Programming algorithms [70, 80] to efficiently search the conformation space. We believe that a
combination between dynamic programming, sparse residue interaction graphs and
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a probabilistic approach could design proteins that have good multi-state, ensemblebased ∆K{K ˚ scores.
Finally, one very interesting experiment to test would be to compare K ˚ scores
with entropy scores that do not consider higher-order interactions, such as Self consistent mean field or the algorithm in [153]. Understanding the effect of higher-order
interactions can help us better understand the interaction networks that are formed
in the interfaces of antibodies (e.g. 5.2).
The development of this algorithm was motivated by the antibody designs performed in Ch. 8, and it is used there to analyze their ECF. We find that algorithms
designed purely through a GMEC-score approach have a significantly higher ECF
than the wild type.
We are working on these improvements to the algorithm, in order to improve
both the antibodies in Chapter 8 and in general to apply to other protein protein
interface designs.
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6
Drug resistance prediction using protein design.

This Chapter explores computational drug resistance prediction. First, Section 6.2
describes a computational protocol to prospectively predict drug resistance using osprey. The protocol was applied to prospectively predict escape mutations in Methicillinresistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) to a new antibiotic. The computational
part of this project was performed by me, Bruce R. Donald and Ivelin Georgiev. The
experimental part was performed by Stephanie M. Reeve, Kathleen M. Frey and their
advisor Amy C. Anderson at the University of Connecticut. Section 6.2 emphasizes
the computational protocol and computational results, and summarizes the experimental work carried out at Dr. Anderson’s laboratory. The work described in Sec.
6.2 , along with more detailed experimental results was published (ref. [5]):
S.M. Reeve*, P. Gainza*, K.M. Frey, I. Georgiev, B.R. Donald, and A.C. Anderson. (2015) Protein design algorithms predict viable resistance to an experimental antifolate. Proc Nat Acad Sci USA 112 (3), 749-754 (*contributed
equally)
A detailed protocol of this approach, using the newest version of osprey, was later
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written by Adegoke Ojewole and Anna Lowegard under our guidance, and submitted
as a book chapter (ref. [6]):
A. Ojewole*, A. Lowegard*, P. Gainza, S.M. Reeve, I. Georgiev, A.C. Anderson,
B.R. Donald. (2015) osprey predicts Resistance Mutations using Positive and
Negative Computational Protein Design. Submitted as a Book Chapter for
Methods In Molecular Biology. (*contributed equally)
Next, Section 6.2 describes work that started as an application of the osprey
resistance prediction protocol to retrospectively predict the mechanism of a well-known
resistance mutation. Although the work in Section 6.2 started as a computational
protein design retrospective analysis, interesting biochemical findings led us to explore
many chemical and structural issues related to this resistance mutation. The work
described in the second Section of this Chapter was written by me and Bruce R.
Donald and presented as a report to Prof. Amy Anderson.

6.1 Introduction
Drug resistance has been observed for even the most reserved antibiotics, sometimes
after only brief clinical exposure, severely limiting the effective lifetime of these drugs.
This problem is most acute in bugs such as Staphylococcus aureus (SA). SA is notorious for the speed in which fully resistant strains against new antibiotics appear
in the clinic, often as short as one or two years [162]. Penicillin, for example, was
first used against SA in 1941 and the first reported resistant strains were found
just one year after. A similar story occurred with Methicillin, the two-punch Quinupristin/Dalfopristin, Linezolid, and Daptomycin: just a couple of years after they
were introduced into the clinic, resistant strains of SA were reported [162]. Perhaps
the only exception to this trend was Vancomycin, which was first introduced in 1956.
For over 40 years there were no reported fully resistant strains to Vancomycin. However, by 2002 there were reports of fully resistant SA strains [162]. In the work in
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this Chapter we use one of the more prevalent and notorious modern strains of SA,
Methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA), as a model to study resistance.
When these resistance mutations are discovered in the clinic, the mutants must
be identified and studied, forcing the drug design process to start anew. It would be
useful to know beforehand which resistance mutations are likely to appear against
new antibiotics. With this information, drugs that are predicted to be less prone
to resistance (e.g. Vancomycin) could be distinguished from drugs that are more
susceptible to resistance. Drugs susceptible to resistance could be modified to make
them more robust. Or, the discovery process could start anew to target the resistance strains that are likely to appear. To address this problem in preclinical drug
discovery, resistance mutants are generated and studied in vitro with labor-intensive
resistance selection experiments. In contrast, it would be far more effective to predict resistance mutations in silico during the initial stages of drug discovery, thus
enabling the design process to anticipate and overcome the resistance.
One of the most common resistance mechanisms is the accumulation of mutations
in an enzyme target, creating an active site that can no longer bind a competitive
inhibitor yet maintains function. The antibiotic Trimethoprim (TMP), for example,
targets the enzyme Dihydrofolate Reductase (DHFR) in bacteria. However, a single
amino acid mutation in MRSA DHFR, F98Y, [163], is responsible for MRSA resistance to TMP. These are often called escape mutations. In this work we focus on
these kinds of enzyme escape mutants that knock out competitive inhibitors while
maintaining binding of the substrate.
DHFR is a vital enzyme across all living organisms. It is responsible for the
activation of folic acid (the catalysis of dihydrofolate to tetrahydrofolate) and uses
the reduced form of nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADPH) as an electron
donor for the activation. Activating folic acid is necessary, in turn, for the synthesis
of nucleotides. A lack of active folic acid kills cells in the reproductive cycle, and
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since MRSA cells in growth media are constantly reproducing, blocking DHFR is an
effective way to kill MRSA.
Our collaborators at the Amy Anderson laboratory in the University of Connecticut developed a new family of preclinical propargyl-linked antibiotics that target DHFR and are effective at killing MRSA [86, 164–166]. We propose a protocol
to computationally predict resistance mutations in protein targets, using algorithms
for positive and negative structure-based protein design. In [47] osprey was used
to predict double amino acid escape mutants in MRSA DHFR against a preclinical
antibiotic in the propargyl-linked family, D26M. The top-predicted escape mutation
had an 18-fold loss in binding affinity for the antibiotic, while maintaining catalytic
activity comparable to that in other resistance mutations.
In the work presented in this Chapter we focus on single nucleotide polymorphism
(SNP) mutations (involving exactly one base change), because these are the most
likely to occur. In Section 6.2 we describe our drug-resistance prediction protocol
and how we applied it to predict SNP mutations that confer resistance against a new
antibiotic, compound 1. This protocol was based on and improved upon the one
used in [47]. Successful escape mutants must preserve the catalytic of the enzyme
while ablating the binding of the inhibitor (i.e., a good ratio between positive and
negative design). osprey ranked 47 sequences by their predicted ratio of binding
to dihydrofolate to binding to the antibiotic. In vitro experimental results using
purified enzymes showed that the top four computationally-ranked mutations confer
up to 58-fold resistance compared to the wild type, while maintaining close to native
catalytic activity. Furthermore, our top-predicted mutant also appeared in resistance
selection experiments, proving the fitness of the predicted mutants.
In Section 6.3 of this Chapter we describe work where, initially, we applied our
resistance protocol to retrospectively validate the well-known resistance mutation
F98Y based on a mechanism proposed in [86]. However, osprey was unable to
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validate the proposed mechanism of resistance. We found that the reason osprey
could not reproduce this mechanism involved chirality changes in the NADPH cofactor, which is a remarkably interesting finding. The remaining of the Chapter
explores and analyzes the available evidence on the spontaneous change in chirality
of NADPH.

6.2 Predicting SNP resistance mutations using osprey
In this Section we present a protocol based on osprey/K ˚ to predict resistance mutations to enzyme targets, and we apply it to prospectively predict escape mutations
in MRSA DHFR against a new drug, compound 1. The methods and experimental
results described here are published in [5]. The computational experiments were performed in the Bruce Donald laboratory, while the experimental work was performed
in the Amy Anderson laboratory. Here we focus on describing the computational
protocol and methods, and summarize the experimental results. A detailed description of this protocol, using the newest version of osprey, was submitted as a book
chapter [6].
6.2.1 Methods
Input model. We used osprey/K ˚ to predict SNP mutations in MRSA DHFR
that allowed it to evade compound 1 while preserving catalytic activity. We selected
9 residues in the active site of DHFR as candidates for escape mutations. Figure
6.1 shows the modeled active site residues. Wild type MRSA DHFR can mutate to
46 sequences by changing at most one nucleotide in the 9 active site residues. In
addition to the wild type, we considered the following 46 point mutants:
❼ L5{L/V/I/R/Q}
❼ V6{V/A/L/I/F/D/G}
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❼ L20{L/V/I/F/S}
❼ L28{L/V/M/W/F/S}
❼ V31{V/A/I/F/L/D/G}
❼ T46{T/A/R/I/K/S}
❼ I50{I/V/L/M/F/N/S/T}
❼ L54{L/R/Q/V}
❼ F92{F/V/L/I/Y/S/C}

K ˚ computed scores for each sequence’s affinity towards the substrate dihydrofolate (DHF) (positive design) and the drug compound 1 (negative design). For
positive design we used a model of the complex DHF:NADPH:DHFR based on the
structure of [163]. For the negative design we used a structure of DHFR:NADPH
bound to another drug in the same family of propargyl-linked inhibitors (PDB id:
3FQC). We then modeled compound 1 into the 3FQC structure using the Accelrys Discovery Visualization program [167] to subsitute the atoms in compound 1
different from those in the 3FQC structure.
When we analyzed the resistance prediction results of the double mutant predictions in our lab’s earlier resistance prediction work, [47], we found that the crystal
structure of the top predicted mutant showed the drug D26M bound to the mutant in
a conformation that was very different from the original bound conformation. None
of the D26M conformations that osprey was allowed to search in that work came
close to D26M’s binding conformation to the top mutant. To avoid any possible
“escape binding conformations” for this work we created a library of compound 1
generalized rotamers to model all the possible binding poses of compound 1. Our
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Figure 6.1: Modeled flexible residues in SaDHFR with NADPH and compound 1.
a) compound 1; b) Comparison of the structures of wild-type SaDHFR bound to
NADPH and compound 1 (PDB ID: 3SGY, blue) with the K ˚ -predicted lowestenergy structure of SaDHFR (V31L) (yellow). All residues allowed to be flexible and
to mutate during the K ˚ prediction are shown in yellow stick form. The cofactor,
NADPH, is shown in green. This Figure appeared in [5].

initial library included around 10, 000 generalized rotamers for 5 torsional degrees of
freedom in compound 1.
The large library of compound 1 generalized rotamers was then filtered using the
MinDEE algorithm as follows. For each of the 10, 000 generalized rotamers we ran a
separate run of MinDEE/A˚ allowing the 9 flexible rotamers to change conformations
or mutate to any of the 46 mutants. For each generalized rotamer run, if the energy of
the minGMEC was higher than 0 kcal/mol for the complex, we pruned the rotamer.
This pruning step reduced compound 1’s generalized rotamer library to a list of
1, 660 rotamers. The substrate DHF was allowed a much smaller set of 8 generalized
rotamers, because (i) we want to prevent any bound conformation of compound 1
and we must therefore model a much larger conformation space for negative design,
and (ii) we believe that any significant shift in the bound conformation of DHF might
ablate the catalytic rate.
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In addition to the generalized rotamers, we allowed (a) continuous, and provable
rigid body motions of the drug and substrate within the binding cavity, and (b)
a ˘9 degrees voxel around each of the generalized rotamers. The rotamers of side
chains were modeled using the Richardson’s rotamer library [57], and each continuous
rotamer (Ch. 4) covered a voxel of ˘9 degrees in every χ dihedral angle. We included
the wild type rotamer of F92, because it is well outside the voxel of minimization for
any other phenylalanine rotamer.
The final part of our input was the Amber energy function [23], which includes a
Coulombic potential for electrostatics and a van der Waals potential, and EEF1 for
solvation [51]. Antechamber was used to compute potentials for both compound 1
and DHF.
Positive and negative design: K ˚ ratios. We used the MinDEE/A˚ /K ˚ [79]
algorithm to compute approximations to the binding constants of DHF:DHFR for
the positive design, and compound 1:DHFR for the negative design. MinDEE/A˚
modeled the continuous space of side chains, continuous rigid body motions, and
continuous ligand flexibility during the search, and enumerated the ensemble of lowenergy conformations to compute the partition functions for bound and unbound
complexes. Once the partition functions were computed, we computed K ˚ scores for
each sequence in the negative design and the positive design.
Then, for each sequence we computed the K ˚ ratio: the positive design K ˚ score
divided by the negative design K ˚ score. In our protocol, sequences with a positive
design score of 0 are assigned a ratio of 0, while sequences with a negative design
score of 0 are assigned a ratio of infinity. Sequences with a ratio of infinity are reranked by their positive design score. Ideal mutations have a positive design score
comparable to the wild type, and a negative design score of 0. Sequences with a
positive design score significantly lower than the wild type’s positive design score
are not considered resistance mutations because they are predicted to have ablated
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Figure 6.2: Our approach to predict resistance mutations using osprey.(AB) The input model for osprey specifies the energy function, the rotamer library,
the allowed flexibility and the input structure. For resistance prediction, a different
input structure is used for positive and negative design. (C) osprey computes
positive and a negative design K ˚ scores for each sequence. (D) The MinDEE or
iMinDEE algorithms provably prunes the continuous space of side chain rotamers,
ligand generalized rotamers and ligand rotation and translation. No rotamers that
can minimize to the ensemble of the lowest energy conformations is pruned. (E) A˚
searches the remaining space enumerating by lower bound until (F) the K ˚ algorithm
proves that an ε-approximation has been computed. (G) The K ˚ positive design
score for each sequence is divided by the K ˚ negative design score to compute a K ˚
ratio. Sequences are ranked by the K ˚ ratio and the top sequences on the list are
classified as resistance mutations. This Figure appeared in [6]
catalytic activity, and are therefore ignored. All other sequences with a K ˚ ratio
above the wild type and a positive design score comparable to the wild type are
predicted to be resistance mutations. This protocol is described in Fig. 6.2.
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Table 6.1: Computationally predicted K ˚ scores, and positive/negative design ratio.
K* rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47

Single
Nucleotide
Mutation
V31L
V31I
L5I
L5V
L54R
L20F
V31D
L5Q
V31A
V6G
I50L
F92S
L54Q
V31G
T46A
V61
L28M
WT
T46S
L28F
L28W
L20S
L20I
L20V
V6A
L54V
L28S
V6D
V6L
F92V
I50V
L28V
F92I
F92C
I50S
I50T
I50N
I50M
F92L
L5R
T46I
V6F
V31F
T46R
T56K
F92Y
I50F

Substrate
Positive Design
K* score
2.16E+041
4.87E+036
6.06E+039
4.01E+044
6.31E+043
6.06E+020
1.54E+041
2.84E+044
7.32E+040
3.92E+042
5.18E+038
2.09E+043
2.62E+042
2.64E+040
2.88E+042
1.10E+043
3.27E+042
7.16E+42
4.93E+042
2.25E+042
1.29E+043
3.57E+041
3.04E+042
7.43E+041
4.71E+042
1.46E+041
1.34E+041
1.18E+043
7.26E+042
8.18E+040
2.49E+042
3.19E+039
8.91E+040
1.02E+040
3.07E+041
1.11E+042
6.81E+041
1.00E+040
4.02E+037
4.21E+034
5.05E+036
0.00E+000
0.00E+000
0.00E+000
0.00E+000
0.00E+000
0.00E+000
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Compound 1
Negative Design
K* score
3.04E+019
8.18E+014
3.54E+024
3.44E+030
1.60E+030
1.75E+007
5.65E+032
1.20E+036
7.86E+033
4.27E+035
5.69E+031
2.52E+036
3.21E+035
3.38E+033
5.27E+035
4.01E+036
1.58E+036
3.66E+36
3.46E+036
1.73E+036
1.01E+037
2.95E+035
2.94E+035
7.40E+035
6.07E+036
2.68E+035
3.74E+035
6.05E+037
6.47E+037
2.80E+036
1.74E+038
2.37E+035
8.48E+036
5.37E+036
2.37E+038
9.85E+038
1.53E+039
7.50E+037
4.20E+036
4.27E+035
2.25E+042
2.94E+036
8.69E-011
0.00E+000
1.14E+014
3.10E+032
3.37E+035

Ratio of
positive to
negative design
7.11E+021
5.95E+021
1.71E+015
1.16E+014
3.94E+013
3.46E+013
2.72E+008
2.36E+008
9.31E+006
9.18E+006
9.10E+006
8.32E+006
8.14E+006
7.80E+006
5.46E+006
2.75E+006
2.07E+006
1.96E+06
1.42E+006
1.30E+006
1.28E+006
1.21E+006
1.03E+006
1.01E+006
7.76E+005
5.44E+005
3.59E+005
1.95E+005
1.12E+005
2.29E+004
1.43E+004
1.35E+004
1.05E+004
1.90E+003
1.30E+003
1.13E+003
4.46E+002
1.33E+002
9.59E+000
9.88E-002
2.25E-006
0.00E+000
0.00E+000
0.00E+000
0.00E+000
0.00E+000
0.00E+000

Figure 6.3: Computationally predicted effect of the V31L mutation on inhibitor
binding. A) Conformations of wild-type residues F92 (blue), V31 (orange) and compound 1 (gray) in the bound S. aureus DHFR:inhibitor complex. Oxygen atoms are
red; nitrogen atoms are cyan. (B) Osprey K ˚ -predicted structure for residue F92
(blue), compound 1 (gray) and the mutation V31L showing the computationallypredicted model of the V31L mutant. Important steric clashes between the inhibitor
and DHFR that occur in the model after the introduction of the V31L mutation are
shown in red probe dots [150] drawn with the Protein Interaction Viewer [168]. (C)
Displacement modeled by Osprey K ˚ of compound 1 and Phe 92 after the introduction of mutation V31L. The model of the V31L mutation is shown in the same colors
as panel (B), while the structure of the wild-type is shown in fine white lines. (D-E)
Protonated models of the structures shown in panel (A) and (B). This Figure and
caption appeared in the Supplementary material in [5].

6.2.2 Results
Computational results. We ranked all 47 sequences by their K ˚ ratio. Table 6.1
shows the computationally-predicted ranking of mutations. The wild type is ranked
#18 and marked in bold. Mutant L20F, ranked #6, has a positive design score
22 orders of magnitude below the wild type and is therefore not predicted to be
catalytically competent. All other mutants above the wild type in the ranking are
predicted to be resistance mutations.
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Table 6.2: Characterization of wild-type and mutant enzymes. This Table appeared
in [5].
Enzyme

K ˚ Ratio Rank

K ˚ positive/negative
design ratio

kcat /Km

Sa (wt) DHFR
Sa (V31L) DHFR
Sa (V31I) DHFR
Sa (L5I) DHFR
Sa (L5V) DHFR

18
1
2
3
4

1.96E+06
7.11 E+21
5.95 E+21
1.71 E+15
1.16 E+14

6.10 ˘ 0.30
1.60 ˘ 0.06
1.74 ˘ 0.07
2.24 ˘ 0.10
1.80 ˘ 0.10

Fold Loss
(Kimut /Kiwt )
compound 1
n/a
58
36
4.4
1.9

To understand the computationally-predicted mechanism of resistance for the
top mutant V31L, we analyzed the top V31L DHFR:NADPH:compound 1 structure
from the osprey ensemble of low-energy structures. We compared this structure
to 3SGY, a crystal structure of compound 1 bound to wild type DHFR. Figure 6.1
shows superpositions of the two structures. According to the model structure, the
introduction of the extra Cδ1 and Cδ2 groups in the V31L valineÑleucine mutation
pushes Phe92 towards the compound 1, forcing compound 1 away from the cavity.
Biochemical validation. The top four computationally-ranked mutants, V31L,
V31I, L5I, and L5V were created through directed mutagenesis and biochemically
characterized for substrate catalytic activity and loss in binding to compound 1. Table ?? shows the in vitro results on the wild type and the top mutants. All four of the
top computationally-predicted resistance mutants confer resistance to compound 1
(measured in Ki ). Interestingly, the computational ranking correlates with the experimental ranking of these top four mutants. The top predicted mutant, V31L, confers
58-fold resistance to compound 1. V31I confers 36-fold resistance, L5I confers 4.4
fold resistance and L5V confers 1.9 fold resistance. The catalytic competency of the
enzymes was measured using Michaelis-Menten kinetics; all mutants showed around
a 3 fold loss in catalytic efficiency (kcat /Km ).
Microbiological validation. Resistance selection experiments were performed to
test whether these mutants would actually appear in cells exposed to compound 1.
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Table 6.3: Characterization of Strain Susceptibility and Fitness. This Table appeared
in [5] and was adapted for this dissertation.
Strain
Wild-type
F98Y
V31L, F98Y

MIC (➭g/mL)
compound 1 (fold loss)
0.0781
2.5 (32)
20 (256)

MIC (➭g/mL)
TMP (fold loss)
0.3123
10 (32)
40 (128)

Relative
Fitness
1
0.98
0.86

Doubling
Time (min)
22.5
23.2
25.4

Table 6.4: Enzyme Characterization. This Table appeared in [5] and was adapted
for this dissertation.
DHFR
WT
F98Y
V31L
V31L,
F98Y

Ki (➭M)
(TMP)
(fold-loss)
0.0035 ˘ 0.0005
0.131 ˘ 0.004
(38)
0.054 ˘ 0.002
(15)
0.52 ˘ 0.03
(148)

Ki (➭M)
compound 1
(fold-loss)
0.0028 ˘ 0.0002
0.013 ˘ 0.001
(5)
0.17 ˘ 0.02
(60)
0.53 ˘ 0.03
(189)

Km (➭M)
(DHF)

Km (➭M)
(NADPH)

kcat

kcat /Km

17.5 ˘ 2
8.4 ˘ 0.7

32.6 ˘ 4
56.8 ˘ 5

106.9 ˘ 2
44.7 ˘ 0.4

6.1 ˘ 0.3
5.33 ˘ 0.08

42.9 ˘ 3

15.6 ˘ 3

68.8 ˘ 2

1.60 ˘ 0.06

4.1 ˘ 0.8

22.3 ˘ 2

44.8 ˘ 2

10.9 ˘ 0.8

Colonies of wild type bacteria were exposed to 6 times the concentration of compound 1 that is necessary to prevent growth of wild type DHFR (6 times the minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC)). The first round of bacteria yielded the well
known resistance mutation F98Y [163], which was not included in our search. F98Y
appeared at a frequency of 10´12 . A second round of resistance selection was performed by growing a culture of F98Y mutants overnight and then exposing a colony
to a compound 1 concentration equal to 6 times the MIC of F98Y. From this second
round of selection 9 colonies were isolated. Five of them encoded our top predicted
mutant V31L along with F98Y. One of them encoded V31G/F98Y. V31G is ranked
#14 in Table 6.1. The remaining three surviving colonies did not show mutations in
the DHFR gene.
Strains F98Y, and V31L/F98Y were tested for fitness. Table 6.3 shows the ex148

Figure 6.4: Crystal structures of the wild-type and mutant enzymes show conformational changes at Phe 92 and His 30. a) Superposition of the structures of
Sa(wt):NADPH:1 from PDB ID: 3SGY (blue) with Sa(V31L,F98Y):NADPH (magenta); b) Superposition of the structures of Sa(wt):NADPH:1 from PDB ID: 3SGY
(blue) with Sa(F98Y):NADPH (yellow) and Sa(V31L/F98Y):NADPH (magenta).
This Figure and caption appeared in [5].

perimental results on strain fitness. While wild type cells double in number in 22.5
minutes, F98Y cells double in 23.2 minutes and V31L/F98Y cells double in 25.4 minutes. However, V31L/F98Y confers a 256-fold gain in resistance against compound 1,
while F98Y confers a 32-fold gain in resistance. Table ?? shows the biochemical characterization of the enzymes that were found in the resistance selection experiments
(F98Y, and V31L/F98Y). The double mutant V31L/F98Y shows a higher catalytic
rate (kcat /Km ) than the wild type, and much higher than that of the V31L mutation alone. Thus, at least in the Michaelis-Menten kinetics it seems that F98Y is a
compensating mutation that improves the fitness of V31L.
Crystal structure. The crystal structure of the double mutant V31L/F98Y was
solved (PDB id: 4Q6A), and is shown in Figure 6.4. Although the structure was cocrystallized with compound 1 and NADPH, the density did not show compound 1.
However, as predicted by our computational model of V31L (Figure 6.3), F92 is
displaced towards the drug cavity in the crystal structure of the mutant, supporting
the predicted computational mechanism.
Importance of continuous flexibility to predict drug resistance. In Chap149

ter 4 we showed that modeling continuous flexibility can have a large effect in native sequence recovery, and therefore that proteins designed with continuous flexibility are more native-like. For the work described in this section, we used the
MinDEE/A˚ /K ˚ algorithm, with continuous side chain and continuous ligand flexibility to score mutations by their predicted resistance to compound 1 (results presented in Table 6.1). In order to investigate the importance of continuous flexibility
for resistance prediction, we repeated the protocol using a slightly modified version
that used RigidDEE/A˚ /K ˚ , and compared the rankings. In this modified protocol,
no continuous flexibility was allowed.
We found that the top two predicted mutations under the continuous model, V31L
and V31I, drop to the bottom of the ranking because they have a score of zero for
both positive and negative design. Figure 6.5 shows how the top four mutations rank
under a rigid model compared to a continuous model. Since V31L and V31I both
show resistance of 58-fold and 36-fold respectively with respect to the wildtype, and
minimal loss in catalytic efficiency, and V31L actually appeared in resistance selection
experiments showing its viability, this exercise shows once more the importance of
continuous flexibility for accurate and realistic protein design.
6.2.3 Discussion.
We presented and validated a protocol that uses osprey/K ˚ to predict resistance
mutations in enzyme targets to new drugs. Our protocol restricted the space of sequences to SNP mutants because these are the most likely to appear spontaneously.
The top predicted mutants were tested in vitro in both biochemical assays and
microbiological resistance selection experiments. Four of the top computationallypredicted resistant enzymes were created and all maintained a catalytic rate at almost
the same rate as the wild type (3-fold loss). Remarkably, the top four ranked mutants
showed a loss in binding to the drug, up to 58-fold for the top mutant V31L.
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Figure 6.5: Comparison between the MinDEE/A˚ /K ˚ and Rigid
DEE/A˚ /K ˚ rankings for the resistance mutations against compound 1.
Left, top mutants according to the continuous MinDEE/K ˚ /A˚ model. Right, top
mutants according to the rigid model (Rigid DEE/A˚ /K ˚ ).

Our top predicted resistance mutation V31L also appeared in resistance selection
experiments in the background of the F98Y mutation. Together, the two mutations
confer 256-fold resistance in cells. Mutant V31G also appeared in one colony. V31G
is ranked #14 in our computational ranking and predicted to confer resistance with
respect to the wild type. Biochemical assays on the V31L/F98Y double mutant
showed that the double mutant improves in the catalytic rate (kcat /Km ) over the
individual mutants, showing some synergy, at least in Michaelis-Menten kinetics.
Our results are a proof of concept for computational drug resistance prediction
using the osprey protocol presented in this Chapter. The model organism we chose
for our proof of concept, MRSA, can be comparatively easy to grow in resistance
selection experiments. This proved useful because we were able to show that the
computationally-predicted resistance mutations also appear spontaneously when the
organism is subjected to a compound 1-rich environment. However, we believe that
our computational method is going to prove even more useful in other organisms on
which resistance selection experiments are harder, such as cancer cells, some parasites
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or viruses.
With respect to the methodology, it would be interesting to apply our ospreybased protocol to other resistance mutations. We are currently working with Adegoke
Ojewole and Prof. Amy Anderson to predict resistance mutations in another bacterial
organism, Escherichia coli. Drug resistant strains strains of E. Coli are becoming a
worldwide health problem, and strains resistant to nearly all antibiotics have recently
been identified in multiple sites around the world [169].
Importantly, performing more proofs of concept on drug resistance prediction can
not only help us improve the methodology, but the computational structure- and
biophysical- based studies can help us better understand drug resistance and reveal
new mechanisms in ways that traditional methods might overlook. In the same way
that designing proteins is a way to understand proteins (“Create to understand” [30]),
predicting resistance is also a way to understand resistance. The work presented in
this section can help us understand the resistance mechanism of mutation V31L.
In the next section we analyze the structural chemical and biophysical evidence on
another SNP, the F98Y resistance mutation.
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6.3 Analysis of the F98Y resistance mechanism
In Section 6.2 we presented a protocol to predict resistance mutations to compound 1.
As part of our validation, our collaborators at Amy Anderson’s laboratory performed
resistance selection experiments and found that our top mutant V31L appeared in
the background of the well-known resistance mutation F98Y [86, 163]. Together, the
two mutants confer 256-fold resistance to compound 1.
Although osprey’s top predicted mutant appeared in the resistance selection
experiments, F98Y was not predicted because it was not part of osprey’s input. F98
lies farther from the active sites than the 9 residues we modeled. When we originally
planed our computational experiments we decided to exclude residue F98 from our
search (and therefore the well-known mutation F98Y) for two reasons. First, (i)
the F98Y DHFR IC50 values for many drugs in the same family of compound 1 had
already been measured by Amy Anderson’s laboratory at the time of our designs [86].
Since we were interested in the prospective prediction of novel resistance mutations,
we considered a retrospective search of F98Y less interesting. In addition, (ii) in [86]
our collaborators proposed a new mechanism to explain the resistance conferred by
mutation F98Y that would have been extraordinarily hard to prospectively predict in
silico. The proposed mechanism of resistance in [86] involved an alternate NADPH
conformation that our collaborators found in a several structures of MRSA DHFR
wild type and F98Y bound to propargyl-linked inhibitors. They hypothesized that
this alternate NADPH conformation could be involved in drug resistance [86].
After the appearance of F98Y in the resistance selection experiments (presented in
Section 6.2), we decided to investigate this mutation retrospectively. We applied the
protocol of Section 6.2, modeling different NADPH conformations. However, after
many attempts we found that we could not reproduce the alternate conformation of
NADPH because the alternate conformation reported in [86] had what seemed to be a
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different chirality from the standard NADPH. From there our project took a different
course to try to understand if an NADPH with a different chirality is at all possible
in such a controlled experimental environment, and more importantly, whether there
might be important implications for drug resistance. In this Section we present an
analysis of the existing literature on alternate NADPH configurations, and propose
several mechanisms to explain the finding. In the end, although we found that
an alternate configuration of NADPH is indeed the most likely explanation, more
experiments are needed to confirm biological relevance of this data. The findings are
presented below.
6.3.1 Background: The NADPH alternate isomer
The reduced form of nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADPH) is a
small molecule responsible for chemical reductions in the cells of all organisms.
NADPH carries out high-energy electron transfer in cells and it is essential for a
multitude of processes in the cell’s biosynthetic pathways. In plants, for example,
NADPH transports the energy captured in photosynthesis to produce sugar from carbon dioxide and ATP. Typically, NADPH binds enzymes and acts as a co-enzyme,
reducing the enzyme’s substrate. NADPH is transformed into its oxidized form,
NADP` , during the reduction reaction, and it is then “released” from the enzyme.
NADPH is closely related to NAD` and NADH, with the exception that NADPH
contains an additional phosphate bound to its adenine moiety. In addition, NAD` is
primarily used by enzymes in oxidizing reactions, while NADPH is used in reduction
reactions. In this Section we will show figures that contain NAD` /NADH and cite
papers that discuss NAD` /NADH in particular cases where a property applies to
both NADPH/NADP` and NAD` /NADH.
NADPH participates in the activation of folic acid in living organisms. NADPH
binds in the active site of dihydrofolate reductase (DHFR) and participates in re154

ducing dihydrofolate (DHF) to its active form, tetrahydrofolate (THF), which is
necessary for amino-acid synthesis. Inhibiting DHFR kills cells in the “reproduction” cycle, since they cannot synthesize amino acids. Thus, DHFR is a target to
kill rapidly dividing cells.
Common DHFR inhibitors (known as antifolates) include Methotrexate (MTX)
that is used to kill rapidly dividing cancer cells, Pyrimethamine, used mostly to
treat malaria infections, and Trimethoprim (TMP) that targets bacterial DHFR
with high specificity. In addition, our collaborators at Amy Anderson’s lab have
developed a new family of antifolates that are distinguished by having a propargyllink. Inhibitors belonging to this family of antifolates have been used to target strains
of bacteria resistant to TMP [86], and new inhibitors are being developed to target
other bacteria, fungus infections, and rapidly dividing cancer cells.
In [86], Amy Anderson and co-workers studied the potency and selectivity of 17
propargyl-linked inhibitors against Methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA)
DHFR. They showed that the new inhibitors were able to effectively target the F98Y
mutant of MRSA DHFR that is resistant to the TMP inhibitor. In addition, they
used X-ray crystallography to study the inhibition mechanism of 4 out of the 17 inhibitors (Compounds 5, 8, 10, and 15). The X-ray crystal structures showed that, surprisingly, some of the inhibitors could induce an alternate conformation of NADPH
when bound to wild-type DHFR (WT) or the TMP-resistant mutant F98Y (F98Y).
More recently, the alternate NADPH conformation was also found (with partial occupancy) in the crystal structure of the computationally-predicted UCP1006-resistant
DHFR mutant V31I at 1.5 Å resolution. Our collaborators believe that this alternate
NADPH conformation may play a role in drug resistance [86].
In order to understand the alternate NADPH conformation and its role in drug
resistance, we used OSPREY to model flexibility in NADPH and attempt to recover
the alternate conformation found in one of the structures reported in [86] (PDB
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id: 3FQF), with the ultimate goal of predicting its role in drug-resistance. However, OSPREY failed to find the alternate NADPH conformation. Close inspection
showed that that the alternate NADPH conformation in 3FQF contained a different
chirality, which OSPREY did not model, involving the glycosidic bond that joins
the nicotinamide ring with the ribose sugar of NADPH (Figure 6.6). In other words,
we found that the observed alternate conformation in 3FQF is actually an alternate
configuration (Figure 6.7). In the standard NADPH the glycosidic bond is of type
beta (β-NADPH), while the observed conformation was closer to (but not exactly)
an α-NADPH configuration. The high resolution of the 3FQF crystal structure, at
1.7 Å showed, without a doubt, that it would be biophysically impossible to place a
proton at the C41 of the ribose sugar (Figure 6.8), thus discarding the possibility of
NADPH being in the β-epimer form.

Figure 6.6: Comparison between (a) the standard NADPH configuration in structure (PDB id: 3FQC) and (e) the alternate NADPH isomer in structure (PDB
id:3FQF). The arrows point to the altered chiral center. This Figure was reprinted
from [86] with permission, but we added the arrows to point at the altered chiral
center.

6.3.2 The alternate NADPH isomer in (Frey et al. 2009) [86]
Frey et al. [86] reported a total of 8 new structures deposited in the PDB database.
Each of the two conformations (standard or alternate) appeared in a fraction of
the crystal’s subunits (termed occupancy); the alternate conformation was only
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detected in 4 of these structures. 100% occupancy of the standard conformation
of NADPH was found in the crystal structure of the WT-NADPH-Compound 5
complex, while 100% occupancy of the alternate conformation was found for the
F98Y-NADPH-Compound 5 complex. In the WT-NADPH-Compound 10 and F98YNADPH-Compound 10 complexes no alternate conformation was observed. In the
WT-NADPH-Compound 8 complexes the standard conformation was observed in
a 100% occupancy, while in the F98Y-NADPH-Compound 8 complexes, the standard conformation was observed with 70% occupancy and the alternate conformation was observed with 30% occupancy. The alternate NADPH conformation was
also observed in the WT complex. In both the WT-NADPH-Compound 15 and
F98Y-NADPH-Compound 15 complexes, the alternate conformation occupied 70%
of the crystal subunits, while the standard conformation occupied 30% of the subunits. Thus, out of the eight crystal structures reported in [86] deposited in the
PDB database, four of them (3FQF, 3FQO, 3FQZ, and 3FQV) contain the alternate
NADPH conformation (Table 6.5). We will refer to them by their PDB accession
number: F98Y-NADPH-Compound 5 (PDB id: 3FQF), F98Y-NADPH-Compound 8
(PDB id: 3FQO), WT-NADPH-Compound 15 (PDB id: 3FQZ), and F98Y-NADPHCompound 15 (3FQV).
Table 6.5: Structures showing alternate configurations and chiralities.
PDB
3FQF
3FQZ
3FQV
3FQO

mutant
F98Y
WT
F98Y
F98Y

Inhibitor
Compound 5
Compound 15
Compound 15
Compound 8

Std. occup.
0%
30%
30%
70%

Alt. occup.
100%
70%
70%
30%

β chirality?
No
No
Yes
Yes

Resolution (Å)
1.77
1.72
1.85
2.09

The alternate NADPH conformation in structures 3FQF, 3FQO, 3FQZ, and
3FQV is very similar. Interestingly, however, the coordinates in the PDB database
show different epimers (in terms of the PDB coordinates) for the two very similar
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Figure 6.7: Alignment of the nicotinamide ribose sugar of structures 3FQF and 3FQC. 3FQF (shown in light blue) is the structure of the
F98Y:NADPH:Compound 5 complex, and it shows 100% occupancy of the alternate
NADPH conformation (shown here). 3FQC (shown in green) is the structure of the
WT:NADPH:Compound 5 complex, and it shows 100% occupancy of the standard
NADPH conformation. For comparison purposes, in this figure we only show the
nicotinamide end of NADPH from both structures. The two structures were aligned
by their C1D, C2D, and O4D atoms. The dihedral angle between the C1D-N1N
bond vectors is shown.

conformations. Structures 3FQO and 3FQV are of the standard NADPH chirality (β-epimer), while structures 3FQF and 3FQZ are definitely not of the standard
chirality. We inspected closely the crystallography-electron-density maps of these
structures.
Structures 3FQF and 3FQZ, at 1.7Å have very clear resolution around the ribose
sugar and show conclusively that the epimer of NADPH in these structures is not
β-NADPH (Figure 6.7, Figure 6.11, Figure 6.8). We compared the C2D-O4D-C1DN1N dihedral (that is the angle between the plane formed by C2D-O4D-C1D, and
the plane O4D-C1D-N1N) and found that for the standard NADPH conformation
this value is mostly in the -55˝ to -65˝ (see Section 6.3.3). For structure 3FQC
and for the standard NADPH conformation in 3FQZ it is around -55˝ . For 3FQF
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Figure 6.8: The geometry of the NADPH in structure 3FQF does not
allow the presence of an anomeric β-proton, and a hypothetical proton is
added to show this. The angles that would result are highlighted, showing that
the tetrahedral geometry is impossible. In an ideal tetrahedral geometry each of
these angles would be 109.5˝ .
and the alternate conformation in 3FQZ it is around +20˝ . In other words, that
dihedral angle changes by 75˝ . The geometry is much closer to an α-NADPH
geometry, even if the geometry is not ideal (Figure 6.9). The geometry is most
close to a trigonal-planar geometry with a double bond between the C1D and N1N
atoms (Figure 6.10), deviating only 20 degrees from the plane, towards an α-NADPH
configuration. A double bond between the C1D and N1N atoms, however, is unlikely
because it would imply a loss of the anomeric proton. More likely, the geometry is a
distorted α-NADPH configuration.
The electron density maps of 3FQO and 3FQV are not as clear and we cannot
confirm that they are actually β-epimers. Structure 3FQO, at a resolution of 2.09Å
has little density in the region of the ribose sugar with the altered chirality, so it
cannot be conclusively shown which chirality it contains. Similarly, structure 3FQV,
at a resolution of 1.85Å seems to be able to fit both epimers of NADPH.
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Figure 6.9: The geometry of the NADPH in structure 3FQF does not
have the ideal geometry for an anomeric α-proton, and a hypothetical
proton is added to show this. The angles that would result are highlighted,
showing that the tetrahedral geometry is stretched. In an ideal tetrahedral geometry
each of these angles would be 109.5˝ . However, it is much closer to an α-NADPH
geometry than to a β-NADPH conformation

6.3.3 Similar phenomena in other PDB structures
We analyzed over 1700 PDB structures containing NAD/NADP for the dihedral angle
between the C2D-O4D-C1D-N1N atoms of NAD+/NADH (NAD) and NADP+/NADPH
(NAP) and looked for alternate chiralities. Most of these structures had many chains
(i.e. multiple subunits in the crystal), and these sometimes include alternate conformations, so over 4000 NAD/NAP conformation were analyzed. The value for the
C2D-O4D-C1D-N1N dihedral in 3FQF and 3FQZ is 21˝ and 19˝ respectively, while
most structures in the database are in the range of -50˝ to -60˝ . We analyzed all
structures that had a dihedral under -20˝ .
Only 23 conformations had an angle value under -20˝ for the studied dihedral,
including 3FQF and 3FQZ. We analyzed the other structures in this set of 23 conformations, but none of them were high resolution enough to conclude anything
regarding their chirality.
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Figure 6.10: The geometry of the NADPH in structure 3FQF is somewhere between a trigonal planar NADPH with a double bond between
N1N and C1D, and an α-NADPH species. The angles between the three
heavy atoms bonded to C1D are shown, showing a close-to-trigonal geometry. The
four atoms, C2D, O4D, C1D and N1N are 20 degrees out of plane.

Similarly, 30 NADP structures didn’t have density around the nicotinamide ring
and thus the PDB structure had a missing nicotinamide ring (e.g. 1rx8, 1amo). In
the papers we analyzed about those missing nicotinamide ring, the lack of the ring
was explained by the authors as flexibility. This includes several DHFR structures.
From this analysis we can conclude that no other NAD/NADP structure in the
PDB database conclusively shows an alternate chirality.
6.3.4 NADPH spontaneous epimerization
One would think that it is impossible to find a crystal structure of DHFR bound
to a non-β-NADPH when a pure sample of β-NADPH was used for the crystallization. Surprisingly, however, β-NADPH molecules can spontaneously epimerize into
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Figure 6.11: Electron density of structure 3FQF around the nicotinamide ring at
2.0 sigma.

α-NADPH at a very high rate [170–174]. In a pure solution of NADPH at equilibrium, around 87% of the sample would be of the β species, and 13% of the α species
[Klemm et al., 1997]. If a sample of pure β-NADPH were placed at 90 ˝ C, it would
reach the equilibrium in around 5 minutes. At 28 ˝ C the equilibrium should be
reached in around 30 minutes [171]. Therefore, every sample of NADPH will, after a
short time, be contaminated with both species. In living organisms it is believed that
only one species of NAD and NADP, the β version, is synthesized. Thus, coupled
with a high degradation, it is believed [170, 171] that the percentage of α-NADPH
or α-NADH in cells is lower than the equilibrium, in the range of 1-4%.
It has been reported, however, that α-NADPH cannot substitute β-NADPH as a
coenzyme in bacterial DHFR [172]. No activity was detected when α-NADPH was
used as a coenzyme of E. coli DHFR, L. casei DHFR , or DHFR from other species
including mice [172]. To our knowledge, MRSA DHFR catalytic rates have not
been calculated when using α-NADPH, but we assume that MRSA DHFR cannot
reduce dihydrofolate using α-NADPH as a co-factor because of its high similarity to
DHFR from other bacteria. In addition, the alternate NADPH conformation in [86]
is definitely not a catalyzing conformation, since the hydride ion is is 2Å further away
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from its typical catalytic position, pointing in a different direction. As an intellectual
curiosity, however, a different kind of DHFR, plasmid R67-specified DHFR, is able to
use both α-NADPH and β-NADPH to reduce dihydrofolate. However, the plasmidencoded, oligomeric, bacterial R67 DHFR has no homology at all with the monomeric
chromosomal DHFR of most bacteria.
Mechanism of epimerization
Spontaneous epimerization of ribose-linked compounds at such a high rate is quite
rare and it is therefore of interest to study why NADPH and NADH can epimerize.
NADPH and NADH carry a hydride ion bonded to their nicotinamide ring . The
chemical bonds in the nicotinamide ring of the NADPs and NADs change between
the reduced form that carries the hydride ion (NADPH and NADH) and the oxidized
form (NADP` and NAD` ), as shown in Figure 6.12. In the reduced form the nicotinamide’s nitrogen atom (N1N atom in PDB coordinates) contains a pair of lone
electrons. We believe that it is this lone pair of electrons which can cause NADPH
spontaneous epimerization by allowing the N1N atom to form a double bond with
the anomeric carbon of the ribose sugar (C1D atom in PDB coordinates).
Others ([170, 173]) have speculated on a more detailed mechanism (Figure 6.13),
specifically [173]:
“The observed epimerization is assumed to occur via the same mechanism as the acidcatalyzed hydrolysis of nucleosides; the ribose ring opens, a double bond is formed, and a
positive charge is generated on the N-l nitrogen, but instead of attack by water, the ribose
ring recloses... The oxidized coenzymes, αNAD+ and βNAD+, cannot epimerize by this
mechanism because the ring nitrogen which already carries a positive charge is unable
to donate electrons to form the double-bond intermediate. The electron-rich uncharged
dihydronicotinamide ring of NADH or the NAD-cyanide adduct can donate electrons to
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form this double-bond intermediate and therefore, they would be expected to epimerize
as has been observed(12, 13).”

Figure 6.12: Nicotinamide ring of NADP` (left) and NADPH
(right).
We believe that spontaneous epimerization occurs thanks
to the two free electrons in the reduced form.
Image taken from:
http://www.uic.edu/classes/bios/bios100/lectures/NADH01.jpg

6.3.5 Discussion
In this section we have shown that it is likely that the alternate NADPH conformation
mentioned in [86] actually contains an alternate chirality around the anomeric carbon
that binds the nicotinamide ring. We have shown that this is possible because
NADPH spontaneously epimerizes at a high speed and we have detailed one possible
mechanism for this epimerization from the literature.
More evidence than that provided in this section is necessary to conclusively
show that the alternate isomer of [86] is an alternate configuration. A new crystal
structure at a higher resolution of 1.5Å will soon be available and it might strengthen
or counter this hypothesis. In addition, new experiments that will be detailed in
Section 6.3.8 should provide the definite evidence needed to support the non-standard
configuration hypothesis.
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Figure 6.13: Postulated mechanism for the anomerization of NADH and NADPH
in [170]. This Figure is reprinted from [170] with permission.

6.3.6 NMR studies on alternate DHFR conformations
Ligands can induce alternate NADP` and NADPH conformations in bacterial DHFR.
This effect has been studied before using NMR [175–181]. These alternate conformations from the literature use DHFR from a different bacteria species (although
a close homologue), a different ligand (inhibitor or substrate), sometimes a different coenzyme (NADP` , or NADPH analog). Despite these differences, we think that
ligand-induced alternate NADP conformations are relevant for three specific reasons:
(i) to help us understand the properties of the ligand that help it induce an alternate
NADP conformation; (ii) to help us understand the changes that occur in NADP and
DHFR when a conformational change in NADP occurs; and most importantly, (iii),
it can help us design experiments to observe alternate NADP conformations using
NMR. In this Section we briefly describe the literature on ligand-induced alternate
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NADP conformations.
Alternate conformations of NADP` in L. Casei
James Feeney and co-workers have performed significant NMR experiments on Lactobacillus casei DHFR (e.g. [175–177, 182]). L. casei DHFR has the same fold and
structure as S. aureus DHFR. To verify this, we aligned the crystal structure of L.
casei DHFR (PDB id: 3DFR) solved at 1.7Å with the crystal structure of MRSA
DHFR described in [86] (PDB id: 3FQC) solved at 2.35Å. The two structures align
at 0.80 RMSD (Figure 6.14A). NADPH binds in the same position, with the same
conformation (Figure 6.14B).
[175–178] use 1D NMR spectroscopy to detect alternate conformations of NADP`
in the ternary complex with L. casei DHFR and TMP or pyrimethamine analogues.
The two conformations reported are called Conformation I, which is the standard
NADP` /NADPH conformation when it is bound to DHFR, and Conformation II,
which is the alternate conformation. These alternate conformations were only found
for the DHFR-NADP` -inhibitor complex, in contrast to [86], where the alternate
conformation was found for DHFR-NADPH-Compound X complexes. Interestingly,
however, there is similarity between the interpretation of the conformations found
by NMR spectroscopy in [175–178] and the alternate conformation of NADPH found
in [86]. Here we will describe these similarities, with the caveats that (i) the conformation of NADP` in the early Feeney papers was an interpretation of the 1D
NMR data, as opposed to the direct observation through crystallographic data in
[86], and (ii) NADP` cannot spontaneously epimerize, and therefore its alternate
conformation should not be considered an alternate epimer.
Reference [175] studies the ternary complex containing (i) Lactobacillus Casei
DHFR, (ii) the coenzyme NADP` , and (iii) the inhibitor trimethoprim (TMP) us166

Figure 6.14: (A) Alignment of L. Casei DHFR (PDB id: 3FDR) and MRSA DHFR
(PDB id: 3FQC). The two structures align at 0.80Å. (B) Close-up and rotation of
the two NADPH molecules from the two structures, while hiding DHFR and ligands.
ing 1D 1 N and 3 1P NMR spectroscopy. Based on alternate peaks for the chemical
shifts of the phosphates and the nicotinamide ring, it was inferred that two interconverting conformations of DHFR were found, at approximately equal populations.
Conformation I and Conformation II interconvert at a rate of 18s´1 at 41˝ C.
The authors infer the two conformations by comparing the chemical shifts in the
presence of the MTX inhibitor with the chemical shifts in the presence of the TMP
inhibitor. MTX simulates the dihydrofolate to tetrahydrofolate transition state and
it binds DHFR more tightly than TMP (or almost any other drug). Interestingly,
[175] found that when MTX is added to the solution containing the DHFR-NADP` TMP complex, and it displaces TMP (MTX-DHFR-NADP` ), only Conformation I
is found. Thus, MTX forces NADP` into its standard conformation (Conformation
I) when it is bound to DHFR. TMP, in contrast, shows both conformations.
The main difference in chemical shifts was found for the protons of the nicotinamide ring of NADP` and for the pyrophosphate. The protons in the nicotinamide
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ring show significant downfields in their chemical shifts from Conformation I to Conformation II. Chemical shift for the four protons of the NADPH nicotinamide ring
are 0.91, 1.08, 0.61 and 0.86 in Conformation I and they go down to -0.10, 0.12,
0.01, -0.05 in Conformation II. The chemical shifts of at least one phosphate in
the pyrophosphate vary between NADP` conformations. The chemical shifts in the
DHFR-NADP` -TMP complex for the two phosphates in both conformation are: one
at -12.9, two at -14.9 and another at -16.4. In the MTX+NADPH+enzyme experiments there are only two chemical shifts, -14.9 and -16.5.
The authors believe that the conformational shift is not limited to NADPH and
might involve residues throughout the protein as judged by the change in chemical
shifts for histidine residues. However, these chemical shifts are in the 10´2 ppm range,
as opposed to the chemical shifts for the protons in the nicotinamide ring which are
in the 0.6-1.0 ppm range. Thus, it is likely that the only significant conformational
changes occur in the coenzyme.
Reference [177] characterizes the two conformations found in [175] in depth using
multi-nuclear NMR. Specifically, they use r2 ´13 Cs-TMP and [carboxamide-13 C ]NADP` . Similar to [175], the existence of two conformations in the enzyme-TMPNADP` complex is shown by comparing its 13 C-NMR spectra with the NMR spectra
of the same solution when excess MTX is added. MTX displaces TMP and forces
the complex into Conformation I.
A 1:1:1 ratio of enzyme, TMP, and NADP+ is used. It is shown that all of it
is bound in a ternary complex. The populations of each of the two conformations
is identified at 55% for conformation I and 45% for conformation II. However, when
different analogues of trimethoprim were used, different populations of Conformation
I and Conformation II were found. Of particular interest for the study of the conformations found in [86] is that DHFR-NADP` -6-aminotrimpethoprim had a 70%
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population of Conformation I and a 30% population of conformation II, while DHFRnadpp-41 -fluorotrimethoprim had the inverse, a 30% population of Conformation I
and a 70% population of Conformation II. This is similar to the alternate conformations in [86], where the specific inhibitor used induces a different population of
the alternate and standard conformations. In [86] is not completely understood how
some inhibitor/mutant pairs induce sometimes the alternate conformation at partial
occupancy, or at full occupancy.
A few quotes from the Discussion Section of [177] are of particular interest to us,
because when the authors give an interpretation to the NMR data, the conformation
they describe is very similar to the alternate conformation of [86]:
“The nicotinamide ring is interacting more loosely with the protein in conformation II”
[177].
The nicotinamide ring in the alternate NADPH conformations of [86] is definitely
more surrounded by solvent, has significantly less interactions with the protein, and
is pulled away from the active site.
“The transferred NOE experiments reported in this paper suggest that the potential
function for rotation about the nicotinamide glycosidic bond of NADP` bound to the
enzyme in conformation II of the ternary complex is similar to that in the free coenzyme,
leading to a mixture of anti and syn conformations. This suggests that the nicotinamide
riboside portion of the coenzyme is not interacting with the protein at all in conformation
II of the complex but has, rather, swung away from the protein so as to interact only
with solvent. Strong support for this proposal comes from the observation that the
13

C resonance of bound [carboxamide-13 C]-NADP` assigned to conformation II of the

complex has exactly the same chemical shift as in the free coenzyme.”
The nicotinamide ring of the alternate NADPH conformations in [86] is not in-
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teracting only with solvent. It is definitely in a pocket of the protein, interacting with
the protein mostly through water-mediated hydrogen bonds. This is a key difference
between Conformation II described here and the alternate NADPH conformation
seen in 3FQF and it may be related to the fact that NADP` cannot be epimerized.
“If the adenosine ring remains in its binding site while the nicotinamide swings out into
solution, there must clearly be changes in conformation about the bonds linking the two
and the

31

P spectra allow us to begin to define these. First, a change in 1 H-31 P spin

coupling to the nicotinamide 51 -phosphate shows that the dihedral angle about the C51 -O
bond of the nicotinamide ribose changes by about 50˝ on going from conformation I to
II, to a gauche-gauche conformation identical with that observed in the free coenzyme.”
[177]
This is very close to what is seen in structure 3FQF of [86]. The C51 -O bond
changes 38˝ from the alternate to the standard conformation. It goes from 138˝ to
100˝ . In structure 3FQZ the shift is of 43˝ .
“Second, both the 31 P resonances of the pyrophosphate moiety shift downfield by 1.5-2.0
ppm on going from state I to II. ... Thus, in addition to the rotation about the C51 -O at
the nicotinamide end of the molecule, the transition from conformation I to conformation II seems also to involve rotation about the P-O bonds of both the pyrophosphate
phosphorus atoms. These changes in coenzyme conformation do not, however, extend
to the adenosine C51 -O bond, since the 1 H-31 P coupling to the adenosine 51 -phosphate
remains unaltered.” [177]
This is also very close to what is observed in [86]. In 3FQF, the pyrophosphate
rotates 80˝ . The first phosphate atom remains in the same position, while the second
one’s environment is significantly changed.
Alternate NADP` conformations in the presence of pyrimethamine or its
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analogues The alternate NADP` conformation can also occur when other drugs
are used instead of TMP. [178] uses NMR 2D exchange experiments to show that
analogues of pyrimethamine, the well-known anti-malarial drug, can also induce alternate conformations of NADP` . Interestingly, each of the analogues tested had
different populations of Conformations I & II of NADP` . The complex with the
analogue fluoronitropyrimethamine, NADP` , and DHFR had 65% of Conformation
I and 35% of conformation II. In the pyrimethamine-NADP` -DHFR complex, the
population of conformation I was greater than 80%, and for methylbenzoprim it was
greater than 90%. In contrast, for the complex with flouronitropyrimethamine, the
only conformation detected was a conformation most similar to conformation II.
Other related work
Alternate NADP` conformations in E. coli. The two alternate NADPH conformations were also observed in E. Coli DHFR [179] bound to TMP. The pyrophosphates were observed to change conformation in a very similar way to [177]. They
report, however, that the alternate conformations disappear when NADPH is used
as a substrate instead of NADP` .
Alternate NADPH conformations in E. coli DHFR. E. coli DHFR is one
of the most studied enzymes and it is considered a model enzyme. Alternate conformations of both the enzyme and the coenzyme during the catalytic cycle have
been observed through NMR spectroscopy (e.g. [180, 181, 183]). These alternate
conformations involve a concerted interaction between the coenzyme and a loop in
DHFR and they seem to be induced by both the specific co-enzyme (e.g. NADP` or
NADPH) as well as the specific substrate. The two conformations are the occluded
conformation, where the nicotinamide ring of NADPH is believed to be out in the
solvent, and the closed conformation, where NADPH is bound in the well known
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standard NADPH conformation (Figure 6.15. In the presence of dihydrofolate, for
example, NADPH is believed to adopt the closed conformation, while in the presence
of tetrahydrofolate NADPH adopts the alternate conformation.

Figure 6.15: Transition of E. Coli DHFR between different states. A. Diagram
of the catalytic states. B. Closed (left) and occluded (right) conformations. From
[180]. Reprinted with permission from AAAS.

Summary
S. aureus DHFR and L. casei DHFR share the same fold and are very similar (Figure
6.14), and Conformation I from the L. casei complexes is likely identical to the well
known standard NADPH conformation (Figure 6.14B). More interestingly, the alternate NADPH conformation found in [86] shares many similarities with the NADP`
Conformation II of the L. casei inhibitor ternary complexes. The chemical shifts
of one of the phosphates and the protons of the nicotinamide change with Conformation II, which likely implies that there is a rotation of the pyrophosphate and
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a movement of the whole nicotinamide nucleotide. The behavior, and population
of Conformation II is also similar to the alternate NADPH conformation of [86] in
that the specific inhibitor used determines what the population of each of the two
conformations will be. Furthermore, since Conformations I & II were observed when
multiple antifolates were, including TMP analgoues, and pyrimethamine analogues,
we would not be surprised if it was also observed in the presence of the new propargyl
inhibitors that share many commonalities with TMP and pyrimethamine.
Despite all these commonalities, however, Conformation II and the alternate conformation of [86] are likely not the same conformation for two reasons. The first is
that the alternate conformation of structure 3FQF shows a different chirality. We
have found substantial evidence in the literature that NADPH spontaneously epimerizes, and NADPH was used as the coenzyme in the 3FQF crystal. NADP` , the coenzyme used when Conformation II was seen, cannot spontaneously epimerize. The
second reason is that the nicotinamide ring in Conformation II seems to be exposed
to solvent (as judged by its chemical shifts), whereas in the alternate conformation
of [86] it is away from the active site but in a binding pocket.
Some lessons from these papers are relevant and interesting. First, that there are
alternative binding conformations for the NADPH/NADP` coenzyme to DHFR. The
second is that the specific chemistry of an inhibitor can drive the coenzyme to one or
another isomer, consistent with the behavior observed in [86]. The use of MTX, for
example, drives the whole population to the standard NADPH conformation. Finally,
we learned that a simple 1D NMR (31 P) experiment can be used to evaluate whether
the alternate conformation/configuration is present, and, at least preliminarily, assess
the population of each isomer based on the intensity of the chemical shifts.
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6.3.7 Proposed mechanisms
Having established that the alternate isomer is likely an alternate configuration,
and that ligands can induce alternate conformations on NADPH, we now propose
two mechanisms to explain the alternate NADPH conformation in [86]. The first
mechanism, the simpler of the two, suggests that NADPH alternates between the
α- and β- epimers in solution, and DHFR can bind both of them, with a tighter
binding affinity for one or the other depending on the inhibitor and mutant. The
second mechanism suggests that DHFR binds β-NADPH, and that a configurational
change occurs in the bound state.
Mechanism 1: Spontaneous epimerization in solution
Mechanism 1 assumes that α-NADPH (αN) is the molecule observed in the alternate conformations of structures 3FQF, 3FQZ, 3FQV and 3FQO. Given a DHFR enzyme(E), an inhibitor (I) and a solution containing both α-NADPH and β-NADPH,
we propose Mechanism 1:

In words, NADPH can bind both α- and β- NADPH. Depending on the enzyme
mutant (e.g. Wild-type, F98Y, or V31I), and the inhibitor used, one species is preferred over the other. “Preference” of α-NADPH over β-NADPH can occur because
the specific ternary complex containing α-NADPH has either a higher kon , and/or a
lower koff with respect to the β-NADPH complex.
Note that Mechanism 1 abstracts the details of the binary complexes E:I, E:αN,
or E:βN. We assume that some binary complex precedes the two bound ternary
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complexes. However, we assume that at least one of the ternary complexes is more
stable than the binary complex, which has been shown before for the TMP inhibitor
[184]. Further evidence is necessary before proposing a preferred binary complex to
precede the two proposed ternary complexes.
Mechanism 2: Configurational change in the bound complex
The second mechanism is significantly more complex and extraordinary. Based on
the evidence that suggests that ligands can induce alternate NADPH conformations,
we propose that perhaps ligands can induce an alternate NADPH configuration
(which we refer to as XN ). We know that XN is not β-NADPH (see Section 2), but
it may be α-NADPH or a double bonded conformation. Using the notation used for
Mechanism 1, we propose Mechanism 2:

Under this mechanism both α- and β-NADPH exist in solution, but α-NADPH
exists in only small quantities and is not relevant for DHFR binding. When DHFR
binds β-NADPH and a ligand, the complex induces an alternate configuration of the
co-enzyme. In other words, DHFR epimerizes NADPH. This is plausible because,
thanks to the two free electrons in the nitrogen atom of the nicotinamide ring, the
energy required to epimerize NADPH is low, as evidenced by its fast spontaneousepimerization rate.
Note that for Mechanism 2 we also omit the details of the binary complexes
between the unbound state (E+I+βN) and the bound β- state (E:I:βN), as we did
for Mechanism 1.
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6.3.8 Testing the mechanisms: Required materials, experiments, and questions that
will be answered.
In this Section we sketch the experiments that we think will help test whether one of
these mechanisms is correct. First, we detail the necessary compounds and DHFR
mutants (a summary is provided in Table ??). Then, we list a series experiments
that can give insight to the correct mechanism. Finally, we list a series of specific
questions that arose, and we show how each experiment will (at least partially)
answer each question.
Required materials: enzymes and compounds
In suggesting experiments to test these mechanisms we focus on the complexes in
which the alternate isomer was found: the complexes used for structures 3FQF,
3FQZ, 3FQO, 3FQV, and the V31I:NADPH:UCP1006 complex of the new crystal
structure.
MRSA DHFR mutants. The alternate isomer has been found in three mutants
of MRSA DHFR: Wild-type, F98Y, and V31I. All three will be required for these
experiments.
MRSA DHFR inhibitors. The alternate isomer was found in complexes with four
compounds (Compounds 5, 8, 15 and UCP1006), and all of these will be required. So
far, and to our knowledge, alternate NADPH/NADP` conformations have not been
observed in the presence of MTX. In addition, in the ternary NADPH:TMP:DHFR
complex, no alternate conformations have been seen so far. Therefore, we believe
that both TMP and MTX should be used as controls.
α- and β- NADPH. Purified solutions of α- and β- NADPH will be required. Most
chemical providers of β-NADPH guarantee a high purity (ą96%) of the β-epimer.
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In contrast and to our knowledge, no vendor provides purified α-NADPH. However,
a purification method of α-NADPH has been published [171] and we believe the
method can be used to obtain pure α-NADPH.
Isosteric NADPH analogues that do not epimerize. NADPH epimerizes spontaneously and auto-contaminates any experiment that uses NADPH. This difficults
any experiment that tries to differentiate the role of one epimer of another because
it is hard to determine at any moment what the proportion of each epimer is, as
well as which epimer is binding DHFR. However, there are several isosteric NADPH
analogues that do not epimerize (see Figure 6.16). These analogues could prove
very useful in proving or disproving Mechanism 1. The following NADPH analogues
should be considered, in both α and β forms:
❼ NADP` : NADP` cannot epimerize spontaneously, yet it can usually bind in

the same conformation as NADPH. In fact, there are many structures in the
PDB of DHFR bound to NADP` . In addition, α-NADP` should be available
from a chemical provider [172]. However, it is important to note that there are
at least four differences between NADPH and NADP` : (i) the extra hydride
ion in NADPH; (ii) the extra pair of electrons in the Nitrogen atom, (iii) the
conformation for both is likely close to planar but not exactly planar, and may
differ between NADPH and NADP` ; (iv) NADP` has a positive charge. This
positive charge is the reason why NADP` as a much lower binding affinity
in hydrophobic cavities, compared to NADPH. In fact, bacterial DHFR binds
NADP` up to four orders of magnitude more weakly than NADPH, presumably
because of the positive charge in the nicotinamide ring [184, 185].
❼ benzamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate An alternative to NADP` are

analogues that do not have a charged ring and should therefore bind as strongly
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to DHFR as NADPH does [186]. The most obvious alternative is benzamide
adenine dinucleotide phosphate (BADP), which replaces the nitrogen atom of
the nicotinamide with a carbon atom. To our knowledge, BADP has not been
used before, but BAD (the analogue for NADH) has been used as a competitive
inhibitor of NAD. The synthesis of BAD has been documented [187].
❼ C-nicotinamide adenine triphosphate, and C-picolinamide adenine

triphosphate C-nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide and C-picolinamide adenine dinucleotide have been used as NAD analogues as well [188].
❼ 5,6 dihydroNADPH 5,6 dihydroNADPH (DHNADPH) is an inactive, isos-

teric analogue of NADPH commonly used in NMR experiments. It is the
only NADPH analogue (other than NADP` ) mentioned here that has been
used already as an analogue of NADPH in DHFR experiments. It has close
to the same binding affinity to some enzymes as does NADPH [185]. It is not
clear whether DHNADPH also spontaneously epimerizes, so using this analogue
would require studying its stability and spontaneous epimerization equilibrium
and rate.

Double bonded analogues. In Section 6.3.2 we showed that the coordinates that
best fit the electron density of structure 3FQF have a close-to-trigonal geometry
and are close to the geometry that a double-bonded C1D-N1N would have (see
Figure 6.10). It is unlikely that a C1D-N1N double bond would form because that
would imply the loss of the anomeric carbon. Moreover, to our knowledge, a double
bonded analogue of NADPH has never been synthesized. Nevertheless, it would be
interesting to evaluate how a C1D-N1N double-bonded analogue of NADPH would
behave in a trimeric complex with MRSA DHFR and an inhibitor.
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Figure 6.16: Analogues of α- and β- NADPH. (A) Scaffold of β-NADPH; ANP
stands for adenine nucleotide phosphate, and R is any group in panels (C)-(H), which
defines the NADPH analogue. (B) Scaffold of α-NADPH. (C) NADPH, shown for
comparison purposes. (D) C-nucleotide nicotinamide. (E) NADP` can also be used
as an analogue of NADPH. (F) Benzamide. (G) 5,6 DihydroNADPH (DHNADPH)
(H) C-nucleotide picolinamide.

Molecules necessary for NMR experiments. Certain NMR experiments, such
as 1 H and

31

P NMR spectroscopy, can be performed using unlabeled compounds.

However, the information that can be extracted from these experiments is limited for
two reasons: (a) it is hard to assign all the 1 H resonances in a enzyme:ligand:coenzyme
complex; and (b) RDCs require resonance from the two atoms in the bond vector
(i.e. from a carbon and its hydrogen). In addition, selectively labeling certain atoms
in the coenzyme can help us determine the presence of and alternate isomer more
easily (e.g. [177].
We think that the most important atoms to label are the anomeric carbon (the
chiral center) on the nicotinamide ribose sugar (named C1D in PDB structures),
and the C4D atom in the same ribose sugar. This labeling can allow us to measure
RDCs on the C-H bond vectors and therefore determine the exact chirality of a
bound coenzyme.
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Table 6.6: Summary of materials required for experiments
Category
Specific molecule
Wild-type
DHFR mutant
F98Y
V31I
13
C labelled protein (if necessary on later stages)
Compound 5
Compound 8
Inhibitor
Compound 10
Compound 15
UCP1006
MTX
TMP
13
C Labeled inhibitors (if necessary, on a later stage)
α- and β- purified NADPH
α- and β- NADP`
Coenzyme
α- and β- of one or several NADPH analogues
β- 13 C labeled NADPH (later stage).
Further labeling can enable more elaborate experiments. Labeling the inhibitors
can also give some insight on the effect that the alternate conformations have on the
inhibitor, and NOE distances could easily be calculated between the nicotinamide
ring and the inhibitor. Labeling the protein can enable the full structure determination through NMR. These experiments, however, are much more expensive and time
consuming than 1D NMR.
Candidate methods
(M1) Binding assays of α- and β-NADPH. The binding affinity of a sample of pure α-NADPH should be compared against the binding affinity of pure βNADPH, using at least the following complexes: Wild-type:MTX (Control), Wildtype:TMP (Control), Wild-type:Compound 5, F98Y:Compound 5, V31I:UCP1006,
F98Y:Compound 8, Wild-type:Compound 15, F98Y:Compound 15.
(M2) Binding assays of α- and β- NADPH analogues. The binding affinity
of several NADPH analogues should be assayed. Hopefully some of the analogues
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would be as strong binders as β-NADPH and those can be compared against their
α version.
(M3) X-ray crystal structure of α- and β NADPH analogues. A goodbinding α analogue could be crystallized to compare its conformation in a crystal
structure against the NADPH isomer in 3FQF.
(M4) 31 P 1D NMR of complexes with alternate conformation.

31

P 1D NMR

can be used to detect, in a preliminary way, whether the alternate conformation can
be detected in solution. The only 3 phosphates in the enzyme:inhibitor:coenzyme
complex are those of the coenzyme, and we expect that only the chemical shift of
one of them will change between conformations because the other two bind in the
same environment. This is consistent with crystal structures 3FQF and 3FQC, as
well as the alternate NADP` conformation found in L. Casei.

31

P 1D NMR requires

no labeling and can be performed on a 500 Mhz spectrometer (phosphate resonates
at 81Mhz), which makes it a very attractive technique to generate preliminary results. The peaks of the nicotinamide phosphate should change depending on which
inhibitor and mutant is part of the complex. For example, we expect that the Compound 5:F98Y:NADPH complex should result in the alternate chemical shift for the
nicotinamide phosphate; the Compound 15:F98Y:NADPH should result in the alternate and standard peak for the nicotinamide phosphate; and the MTX:WT:NADPH
complex should result in the standard peak for the nicotinamide phosphate. A 1:1:1
ratio of inhibitor, enzyme and coenzyme should be maintained in the complex.
(M5) 1 H 1D NMR. Similarly, 1 H 1D NMR can be used to detect the conformational change of NADPH. 1 H 1D NMR might require deuteration of the protein to
remove the signal of the protein’s hydrogens.
(M6)

13

C 1D NMR. An NADPH with a

used in the same way as 1 H 1D NMR and

13

31

C-labeled nicotinamide ribose can be

P 1D NMR to detect a change in the

NADPH conformation. This technique was used in [177] to quantify the populations
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of alternate conformations of NADP` .
(M7) HSQC and RDCs for

13

C-labeled NADPH. We believe that HSQC and

residual dipolar couplings (RDC) [91] can be detected for the 13 C-labeled NADPH in
order to determine its exact chirality. The chirality can be confirmed by comparing
the angle between the C1D-H1D and C4D-H4D bond vectors, assuming that C1D is
protonated (i.e. not a double bond between C1D and N1N, as speculated in Section
6.3.2).
We have not performed RDC measurements on small-molecule bond-vectors before but we believe this is possible. Some problems might arise. For example, RDCs
are an average of a specific bond-vector. When a complex has two conformations (in
this case, standard and alternate), then the value of the RDC for the bond vectors of
interest will be an average of the two conformations, weighted by their conformation.
However, since we can likely detect populations of each isomer using 1D NMR, and
we can induce 100% of each of the two conformations by selecting a specific ligand
and mutant (e.g. Compound 5/F98Y for the alternate conformation, MTX/Wild
type for the standard conformation), then we can use the populations and the expected RDCs for each conformation to deconvolve the RDCs in cases with mixed
populations.
(M8) NOE restraints for NADPH nicotinamide complex. Nuclear overhauser effect (NOE) restraints can also be measured to infer chirality, but it might
be harder to detect chirality with NOEs than with RDCs. In addition, this requires
labeling the full protein and assigning the chemical shifts, which is an expensive and
time-consuming task.
(M9) Full NMR structure determination. The full structure of the enzyme:ligand:complex
could be determined using NMR. This, however, might be even more time-consuming
and expensive than all of the above experiments..
(M10) MRSA DHFR catalytic activity assays with α-NADPH.. The cat182

alytic efficiency of α-NADPH in complex with dihydrofolate and the mutants F98Y
and Wild type can be measured using a standard enzymatic assay [172].
6.3.9 Questions addressed by the experiments
General questions

Is the alternate NADPH conformation in [86] a phenomenon that occurs only in the
crystal structure?
It might be the case that crystallization conditions induced the alternate NADPH
isomer, and that this is not the behavior of the complex in solution. We can verify
that the alternate isomer exists along the standard isomer in solution through the
1D NMR experiments (M4), (M5), and (M6).
What are the populations of the alternate and standard NADPH isomers in solution?
With some caveats, we can use the intensity of the chemical shifts from experiments (M4), (M5), or (M6) to determine the population of each isomer in the bound
state [184].
Can α-NADPH reduce dihydrofolate in MRSA DHFR?
Probably not. The hydride ion of the alternate isomer in structure 3FQF of
[86] is too far away and pointing in a different direction. In addition, α-NADPH
in complex with chromosomal bacterial DHFR (close homologues of MRSA DHFR)
has been tested for activity before, and none was detected.
However, no tests have been performed with MRSA DHFR or its mutants specifically, so experiment (M10) should resolve this question.
Can an isosteric analogue of α-NADPH inhibit MRSA DHFR?
MRSA DHFR is the only enzyme we know that seems capable of binding an al-
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ternate configuration of NADPH. If this is the case, then an analogue of α-NADPH
might be a highly-specific inhibitor of MRSA DHFR. If any of the α-NADPH analogues (experiment (M2)) has a good binding affinity with MRSA DHFR, inhibition
assays could be performed.
Testing mechanism 1

Can α-NADPH bind MRSA DHFR?
Experiment (M1) should compare the binding affinity of different MRSA DHFR
mutants, in the presence of different inhibitors, towards each of the two epimers.
In addition, experiment (M2) might provide better evidence because it uses ligands
that do not auto-contaminate with the opposite epimer.
Is the conformation of an α-NADPH isosteric analogue in the bound ternary complex
equal to the alternate isomer in 3FQF?
Experiment (M3) should show whether the crystal structure of an α-NADPH
isosteric analogue in complex with DHFR and an inhibitor is equal to the conformation of NADPH in structure 3FQF. This would imply that α-NADPH is capable of
binding DHFR in the alternate isomer conformation. If that is the case, Mechanism
1 could be possible.
Is the binding affinity of α-NADPH vs. β-NADPH in complex with different mutants and
inhibitors related to the occupancy in the crystal structures?
Experiments (M1) and (M2) should answer this question. If the mutant+inhibitor
pairs that show the alternate isomer in the crystal structures have a higher binding
affinity towards α-NADPH, and the ones that show β-NADPH have a higher affinity
towards β-NADPH, then this would make Mechanism 1 the likely mechanism.
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Is the alternate isomer in the 3FQF complex really α-NADPH?
If the alternate isomer is α-NADPH, then Experiment (M7) should confirm it. If
necessary, the NOEs of experiment (M8) could provide more evidence.
Is Mechanism 1 the best model for the alternate isomer?
If response to the above questions is yes, and the interconversion rate between
the conformations is not higher than the spontaneous epimerization rate (see below),
then Mechanism 1 is the best model to explain the alternate isomer.
Testing mechanism 2

Can we discard mechanism 1?
If α-NADPH and its analogues show poor binding to all mutant+inhibitor pairs
(Experiment (M1) and (M2)), and the crystal structure of an α-NADPH analogue
does not show the alternate conformation, then we might have to discard mechanism
1.
Is the rate of interconversion much higher than the rate of spontaneous epimerization?
If we observed that the two isomers interconvert at a much higher rate than the
spontaneous epimerization rate, then this would imply that DHFR accelerates the
epimerization rate. We think we can infer the interconversion rate from experiments
(M4), (M5), and (M6).
Is the alternate isomer chiraly different from both α and β NADPH?
If the alternate isomer is different from α and β NADPH (e.g. by having a double
bond between the ribose and the nicotinamide ring), then we know that DHFR is
playing a role in the epimerization because only two states are sufficiently stable in
solution: α-NADPH and β- NADPH. This can be verified by performing experiments
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(M2) and (M3) using a double bonded analogue of NADPH.
6.3.10 Conclusions and Summary
Structures 3FQF and 3FQZ reported in [86] show the existence of an NADPH structure with a non-standard chirality (or epimer). This epimer is closer to α-NADPH
than to β-NADPH, but it is possible that the conformation actually belongs to a
molecule with a double bond between the ribose sugar and the nicotinamide ring.
The complexes with the standard NADPH isomer and the alternate NADPH isomers
compared in [86] share very close conformations for all atoms between the adenine
group and the first P atom of the pyrophosphate; after the first P atom of the pyrophosphate, however, the conformation is characterized by an 80 degree rotation
between the two P atoms, a 38˝ to 43˝ degree rotation of the C51 -O bond, a chiral change at the anomeric carbon, and a large movement in the position of the
nicotinamide ring, moving it out of the pocket, away from the active site.
NADPH spontaneously epimerizes in solution and transitions between two epimers,
α-NADPH and β-NADPH. Epimerization occurs because the nitrogen atom of the
reduced nicotinamide ring has two electrons to share with the ribose’s carbon. This
results in a high rate of epimerization, even at 30 ˝ C. Because of this high rate, we
can assume that there is a low-energy barrier for NADPH epimerization. This lead us
to propose two alternative mechanisms. In the first one, NADPH alternates between
epimers in solution and DHFR selects both for binding; depending on the ligand and
mutant that participates in the complex, the α- or β epimers may have a tighter
binding. In the second mechanism, DHFR binds β-NADPH, and then, thanks to its
low-energy transition state, induces the epimerization of NADPH. This is consistent
with previous evidence that showed that specific ligands can induce conformational
changes in DHFR [177, 180, 181].
In addition to the two proposed mechanisms to explain the alternate NADPH
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isomer, we have also sketched some experiments that may elucidate which of the
two mechanisms is the best model. The proposed experiments, however, are not yet
oriented to understanding what the role of the alternate isomer is, whether it is a
biological role, or a biomedically-relevant role. We believe that it is very likely that
this alternate isomer is important for drug resistance, anti folate design and might
even be involved in DHFR’s catalytic cycle. However, before designing experiments
to test the role of the alternate isomer, we believe we must understand what exactly
is driving this isomer.
Finally, it may be important to summarize the possible outcomes from this study:
1. We find that the alternate isomer is not actually an alternate conformation,
but a wrong interpretation of the electron density maps. The electron density
is very clear, but until we have more evidence, this is still an open possibility.
2. We find that the alternate isomer occurred because of specific laboratory conditions that do not occur in cells.
3. We show conclusively that the alternate isomer is an alternate configuration
and this occurs in conditions similar to those in living cells. However, we are
unable to show a biological or drug-resistance role for alternate NADPH isomer.
4. We show that the alternate NADPH isomer has a role in bacterial resistance
to anti-folates. For example, imagine if we showed that mutations that favor
the alternate configuration in the presence of inhibitors are less susceptible to
antibiotics.
5. And/or we show that the alternate NADPH isomer has a biological role in
bacterial DHFR.
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7
Simianizing llama nanobodies using protein design.

This chapter describes a computational method to redesign llama nanobodies to mimic
the VH domains of macaque (simian) antibodies. The method was developed by me,
under the mentoring of Bruce R. Donald and Ivelin Georgiev. The experimental
validation of the method was led by Priyamvada Acharya in the laboratory of Peter
D. Kwong at the Vaccine Research Center (VRC) of the National Institutes of Health.
Other members of the VRC also contributed to this work: Lei Chen, Aliaksandr Druz,
Tatsiana Kirys, Stephen D. Schmidt and John R. Mascola. A manuscript based in
this chapter is under preparation for submission as a journal article.

7.1 Introduction
Llamas and other camelids have a special type of immunoglobulin to defend against
disease: heavy chain-only antibodies [189]. These antibodies lack both a light chain
and one constant domain of the heavy chain (Figure 1A). Unlike the variable heavy
chain domain in conventional IgGs (the VH domain), the variable domain of camelid
heavy-chain only antibodies (the VH H domain) is functional in the absence of the
constant domains, and is often referred to as a nanobody. Nanobodies can be cheaper
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to produce than antibodies, are stable at high temperatures, and have better tissue
penetration capabilities because of their small size [190]. Llama nanobodies hold
great promise as diagnostics, prophylactics and therapeutics against many diseases
[191], including HIV.
In the search for an HIV-1 vaccine, llamas hold the distinction of being the only
model organism in which immunization with HIV-1 envelope proteins has resulted
in the elicitation of broadly-neutralizing antibodies (bnAbs) [87]. These documented
cases of llama bnAbs have all involved heavy chain-only antibodies. Although eliciting heavy chain-only antibodies may be impossible in humans, nanobodies derived
from llama heavy chain-only antibodies could be used as prophylactics against HIV
[192]. The J3 llama nanobody, for example, neutralizes at a high potency 96% of
HIV-1 strains in a panel of 100 strains tested [87]. Because these nanobodies are
cheaper and more stable than conventional antibodies, they are likely to be more
practical for passive immunization in the developing nations most affected by HIV.
Moreover, llama nanobodies can be conjugated to other proteins such as serum albumin [193] or, potentially, human Fc domains, to increase their serum half-life for
weeks or months.
However, the effective protection provided by llama nanobodies is threatened by
a potential immune response by the host against the nanobodies. If the immune
system produces antibodies that recognize these nanobodies selectively and classifies
them as foreign, then the host would quickly clear the nanobodies from the body.
It would therefore be desirable for prophylactic nanobodies to mimic host proteins
(i.e. to have similar sequence and structure with host proteins) and therefore avoid
an immune system response.
Anti-HIV therapeutics and vaccines are usually tested preclinically on rhesus
macaques because macaques are among the best animal models for HIV. Macaques,
like humans, belong to the primate order; unlike old-world rhesus macaques, they
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tend to develop simian AIDS, and are susceptible to the simian human immunodeficiency virus, a chimeric model of the HIV-1 virus used in preclinical testing. It
is therefore important to test llama nanobodies in macaque models for prophylactic
efficacy before testing on humans. Although a macaque immune response could hinder the efficacy of a passive immunization llama nanobody in a macaque preclinical
trial, this could be prevented by simianizing the llama nanobody.
Llama VH H domains share a similar fold and high sequence homology (60-80%)
with the VH domains of conventional antibodies. Despite these similarities, however,
llama VH H domains differ from human and macaque VH domains in many residues
of the framework regions (Fig. 7.1A-B). A potential immune system response could
occur after recognizing the sequence or structural characteristics of these framework
differences. Thus, minimizing these differences could diminish the immunogenicity of
nanobodies. Choosing which framework residues to simianize, however, represents a
challenge because the simianized nanobodies must maintain anti-HIV neutralization
potency and breadth. Moreover, testing all possibilities is experimentally unfeasible,
because, if n is the number of framework residues that differ between the host VH
and the llama VH H domains, there are there are potentially 2n possibilities.
Immune responses against conventional monoclonal antibodies from non-human
models (e.g. mice) also occur when these are used as prophylactics or therapeutics. These responses can be avoided by humanizing the monoclonal antibodies. A
popular humanization technique used for murine antibodies, for example, involves
grafting the complementary determining regions (CDRs) (i.e., the antibody loops
that recognize the antigen) of the murine antibody onto a human antibody [195].
This approach, however, is not possible for llama VH H domains because transplanting VH H CDRs into a VH domain usually results in non-binding antibodies ([196,
197] and Fig. 7.3A). Previous related work also addressed the humanization of
llama nanobodies by maintaining some framework residues with their llama identity.
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Vincke et al. developed a strategy to humanize nanobodies by grafting the CDR loops
of the antigen-binding llama nanobody onto an already humanized nanobody scaffold [197]. In a more general approach, Parker et al. [198–201] proposed a structureand sequence- based approach to deimmunize protein therapeutics in general while
maintaining structural stability and function. Here we focus on the specific case of
llama nanobodies.
We present a strategy to redesign llama nanobodies using computational structurebased protein design (CSPD) to reduce their immunogenicity in macaques. CSPD
is a technique to compute the an amino acid sequence that is predicted to fold to a
given backbone. CSPD algorithms take as input a desired backbone structure, an
energy function, a database of amino acid side chain conformations (i.e., a rotamer
library) and output the predicted sequence. We used CSPD algorithms to simianize
llama nanobodies by computing a score on each simianization mutation. This score
evaluates which simianization mutations are compatible with the llama nanobody
scaffold. Specifically, our strategy uses the DEEPer [83] algorithm in osprey [3, 31]
to redesign llama nanobodies to mimic VH domains. osprey is a free, open-source
protein design program that has been used extensively in experimentally-validated,
biomedically relevant applications [31, 37, 41, 45, 47], including the redesign of antiHIV-1 antibodies [36, 37]. osprey’s algorithms [2, 79–83, 85] have mathematical
guarantees on the output, according to the input model (energy function, input
structure, and conformation search space), guaranteeing that its designs are optimal
up to the model. The MinDEE/iMinDEE [2, 79] algorithm in osprey can model
the continuous flexibility of side-chains and very accurately determine whether the
introduction of a mutation in a VH H domain will incur a significant loss of structural
stability. The DEEPer algorithm [83], which incorporates MinDEE/iMinDEE, extends this continuous flexibility to backbone flexibility and automatically computes
which backbone and sidechain continuous movements can result in a mutation that
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has no disturbance to the overall fold, as evaluated by the osprey energy function.
We applied our strategy to simianize the anti-HIV-1 broadly-neutralizing nanobody
J3, and we designed three partially simianized nanobodies (i.e., that maintain the
llama identity for some framework residues), and experimentally tested them for
both binding and neutralization. The simianized nanobodies can now be tested
in preclinical macaque trials for passive immunization in HIV challenged monkeys.
Our strategy is generally applicable to llama nanobodies and can be used to both
simianize and humanize llama nanobodies.

7.2 Results
In this Section we describe our strategy to simianize llama nanobodies and present
computational predictions and experimental results. Our strategy is based on the
CSPD program osprey [3, 31]. osprey is a structure-based protein design program
that takes as input a target structure (in this case, the structure of the J3:gp120
complex), an energy function, a sequence space that defines which sequences will
be searched, and a rotamer library. osprey uses the DEEPer [83] and iMinDEE
[2] algorithms to search for the lowest energy structure in the continuous rotamer
and backbone configuration space, and outputs the energy function score of the
lowest-energy structure. In this work, osprey is used to compute a score on each
simianization, by computing a score on the lowest energy structure, and this score
is used to predict whether a simianization is possible or whether it might result in
ablated binding or neutralization.
Our goal was to design 3 partially simianized nanobodies of the J3 nanobody, to
balance simianization and neutralization (Fig. 7.1C). We use a “greedy” approach
[152] which allows us to choose residues to incorporate into each partially simianized nanobody based on osprey energy penalties and other sequence considerations
described in this Section. We hypothesize that, while some simianizations will have
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little effect on neutralization, mutations that alter the structure, stability, solubility,
or binding of the antibody will result in decreased neutralization.
Our strategy requires a structure of the nanobody:antigen complex as part of the
input. J3 binds the HIV-1 envelope, a trimer consisting of gp41:gp120 dimers. For
this work we used a crystal structure of J3 bound to YU2 gp120 minimal core [202].
The protein sequence of the J3 nanobody was first aligned to a database of rhesus
germline sequences [203], using the web server of igblast [204] (blastp option). The
closest match was the germline sequence IGHV3orf-12 (simian germline), with an
identity of 65.3%. Igblast classified the J3 residues into framework residues and
CDRs, and we then adjusted this classification after inspecting the CDR loops in
the J3:gp120 structure (Fig. 7.1). In total there were 25 framework residues that
differed between the sequences of J3 and the simian germline (Figure 7.2A), and each
of these was considered for simianization (simianizable residues). CDR residues were
not considered simianizable.
We then divided the simianizable residues into groups, where each group consisted
of residues that were close in distance, and of similar type (surface vs. core), based
on the J3 crystal structure. The 25 framework residues were grouped into four
surface-residue groups and two core-residue groups.
We computed all possible sequences for each group, and osprey computed the
lowest energy structure for each sequence. Thus, we enumerated 2q sequences for each
group, where q is the number of mutable residues in the group, and osprey computed
the lowest energy structure and energy for each one. DEEPer automatically selected
potential backbone perturbations in each group’s residues that would allow optimal
packing of the mutation. For each group, the lowest energy structure for the wildtype
J3 was computed and used as a reference. Then, for each point mutation in each
subgroup, the energy of its lowest energy structure was compared to the energy of the
wildtype’s lowest energy structure. We defined this energy as the “energy penalty”
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for simianization. In addition, the energies of sequences with multiple simultaneous
mutations were compared to the single point energies. Mutations were classified as
either “additive” if no significant interactions were observed between mutants, or
“interacting” if the occurrence of a double mutation resulted in a synergy between
two mutations.
In addition to the protein design criteria, we added several other criteria to classify
framework mutations: whether the change is a substantial substitution based on a
BLOSUM62 matrix (score less than zero in the matrix) [133], whether it is a core
residue and whether it is an interface residue.
Classification From the above criteria (i.e. osprey energy penalty, substantial
substitution, core residue and interface residue) we classified residue simianizations
into four categories: Class I, Class II, Class III and Class IV, predicting how each
residue simianization can affect potency and breadth of neutralization. Simianizations in the lower-numbered classes are predicted to have the largest effect on potency
and breadth of neutralization, while residues in highest numbered classes are predicted to have a small effect on neutralization breadth and potency.
Recall that DEEPer searches over continuous side chain and continuous backbone
flexibility, within a range of angular intervals. Residues were classified first according
to the energy penalty by osprey/DEEPer. If the energy penalty was greater than 20
kcal/mol, we predicted that no amount of continuous flexibility was able to accommodate the simianizations in any sequence, and the mutations are thus predicted to
be destabilizing. These residues as well as interface residues were classified as Class
I (colored in orange in Fig. 7.2B and 7.2C). Class I residues include simianization
G35Y, and simianization H58Y, because H58 forms a hydrogen bond with gp120.
This classification also included A14P and G60P, because osprey predicted that
mutating these to proline was not possible without backbone movements outside its
search space.
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Mutations with an osprey energy penalty greater than 3 kcal/mol but less than
20 kcal/mol were in the next classification, Class II residues (colored in purple in
Fig. 7.2B and 7.2C). These were residues such as F47W, which DEEPer/osprey
was able to design on the nanobody scaffold with a minimal energy penalty. We
found that the energy of the simultaneous mutations F17S, E23A and R25S was
improved when all simianizations occurred simultaneously so all three were included
in this group (Supp. Fig 7.4).
We created a third classification, Class III residues consisting of mutations with
substantial amino acid changes or the burial of polar residues because issues such as
solubility are very important for potently neutralizing antibodies (colored in pink in
Figs 7.2B and 7.2C). Finally, all other residues were considered Class IV (colored in
teal in Figs 2B and 2C). The simianization L24T was included in this classification
despite being a substantial amino acid substitution (according to the BLOSUM62
matrix) because osprey predicted a favorable energetic gain from the simianization.
Three partially simianized nanobodies were designed based on our classification:
a construct with only the Class IV simianization (J3.15f), a construct with the Class
III and Class IV residues (J3.11f), and a construct with Class II, Class III, and Class
IV residues (J3.4f). The numbering notation for each partially simianized nanobody
represents the number of framework residues that differ between the construct and
the simian germline (e.g. J3.4f has four framework differences with the closest rhesus
germline). In order to validate that the fully-simianized J3 construct would not bind
GP120, we designed nanobody J3.0f with all 25 framework residues mutated to the
simian identity.
Experimental results
Three constructs J3.15f, J3.4f and J3.0f were expressed, purified and tested for binding to YU2. J3.0f showed no binding to GP120. Constructs J3.15f and J3.4f showed
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tight binding at the picomolar range ( Fig 7.3A), very close to the binding of wildtype
J3.
J3.15f and J3.4f were tested for neutralization against a panel of 25 viruses and
compared to wildtype J3 ( Fig 7.3A). J3.4f showed a neutralization breadth of 62%
with a geometric mean potency of 5.306 ➭g/mL. J3.15f showed a breadth of 86%
and a potency of 0.772 ➭g/mL. The wildtype J3 showed a neutralization breadth of
100% in this panel and a potency of 0.219 ➭g/mL.

7.3 Discussion
Llama nanobodies are promising therapeutic and prophylactic treatments against
viral diseases. Before these can be tested in human trials, it is important to test
them in macaque preclinical trials for efficacy. However, the efficacy of this treatment in macaques is threatened by a potential macaque immune system response.
A potential way to evade an immune response is to simianize llama nanobodies so
that the macaque immune system does not recognize these as foreign proteins. Although it does not seem possible to completely simianize llama nanobodies (because
some residues must be maintained in their llama amino acid identity), here we have
presented a strategy that uses the osprey protein design program to make llama
nanobodies mimic conventional antibodies.
We applied this strategy to simianize the llama nanobody J3. This represented
a challenge for several reasons. First, J3, like other CD4-binding-site, broadly neutralizing antibodies (e.g. [205]) contains many mutations throughout its framework
region, and diverges with twice as many residues from a human or simian germline
compared to typical llama nanobodies. Second, although the residues that frequently
differ between llama VH H and human germline VH have been characterized before
[196, 197], the residues that typically differ between llama VH H and human germline
VH are not the same as the residues that differ between llama VH H and simian VH
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germline genes. Finally, because our designed nanobodies must maintain very broad
neutralization, we hypothesize that different levels of simianization will result in different neutralization characteristics, with neutralization decreasing as simianization
increases (Fig. 7.1C). Our strategy addresses these issues, and is applicable to other
highly mutated, broadly-neutralizing nanobodies.
We used the DEEPer algorithm [83] in osprey [3, 31] to characterize in silico
each mutant and predict whether the introduction of a simianization would result
in a significant energy penalty that could destabilize the original fold of J3. Using
the iMinDEE algorithm [2], DEEPer searched the large continuous space of sidechain dihedrals to find conformations that are within the energy wells of rotamers
and are thus accessible without significant energy penalties. We also set DEEPer
to automatically select which backbone movements would be possible in response
to a mutation. Using Ramachandran information, DEEPer predicted whether a
proline mutation was possible without a significant change in the local backbone
conformations.
We predicted that our nanobodies J3.4f and J3.15f would bind YU2 gp120. As
predicted, both constructs provided broad and potent neutralization. Even the most
simianized nanobody, J3.4f provided 62% neutralization. Completely simianizing all
the framework residues resulted in nanobodies with no neutralization, as we predicted. Interestingly, the partially simianized nanobody J3.15f provided very high
breadth of neutralization, at 86%, and a very small loss in potency (3-fold) with
respect to the wildtype J3.
Previous work has investigated and characterized the common llama framework
residue identities that diverge from those in human VH genes [196, 197], and concluded that for the humanization of typical llama nanobodies, it is necessary to
maintain the llama identity of framework-2 residues, and that residues F37 and G47
are specially important to avoid humanizing. In our simianization problem we found
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that residue F37 shares the identity with the simian germline, and residue F47 is predicted by osprey to be simianizable in the minimal construct J3.4f. Interestingly
our strategy predicts that only one simianization from framework-2, A35Y, must be
avoided in all constructs. The other three simianizations that are Class I (“hardest
to simianize”) are in frameworks 1 (A14P) and framework 3 (G60P and H58Y).

7.4 Methods
7.4.1 Computational strategy
The DEEPer algorithm [83] in osprey [3, 31] was configured to automatically select
backbone perturbations (shear movements and backrubs) for all flexible residues.
Continuous flexibility was allowed through the iMinDEE [2] and DEEPer [83] algorithms with an iVal [83] value of I “ 0.5. The Richardson’s penultimate rotamer
library [57] was used, and each rotamer was allowed to minimize up to 9 degrees
in every side chain dihedral during DEE/DEEPer pruning, in addition to the 9
backbone perturbations [83] that DEEPer was allowed to automatically select. osprey/DEEPer automatically included wildtype rotamers, and mutations to and from
Proline were automatically handled [83] based on Ramachandran plots. The Amber
energy function [23], EEF1 solvation penalties [51], and reference energies [39], as
implemented in osprey, were used as the input energy functions.
7.4.2 Experimental methods
We tested neutralization in vitro on a a 21-strain panel consisting of HIV-1 viruses
from clades A, B, and C. A full description of the experimental methods is currently
in preparation by Priyamvada Acharya.
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Figure 7.1: Using computational protein design to simianize llama
nanobodies. (A) Humans and macaques have four-chain IgG antibodies, with two
symmetric heavy/light chain dimers. A model of the macaque antibody GE356 [194]
is shown on the right. (B) In addition to four-chain IgGs, llamas also have heavy
chain-only antibodies. A 3D model of the broadly neutralizing anti-HIV llama VH H
J3 is shown on the right. (A-B) The VH H domain (the nanobody) of llama heavy
chain-only antibodies and the VH domain of macaque IgGs share a similar backbone
fold, but differ in many residues in the framework regions. The framework residues
in GE356 that differ with J3 are colored in red. Similarly, the residues in J3 that differ from GE356 are colored in blue. These differences in the framework region could
make nanobodies a target of the host immune system during prophylactic pre-clinical
macaque trials. (C) We hypothesize that, with a careful choice of residues, nanobodies can be partially simianized while maintaining a high breadth of neutralization (of
HIV-1 in this case). (D) We use the DEEPer algorithm [83] in the osprey protein
design program [3] to simianize framework residues to the closest macaque germline,
and then classify them based on the energies predicted by DEEPer. (E) Residues
whose identities are the same in the llama nanobody J3 and the simian antibody
GE356 (grey), and the residues that are different, shown in red in simian and blue
in llama. Bottom: a putative partially simianized llama nanobody has framework
residues with the simian identity (red) and the llama identity (blue), as well as all
the CDRs from the llama nanobody.
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Figure 7.2: Simianization of the J3 llama nanobody. (A) The sequence of the J3 antibody is shown on top, and four nanobody sequences (J3.15f, J3.11f, J3.4f and
J3.0f) are shown at various level of framework simianization. The closest simian germline sequence is shown at bottom (simian gl). Residues that have the same identity
as in the sequence above them are shown as a single dot. Each simianization mutation is colored in the first nanobody sequence where it appears: teal (J3.15f), fuscia
(j3.11f), purple (J3.4f) and orange (J3.0f). Below, the distance in the j3:gp120 complex between the Cβ of each residue in J3 and any atom in the gp120 antigen in
the J3:gp120 structure is shown using the same coloring scheme to aid in distinguishing each residue. (B) Structure of the J3:gp120 complex is shown with gp120 shown
in surface representation, and J3 shown in cartoon representation. The Cα of the residues that diverge between simian germline and J3 are shown in the same coloring
of (A). (C) Potential simianizations were classified by their protein design score first. A ’+’ in the osprey column is placed on every simianization with a penalty
above 3 kcal/mol according to the osprey energy function. A double ’++’ indicates a simianization penalty over 20 kcal/mol. Additional criteria were considered for
classification, such as whether the simianization involves a substantial amino acid switch, determined using a BLOSUM62 matrix [133] (M), a core residue (C) or if it is
a residue in direct interaction with the antigen (I).

Figure 7.3: Binding and Neutralization by simianized nanobodies. (A)
Binding affinity of the fully simianized nanobody, J3.0f; the computationally designed, partially simianized nanobodies J3.4f and J3.15f; and the wildtype llama J3
nanobody J3.WT (25f). (B) A 21-virus panel with HIV-1 strains of clades A, B, and
C was used to characterize the neutralization of the partially simianized nanobodies
J3.4f and J3.15f, and of the wildtype J3 nanobody J3.WT (25f). Strains neutralized
with a nanobody concentration less than 1 ➭g/mL are shown in red, those neutralized by a nanobody concentration greater than 1 ➭g/mL but less than 50 ➭g/mL are
shown in yellow and those considered not neutralized or neutralizing at a concentration higher than 50 ➭g/mL are shown in black. The geometric mean of the potency
for each nanobody and the percentage breadth of neutralization are shown below.
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Figure 7.4: Simianization mutations at residues 17, 23 and 25. Simianization mutations F17S, E23A and R25A were predicted by osprey to be synergistic
(i.e. energetically favorable if mutated simultaneously) (A) Wildtype J3 showing
residues F17, E23, and R25. (B) Simianization of residues F17, E23 and R25.
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8
Computational design of human-like antibodies to
target a new HIV epitope.

This chapter describes computational methods to design human antibodies that target
a new, conserved site of vulnerability on the surface of the HIV envelope glycoprotein. The starting point of this method is an existing llama antibody that targets
the site. The methods were developed by me with my advisor Bruce R. Donald and
Ivelin Georgiev at the Vaccine Research Center (VRC) of the National Institutes of
Health. The experimental validation of the method is currently being led by Priyamvada Acharya in the laboratory of Peter D. Kwong at the VRC. Other members of
the VRC also contributed to this work: Vivian Jin, Baoshan Zhang, and Aliaksandr
Druz. From the Donald Laboratory, Kyle E. Roberts provided some of the osprey
computational methods used in the protocol and Mark A. Hallen used EPIC and
DEEPer to design some of the loop-antibody interfaces.
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8.1 Introduction
The human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV) has killed 40 million people worldwide, and 35 million more are currently infected with the virus. So far, there are
no approved vaccines and clinical trials of experimental vaccines have provided, at
best, very low levels of protection [206]. In the past 6 years, however, a number of
broadly-neutralizing anti-HIV antibodies (bnAbs) have been discovered in the serum
of infected individuals (e.g. [37, 205, 207–209]). Potent bnAbs can neutralize a broad
range of HIV strains at low titers. This discovery has provided insights into human
immune system responses that can keep HIV at bay in infected individuals, and could
provide for protection against infection. A structural understanding of these antibodies and the sites they target could eventually lead to the structure-based design
of an HIV vaccine [7].
BnAbs isolated from infected human individuals usually target four conserved
sites in the HIV envelope glycoprotein: the CD4 binding site (CD4bs) in gp120, the
V1/V2 loop in gp120, the V3 glycan in gp120, or the membrane-proximal external
region (MPER) in gp41 (Fig. 8.1) [7]. Recent vaccine efforts have focused on developing immunogens that display a number of these four regions, with the hope
of eliciting similar bnAbs selectively towards them, avoiding the variable regions in
other parts of the envelope. These efforts are ongoing, but to date no clinical or
preclinical trial has shown conclusively the elicitation of bnAbs after immunization.
There is, however, a fifth conserved region in the envelope glycoprotein HIV for
which no human bnAbs have been isolated from infected individuals yet: the coreceptor binding site. After HIV binds the CD4 receptor of a T-cell, it must bind a
co-receptor (e.g. CXCR4, or CCR5) for entry into the cell. This co-receptor site is
usually covered by the V1/V2 loop during the HIV prefusion state, but it becomes
exposed after the envelope protein binds the CD4 receptor. Although the co-receptor
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Figure 8.1: Known sites of HIV vulnerability. The HIV envelope glycoprotein
consists of six subunits that form a trimer. The trimer is formed by three pairs of
the gp41 proteins and gp120 proteins. bnAbs discovered in the past few years target
predominantly four sites of the envelope trimer: the Membrane Proximal External
Region in gp41 (e.g. antibody 10E8), the V3 glycan in the gp120 core protein (e.g.
PGT128), the V1/V2 loops of gp120 (e.g. PG9) and the CD4 binding site in gp120
(e.g. VRC01). This image was reprinted from [7] with permission.

is exposed after CD4 binding, it has been hypothesized that the co-receptor site is
sterically inaccessible to antibodies even in this exposed state [210].
As we discussed in Chapter 7, immunization with HIV envelope proteins in llamas has successfully resulted in the elicitation of single-chain bnAbs against HIV,
but single-chain antibodies cannot be elicited in humans. Recently, the crystal structure of JM4, a llama-derived single-chain bnAb, was solved and it was shown that
it targets an epitope that overlaps the co-receptor binding site. JM4 neutralizes
62% of HIV strains in a panel of diverse strains. If we could design a human-like,
heavy/light chain antibody to target JM4 epitope in gp120, and if this human- antibody maintained the breadth and potency of JM4, then we would prove the viability
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Figure 8.2: A human antibody could target two sites of broadlyneutralizing activity in HIV gp120. (A) The llama nanobodies J3 (shown
in yellow) and JM4 (shown in blue) target conserved sites in the HIV envelope glycoprotein, gp120. The J3 epitope in gp120 is shown in green. This epitope overlaps
with the CD4 binding site of gp120. The JM4 epitope in gp120 is shown in red
and overlaps the co-receptor binding site. (B) The model of a full IgG (a human
antibody) is shown in a sphere model, to show its relative size with respect to JM4,
J3 and gp120. The complementary determining regions (CDRs) of the human antibody are shown in red (heavy chain) and green (light chain). As this model shows,
a human antibody could potentially target both the JM4-epitope (with the heavy
chain) and the J3-epitope (with the light chain).

of the JM4 epitope as a new site of HIV vulnerability. This in turn would encourage the development of immunogens exposing this site. Thus, we hypothesize that,
contrary to the earlier hypothesis [210], human antibodies can target the an epitope
that overlaps the co-receptor binding site.
Although llama VH H domains share many structural features with human VH
domains, designing human antibodies from llama nanobodies is a hard challenge
for three reasons. First, (i) a significant amount of the binding energy of a llama
VH H to its antigen involves the third complementary determining region (CDR3)
loop. In llama VH H domains the CDR3 loop is much longer than the average in
humans. However, grafting this CD3 loop to human antibody scaffolds usually results
in ablated binding. In addition, (ii) the long CDR3 loop of llama nanobodies usually
covers the region that forms the interface between VH and VL domains in humanlike antibodies, sterically preventing the dimerization of heavy and light chains. And
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finally, (iii) because of reasons (i) and (ii), llama VH H domains have a different
orientation towards their antigen compared with human VH domains (often a 90
degree difference in orientation). Thus, to date and to our knowledge there are no
reported cases of successful design of human-like antibodies from llama VH H domains.
In Chapter 7 we described the epitope of the J3 llama nanobody, which targets
the CD4 receptor site in gp120. The JM4 epitope, which overlaps with the coreceptor binding site, lies right next to the J3 epitope, but does not overlap with it
(Figure 8.2A). In Figure 8.2 we show the size comparison between a human-like IgG
antibody and the nanobodies J3 and JM4 bound to gp120. As can be appreciated
in the Figure, a human-like antibody could, in principle, target both the J3 epitope
and the JM4 epitope.
osprey has been used in the past to design antibodies and can be used to design
a human-like antibody to target the JM4/J3 epitopes. In [36] osprey was used to
design residues in two potent and broad bnAbs to their germline ancestor identity.
In [37], osprey was used to optimize the interface of a bnAb to increase its potency
and breadth. And, in Chapter 7 we presented a method to simianize a subset of the
framework residues of llama nanobodies to reduce their immunogenicity.
In order to use osprey to design a human-like antibody that targets the JM4 and
J3 epitopes, however, it is necessary to find antibody scaffolds which can in turn be
redesigned to target these epitopes. In this Chapter we describe two computational
protocols to design a human antibody to target the JM4 epitope. Each of the two
protocols includes a new method to search for backbone scaffolds. They both use a
library of antibody scaffolds as input, and use osprey to redesign the interface of
the selected antibody scaffold for binding to the JM4 epitope, and where possible, to
the J3 epitope. The first method, described in Section 8.2.1 and Figure 8.3 consists
of selecting the most important residues involved in the binding of JM4 to gp120 to
use as a reference, and then finding antibody scaffolds that can maintain a subset of
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these residues. We implemented this method in osprey Geometric hashing hotspot
scaffold search (osprey-Hash). The second method described in Section 8.2.2 and
Figure 8.5 consists of searching scaffolds whose CDR regions are compatible with
a continuous subset of the CDR3 loop of JM4, and grafting this subset on them,
followed by a redesign with osprey. We implemented this method in osprey loop
grafting scaffold search (osprey-Graft).

8.2 Methods
Database of antibody structures. We downloaded a database of antibody structure files from the Protein Databank (PDB), based on the list of antibodies in the
self-maintaining database of antibody crystal structures (SACS) [212]. The heavy
and light chains were then extracted from each structure file and the CDRs were
labeled based on information from SACS. In total we incorporated 1382 antibody
structures into our database of antibody structures.
8.2.1 A geometric hashing approach to design human antibodies from JM4.
We implemented a search algorithm based on geometric hashing [88] to search for
scaffolds that could preserve the binding of the most important residue in the JM4:gp120
interface. Our geometric hashing approach is inspired by [40], where geometric hashing and inverse rotamers were used to search for protein scaffolds that could bind a
conserved influenza stem region. We first determined the most important residues in
the JM4:gp120 interface (the hotspot residues [213]) using a computational alanine
scan in osprey. We used inverse rotamers as part of our input to diversify the space
of possible backbone conformations of each hotspot residue [40, 211]. The geometric hashing algorithm then searched for antibody scaffolds from our database whose
backbones matched the backbone coordinates of any of the inverse rotamers of the
hotspots. Each matched scaffold was then scored using multiple criteria (described
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Figure 8.3: A scaffold-based, geometric-hashing, inverse-rotamer approach to design human antibodies from llama nanobodies. We developed
a geometric-hashing based methodology to design human antibodies from a llama
nanobody. This method was applied to the llama nanobody JM4 which binds the
gp120 envelope protein of HIV. This method maintains some of the residues in the
original llama nanobody and finds antibody scaffolds that are compatible with these
residues and with binding to gp120. First a computational alanine scan was performed on each of the 23 residues in the interface to find the most important hotspot
residues. 8 residues were classified as hotspot residues. The possible backbone positions of these hotspot residues was diversified through the use of an inverse rotamer
library [211] and we implemented a geometric hashing algorithm to search for the top
scaffolds in a database of 1382 antibody structures. Every possible transformation
with at least two matched hotspot residues was scored by the number of pairwise
interactions with the regions in red, purple and green in the gp120 frame, while subtracting the interactions with regions in grey from the score. An additional scoring
criteria counted the number of Nitrogen atoms within 3.5 Å of Oxygen atoms in
the interface. Scaffolds whose backbones clashed with the backbone of gp120 were
pruned. The top scaffolds based on the scoring criteria were redesigned using osprey’s design algorithms, including methods presented in Chapters 4 and 3. The
top sequences from osprey were then submitted for experimental testing.
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Figure 8.4: A simple example of a geometric-hashing approach to search
for candidate antibody scaffolds. We illustrate the geometric hashing procedure
to search for a matching top scaffold. (A) A group of residues in the interface of
a llama nanobody are classified as hotspot residues using computational alanine
scanning. (B) The geometric hashing algorithm will take as input a set of points,
representing the px, y, zq coordinates of the Cα atoms of the hotspot residues, and
the Cα Ñ N and Cα Ñ O vectors. (C) The geometric hashing algorithm first
preprocesses the pattern and in a postprocessing step searches for antibody scaffolds
that match the pattern. (D) An antibody scaffold matches a subset of the hotspot
residues, V110 and F27 in this example.

below) and then osprey designed the interface of the top scored scaffolds. The
general scheme is described in Figure 8.3 and we describe each of these steps below.
Computational Alanine Scan to find Hotspot Residues. We used PyMOL
[214] to select a total of 23 residues in JM4 that interact closely with gp120. We
refer to these 23 residues as interface residues. It is likely that a subset of these
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interface residues are more important for binding to the antigen than others. These
very important interface residues are known as hotspot residues. A frequently-used
experimental technique to determine hotspot residues is called “alanine-scanning”
[215], and it consists of mutating interface residues into alanine, and then measuring
the loss in binding affinity of the protein complex.
Inspired by the experimental “alanine-scanning” technique, we performed computational alanine-scanning [216, 217] of interface residues by independently mutating
each interface residue to an alanine in osprey, and computing the loss in the interface energy between the complexes in the wildtype structure. All 23 residues were
independently mutated to alanine using osprey with a vdW scaling of 1.0, solvation
scaling of 0.5 and a dielectric constant of 6. Residues that caused a loss in binding
energy greater than 3 kcal/mol (in Amber energy units) were classified as hotspot
residues. In total, eight residues in JM4 met this criteria: F27, V110, D104, Y113,
Y32, D112, D100, and D53 (Figure 8.3).
Inverse rotamers. We hypothesize that the side chains of the eight hotspot residues
are very important for binding to the antigen and that it would be desirable to expand
the space of backbones that are compatible with the side chains. One way to achieve
this is through inverse rotamers [40, 211]. Inverse rotamers are a similar concept
to rotamers (first introduced in Chapter 2), but they are used for the inverse task:
searching for backbones that are compatible with a specific side chain conformation.
Therefore, we can use inverse rotamers to preserve the side chain of hotspot residues,
while searching for scaffolds that are compatible with the hotspot residues. We
developed an inverse rotamer library based on the Lovell rotamer library [57], and
used it as input to osprey-Hash.
Geometric hashing. Geometric hashing is an algorithm that was first developed
in computer vision to recognize objects in images [218]. Geometric hashing matches
objects in a pattern picture (described, for example, by points) to a scene picture.
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The algorithm is used to detect whether the object in the pattern is present in the
scene even if the orientation and focus of the scene is different from that of the
pattern.
Such a comparison between pattern and scene could be performed by a naive
exhaustive approach by transforming every pair of points in the pattern image to
every pair of points in the scene image and then counting how many other points
are aligned between pattern and scene. However, geometric hashing improves over
this exhaustive approach by first performing a preprocessing step, where a hash
table index is created for every possible transformation of the pattern. Then, in a
postprocessing step, all points in an image are checked in the hashs table. By using
a hash table, geometric hashing performs much faster than an exhaustive approach.
Geometric hashing is also a very important algorithm in computational structural
biology and protein design because it can be used to match proteins and peptides
to specific motifs [88] . When geometric hashing is applied to proteins, the points in
both scene and pattern are usually the Cα atoms of the protein backbone, described
by their 3D coordinates. The algorithm can find a transformation that aligns the
maximum number of points between scene and pattern.
Briefly, the algorithm works as follows (for a complete description see [88, 218]).
First, the cartesian space of the protein structure is gridded into 3D cubes, at a
resolution given as a parameter to the algorithm. Each cube is identified by a 3D
coordinate (e.g. the coordinate of the corner closest to the coordinate system origin),
and whenever a point p lies in a specific 3D cube, we will say that the cube is the
bin of p. Then, the algorithm performs two steps, preprocessing of the pattern and
postprocessing of the scenes.
The preprocessing of the pattern consists of the following procedure. We first
define the notion of a “point”, which in its simplest form can be the px, y, zq coordinate of the Cα atom of every residue in the protein. For every three points in the
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pattern, we form a 3D transformation basis (for a total of Opn3 q basis, where n is the
number of residues in the protein). For every basis pp1 , p2 , p3 q, we transform all other
points pk in the protein to this basis. To perform this, we center p1 at the coordinate
origin and translate all other atoms accordingly. We then rotate all points so that
p2 lies in the x line coordinate, and then rotate all points so that p2 remains in the
x coordinate and p3 lies in the x, y plane. Then, for every one of the transformed
points pk , we compute the bin of pk , and we use this bin as a key to a hash table,
and add the basis pp1 , p2 , p3 q to the entry of the bin in the hash table. Multiple basis
(i.e., multiple transformations) can be stored in the hash table entry of each bin.
Once the pattern has been preprocessed, the algorithm proceeds to a postprocessing step where scenes are matched to patterns. Briefly, the matching postprocess
works as follows. For every three points in the scene, ps1 , s2 , s3 q we form a transformation basis. Similar to the preprocessing step, we transform each point in the scene
to the basis ps1 , s2 , s3 q. After transforming each point sk to the basis ps1 , s2 , s3 q, we
compute the bin for sk and check whether the hashtable entry of that bin contains a
preprocessing transformation basis. If so, we increase a vote tally for every preprocessing transformation in that hash table entry (the vote tally can be a dictionary
data structure with the transformation found in the hash table as its key). After all
transformations have been evaluated, the maximum value in the vote tally represents
the number of Cα atoms that were matched for the scene.
Geometric hashing can also search for scaffolds that preserve Cβ bond orientation. In order to do this, we add a fourth coordinate to the bin of each point,
which represents the Cα Ñ N and Cα Ñ O orientations. In our implementation we
used a geographic grid (with latitudes and longitudes) because of its simplicity of
implementation. Figure 8.4 briefly describes the general scheme of a geometric hashing algorithm to match antibody scaffolds. Finally, we can easily extend geometric
hashing to inverse rotamers by adding the additional backbone locations (i.e. the
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additional Cα coordinates and the Cα Ñ N and Cα Ñ O orientation) of the inverse
rotamer, but avoiding double counting in the vote tally.
Implementation of osprey-Hash and scoring of scaffolds. We implemented
inverse rotamers, and our geometric hashing scaffold search in python. Only CDR
residues in each input antibody structure were considered in the geometric hashing
search, because CDR residues are the residues in antibodies that predominantly interact with antigens. We tried different resolutions for the size of the geometric hashing
“bin”, finally setting the size at 0.7 Å. We considered every scaffold transformation
match (STM) with at least 2 hotspot residues matched.
osprey-Hash then filtered and scored every STM. Scaffolds whose backbone
clashed with the antigen were automatically removed. Then, we scored each scaffold
using a potential buried surface scoring criteria (PBS) that worked as follows. For
every atom in the J3 or JM4 epitope, if it is located within within 7 Å of an atom in
the CDRs of the STM, we increased the score for the STM by one. For every atom
outside the J3 or JM4 epitopes, if is located within 7 Å of an atom in the CDRs of
the STM, we decreased the score for the STM by one, to penalize binding outside of
the epitope.
In addition, we added a polar complementarity scoring (PCS) criteria: for every
oxygen in the antibody backbone we increased our score if it the atom is 3.5 Åfrom
a nitrogen in the J3 or JM4 epitope, and we also increased the counter if a backbone
nitrogen in the antibody was within 3.5 Å from an oxygen atom in the antigen.
We ranked all results first by the number of matched hotspots in the STM, then
by the PBS criteria, and selected out of the top ranked scaffolds those with at least
a score of 5 in the PCS criteria.
Design of the interface protein-protein interface using osprey. For each
of the top selected STMs we redesigned its interface to gp120 using osprey. All
residues within 7 Å of the antigen were selected to be flexible and mutable to any
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amino acid. We first performed a redesign of the entire interface using rigid rotamers
(defined in Ch. 4), and included the wild rotamer in the search. Then, after the
initial rigid design, the interface was optimized using multiple algorithms. Some
parts of the interface, manually considered to be crucial for binding were optimized
using a combination of the iMinDEE algorithm (presented in Ch. 4) and the A˚ MPLP (presented in Ch. 3) algorithms. Other parts of the interface that had too
many residues and were considered less crucial for binding were redesigned using a
system-specific, minimization-derived rotamer library (SMRL). SMRL was
developed by Kyle E. Roberts and consists of an expanded rotamer library computed for a specific design where all the rotamers in the SMRL are the result of
pairwise minimization with other rotamers in the design. This discrete approximation to iMinDEE can run faster, while often finding lower energy sequences than a
rigid approach. SMRL runs were optimized using Weighted Constraint Satisfaction
(described in Ch. 3) [67].
We used the osprey energy function based on Amber [23], with a vdW scaling
of 0.94, and a dielectric constant of 6. In addition, we added other terms that have
been incorporated into the osprey energy function: an entropy penalty scale of 2.5
[52], a solvation penalty based on EEF1 [51], scaled at 1.0, and a hydrogen bond
term [25], scaled at 0.5.
8.2.2 A CDR3 loop grafting approach to design human-like antibodies that target
the same epitope as the llama nanobody.
In parallel to our osprey-Hash strategy, we implemented a loop grafting strategy to
design human-like antibodies to target the JM4 epitope in gp120. The CDR3 loop
of JM4 is responsible for about 50% of the interaction energy of JM4 as predicted by
osprey. Finding a scaffold that can maintain a part of this loop, while redesigning
the rest of the loop could be a successful strategy to design human-like antibodies
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from llama nanobodies. Figure 8.5 shows a diagram of our loop grafting protocol,
and we describe each part below. This protocol uses the same antibody database
that we used for our osprey-Hash method. At the heart of the loop grafting strategy
are the osprey-Graft method to search for scaffolds compatible with both the JM4
loop and binding to gp120, and osprey to redesign the interface.
CDR3 loop of JM4: query anchors. The CDR3 loop of JM4 consists of 17
residues between residues 97 and 114. Three of those residues (P105, S106, and
L107) have little interaction with the antigen. We used residues 97-104 and 108-114
as the query anchors in our search, meaning that the two anchor residues would
replace the loop anchor of the scaffold. We refer to residues 97-104 as QA1 and
residues 108-114 as QA2. Any subset of these could be loop anchors with the only
requirement that one of the anchors be in residues 97-104 and the other anchor be
in residues 108-114.
CDR H3 and CDR H2 of the antibody scaffold: subject anchors. Every
pair of residues in the CDR H2 and CDR H3 residues in each of the 1382 antibody
scaffolds in the database was classified as a potential “subject” anchor, on which to
graft the JM4 loop.
Implementation of osprey-Graft and scoring of scaffolds. We implemented
osprey-Graft, a loop grafting method to graft the llama CDR loops on compatible
IgG antibodies. Each CDR H2/H3 residue of a scaffold was considered a potential
“subject” anchor, as long as the two were not consecutive residues. We aligned the
peptide planes (Cα , C, N, Cα atoms) of every pair of residues in QA1 to the peptide
planes of every pair of residues in the CDR H2/H3. Then, for every other residue
in the CDR H2/H3 chain with a higher sequence number, we aligned every peptide
plane from QA2. If, at any point, the rmsd of the aligned planes was less than 0.5,
and it passed a pruning filter with respect to gp120, we accepted the grafting.
Design of the core of the loop using osprey, DEEPer and EPIC. The CDR3
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Figure 8.5: A scaffold-based, loop-grafting approach to design human
antibodies from llama nanobodies. A significant amount of the binding of a
llama nanobody to its target usually involves the third complementary determining
region loop (CDR3 loop). Grafting a part of the CDR3 loop from the llama nanobody
on an antibody scaffold could be a successful strategy to maintain binding of the
antibody. Therefore, we implemented a loop-grafting strategy in parallel to our
scaffold search strategy presented in Figure 8.3. We allowed any continuous subset
of the residues in the CDR3 loop to be grafted on any two anchors of the CDR H2
or CDR H3 of any of the 1382 antibodies in our antibody database. Scaffolds that
clashed with gp120 or in which the loop clashed with the protein were discarded.
The top scaffolds were then redesigned with osprey.

loop of llama nanobodies normally has very close contact with the hydrophobic
residues in the region that in human-like antibodies would bind the light chain.
Therefore, it is likely that this loop will not be stable in solution, and we must
design the “core” of the loop to stabilize its conformation. Using the DEEPer [83]
and EPIC ([4] and Ch. 4), and in collaboration with Mark A. Hallen, we designed
the core of the CDR3 loops grafted on the top scaffolds.
Design of the antibody:gp120 interface of the grafted antibody using osprey. We redesigned the interface between the antibody and gp120 using the same
protocol presented in Sec. 8.2.1.
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8.3 Results
Computational results. We used the two protocols described Methods section to
design a total of 18 antibodies. These are named D01-D18. A list of these antibodies
is presented in Figure 8.7, along with several scoring criteria to evaluate and compare
these scaffolds with the wildtype JM4 nanobody.
Ten of the antibodies were designed using the osprey-Hash/osprey protocol
(D01-D07, D16, D17, and D18 in Figure 8.7). D01-D04 and D18 are variants variants
of the scaffold with PDB id 1F4X, an antibody that targets a a carbohydrate of the
gram-negative bacteria Vibrio cholerae. Figure 8.6 shows a comparison between
the binding poses of the wildtype JM4, antibody D02, and the epitope targeted by
D02, compared with the JM4 epitope. Three more antibodies (D05-D07) are designs
of scaffolds related to 1F4X (PDB ids: 1F4W and 1F4Y). Finally, the scaffolds
in structures with PDB id 1TY3 and 1N4X were also designed using the ospreyHash/osprey protocol.
Eight antibodies were designed using the osprey-Graft protocol. Designed antibodies D08, D12 and D13 are variants of the antibody in the scaffold with PDB
id 3GI8, and antibodies D09-D11 are variants of the antibody of the scaffold with
PDB id 1NMA. Antibodies D14 and D16 are, respectively, based on the scaffolds
with PDB ids 2DQT and 1A3R.
Comparison between the designed antibodies and the wildtype JM4 nanobody.
In order to compare how our designed antibodies bind gp120 we computed multiple
scores using several in silico metrics on each designed complex and compared how
each designed antibody scored with the wildtype JM4 score (Fig. 8.7). Every complex, including JM4, was first minimized using 200 steps of minimization with the
program Sander [23]. We then computed several scores on the minimized complex.
First, we computed the interface energy of the complex using osprey by computing
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Figure 8.6: Epitope of designed antibody vs. JM4-epitope. A designed
antibody (D02 in Figure 8.7) is shown for comparison with the JM4 wildtype. (A)
The JM4 antibody (blue), its interface (orange) and gp120 (grey)) are shown in the
bound complex from the crystal structure (PDB id: 4LAJ) [219]. (B) A model of
the designed antibody D02 (red) and its interface (orange) is shown in complex with
gp120 (grey). D02 is a scaffold derived from the antibody in the structure with PDB
id 1F4X. (C) Comparison of the epitopes of JM4 and D02 in the gp120 antigen. The
surface atoms that are in direct contact with both D02 and JM4 are shown in purple.
The atoms in direct contact with JM4 but not with D02 are shown in blue. The
atoms in direct contact with D02 but not with JM4 are shown in red. Atoms shown
in grey are not in close contact with JM4 or D02.

the energy of the entire complex and subtracting the energy of both gp120 and the
antibody. We also computed the interface energy terms glossed out by the specific
term to which they correspond (electrostatics, van der Waals potential, solvation
penalty, and hydrogen bond terms). In addition, we validated the designs using two
external tools: vdw dots using the program [150], and buried surface area computed
by subtracting the surface accessible area (using NACCESS [134]) of both of the
unbound antibody and gp120 proteins, and subtracted the surface accessible area of
the complex.
These metrics are listed and compared in Figure 8.7. In that Figure we colored
every metric for the designed antibody in green if, under this metric, the antibody
improves compared to the wildtype JM4 (which is in blue), and in red if the value
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Figure 8.7: Designed human-like antibodies and their computational
scores. We designed 18 human-like antibodies based on the binding of the
nanobody JM4 to the antigen gp120. After designing these antibodies, we computed several computational metrics on the complexes to evaluate their potential:
the computationally-predicted interface energy between the antibody and gp120 (Interface E.), the electrostatic interactions between the antibody and gp120 (Elect),
the van der Waals potential energy (vdW), the solvation penalty (solvation), the
hbond term (Hbond), the number of vdW dots in the interface computed by the tool
probe [150] (VdwDots (#)), and the buried surface area computed using NACCESS
[134]. The interface E., Elect, vdW, solvation and Hbond terms were computed using
the osprey energy function. The top line shows in blue, for comparison, the scores
on each metric for the wildtype JM4 structure (4LAJ). The scores for the designed
antibodies are colored in green if the score for that specific metric improves with
respect to the JM4 value, or in red if it is worse than the JM4 value.

is worse than the wildtype JM4. In total, 15 antibodies improve in the interface
energy (Interface E. ) with respect to the wildtype antibody, while 3 have a worse
score. 12 antibodies have a higher number of vdw dots, as computed using probe,
with respect to the wildtype. Fifteen designed antibodies improve on buried surface
area with respect to the wildtype.
Antibodies D01-D18 were designed by optimizing the GMEC-score (defined in
Chapter 5). We included an approximation to ECF [52] which penalizes residues
that have many alternate states. We scaled up this term to 2.5, based on previous
training that showed that this value recovered well the wildtype amino acid identities
in a sequence recovery-based training. However, as discussed in Chapter 5, these
approximations likely fail to approximate true ensembles.
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In Chapter 5 instead, we introduced the probabilistic K ˚ algorithm to compute
the K ˚ score of large antibody interfaces. For the work described in this Chapter,
we applied probabilistic K ˚ to JM4 and antibodies D01-D18 to analyze their ECF.
We computed the computational scores defined in Sec. 5.2.2: GMEC-score, ∆E
score, ∆K scores and the ECF (∆K ´ ∆E) for each antibody:gp120 complex. For
this analysis we modified the energy function by removing the hydrogen bond term,
the entropy energy term, and by increasing the solvation score scale to 1.0. These
modifications are necessary because ensemble computations are highly dependent on
the scale of the energy terms.
The results comparing the GMEC-score, ∆E score, ∆K scores and the ECF
(∆K ´ ∆E) of the designed antibody complexes and the wildtype are presented
in Figure 8.8. We find that, although several of the designed antibodies have a
better GMEC-score (measured as the interface interactions) than the wildtype, and
a few have good ∆E scores, nearly all perform worse than the wildtype in the K ˚
score criteria (shown here as ∆K). Moreover, we find that all but one antibody
have much higher ECFs than the wildtype. The only designed antibody that has
a smaller ECF than the wildtype is D06, a designed antibody that performs worse
than the wildtype in nearly all other metrics. Close inspection of D06 showed that
this antibody is highly hydrophobic, and might not be soluble enough.
Experimental validation. These antibodies are currently undergoing biophysical characterization at the VRC.

8.4 Discussion
JM4 is a llama bnAb against HIV and targets an epitope that overlaps substantially
with the HIV co-receptor binding site. No known human antibody neutralizes HIV
through the co-receptor binding site. Designing a human-like antibody that neutralizes HIV through the JM4 epitope would open the door to design vaccine strategies
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Figure 8.8: Analysis of computationally designed antibodies with probabilistic K ˚ . We used the the probabilistic K ˚ algorithm (presented in Chapter 5) to
analyze the ECF of our designed antibodies, compared to the wildtype JM4. For this
analysis we used a different energy function than in the analysis of Figure 8.7 with
increased solvation and no hydrogen bonds. (A) Similar to Figure 8.7, we compare
all antibodies to the wildtype JM4 (marked in blue). We color an antibody’s score
in green if it improves over the wildtype and in red if it is worse than the wildtype.
The GMEC-score is the interaction energy between the the antigen gp120 and the
antibody in the GMEC conformation, exclusively between atoms in different chains.
∆E (defined in Sec. 5.2.2) is the difference in energy between the GMEC of the
bound and the unbound states. ∆K (defined in Sec. 5.2.2) is a provable approximation ( within the input model) to the Gibbs free energy, where ∆K “ ´RT ln K ˚
, R is the gas constant, T the temperature and K ˚ is a provable approximation to
the association constant. By presenting the data in ∆K format we can more easily
compare ∆E and ∆K scores. ∆K ´ ∆E is the ECF score, defined in Ch. 5. (B) A
plot of the ECF shows that nearly all designed antibodies have a higher ECF than
the wildtype.

that expose this site to the immune system. However, designing a human-like antibody from a llama antibody remains a formidable challenge.
In this chapter we have presented two protocols to overcome this challenge, based
on the osprey-Hash and osprey-Graft methods, to design human-like antibodies
based on the binding of llama nanobodies. Both protocols used osprey and the
algorithms introduced in earlier chapters to redesign the interface of the top scaffolds
scaffolds. Using these protocols we produced 18 human-like antibody sequences for
experimental testing. These antibodies are undergoing biophysical characterization.
The protocols presented in this work have several limitations. First, (i) both
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protocols only search for scaffolds that are compatible with the binding pose of
JM4. A more thorough protocol would be able to search for scaffolds that target
the same epitope but with different binding poses. In addition, (ii) the protocols
are highly dependent on the input structures. These input structures evolved to
target other antigens. We found that, although many of the top designed scaffolds
had great scores, they had features that could be optimized through a modified
scaffold (e.g. unmatched hydrogen bonds). Moreover, (iii) although we allowed some
local backbone flexibility by using DEEPer [83] in some parts, our designs did not
perform large movements of the CDR loops of the antibody scaffolds. Modeling more
flexibility in the CDR loops could result in better binding conformations. Finally,
(iv) our GMEC-score, positive design approach did not optimize K ˚ scores. As
Figure 8.8 shows, our antibodies have higher ensemble penalties than the wildtype
antibody. We are currently developing new algorithms based on those in Chapter 5
to enrich our designed antibodies based on K ˚ scores.
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9
Conclusions

Computational structure-based protein design (CSPD) is a promising technology
that could transform biomedical research. Despite successes in some biomedicallyimportant protein designs, however, many challenges remain in order to reduce false
positives and false negatives, and to address the most elusive challenges in the field.
Improvements to the input model in the form of flexibility and energy functions are
required to improve protein design. Improvements to the search algorithms, however,
are just as important. In this dissertation we proposed significant improvements to
the protein design algorithms to search in four orthogonal directions: mathematical
accuracy, continuous flexibility, ensembles and positive/negative design. We developed protocols that used these and other algorithms in osprey to perform three
important design challenges: (i) the prospective prediction of drug resistance, (ii)
the redesign of nanobodies to potentially reduce their immunogenicity and (iii) the
design of human antibodies starting from a llama nanobody. In this Chapter we
conclude the thesis and discuss future directions of improvement.
Improvements to protein design often come in the form of improvements to the
input model. However, if the input model of a protein design is improved or expanded
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but the search algorithms are not improved in kind, then the improvements in the
input model might be lost during the search, resulting in designs that do not perform
as expected. For example, in Chapter 4 we showed that if continuous rotamers are
included into the input model’s protein flexibility, but are only modeled by the
algorithm after the search (post-hoc minimization), then this results in designs that
are both higher energy and less native-like than if continuous rotamers are modeled
during the search (Fig. 4.3 and Fig. 4.10). However, improvements in the input
model frequently lead to an exponential expansion of the search space and developing
algorithms for these more complex search spaces can sometimes be difficult.

9.1 Algorithms
The main obstacle to more powerful protein design algorithms is that these are hard
computer science problems. Finding the global minimum energy conformation in
protein design is an NP-hard problem [102], while computing partition functions,
even under simplified models and discretized rotamers, is a #P-hard problem [160],
an even harder class of problems. If an input model expands the allowed protein
flexibility to include continuous backbone and continuous side chain flexibility, the
base of the exponent can become gigantic. Since these problems belong to the NPhard and #P-hard class of problems, we know that it is unlikely that a polynomialtime algorithm will ever be derived.
However, successful protein design algorithms exploit the structure of protein
design problem instances to provably solve large problem instances. In Chapter 3
we presented improvements to the A˚ algorithm that radically improve its performance by exploiting problem structure. Our improvements consisted of (a) ordering
residues dynamically to reduce the expansion of different paths and (b) using powerful polynomial-time algorithms to compute bounds on rotameric assignments, and
thus limit the expansion of A˚ search trees. Implementing these improvements into
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the A˚ algorithm is important because A˚ can very efficienlty enumerate conformations in order of low-energy bound when continuous flexibility is introduced, and to
compute a gap of low-energy conformations in traditional K ˚ . These improvements
to the algorithm can greatly expand the size of problems that can be performed using
continuous flexibility.
An important remaining question, however, is how much more provable algorithms can be improved for protein design. There are many fields of research that
develop algorithms to solve optimization problems, including the protein design problem. These include integer linear optimization (e.g. [135]) solvers, constraint satisfaction problem solvers (e.g. [132]), and message passing based approximations (e.g.
[69]). Although these programs tend to be general solvers, not tuned specifically for
the problem structure that might be observed in protein design, it may become hard
to design new algorithms that will further radically improve the search capabilities
of provable algorithms, without changing somehow the input model.
Changing the input model, however, to make it more amenable to protein design
algorithms, might be not only a good approximation, but one that could result in
better designs because of a radically improved search process. Energy functions used
in this dissertation were developed originally for molecular dynamics (e.g. [23, 24]).
In turn, protein design algorithms are designed to optimize these energy functions.
However, molecular dynamics energy functions, which are themselves approximations, were originally designed to be amenable to the type of computation performed
in dynamics simulations, while sacrificing accuracy (e.g. solvent polarizability, quantum mechanics). Many knowledge-based energy functions, on the other hand, were
designed for protein design explicitly, and were designed to be amenable to computation (fast to compute). However, neither molecular dynamics energy functions
nor many knowledge-based energy functions were originally designed explicitly to be
amenable to the protein design algorithms.
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Thus, one potential area for improvement is by designing energy function approximations amenable specifically to the algorithms. For example, protein design
algorithms can benefit greatly from sparse residue interaction graphs (e.g. [70, 80,
161] or the algorithms in Ch. 3). In molecular dynamics, however, distance cutoffs
are much more conservative, in part to allow for a gradient minimization across large
distances. Custom energy functions could exploit the benefits that sparse graphs
provide to protein design. In my opinion, energy function approximations that enforce aggresive sparse interaction graphs should be evaluated, and other potential
improvements to make the energy functions more amenable to the algorithms, without significantly sacrificing accuracy, should be explored. I believe that this could
result in more accurate designs, because it would enable a new generation of very
fast continuous-flexibility and ensemble-based algorithms.
9.1.1 Algorithms for continuous flexibility
In Chapter 4 we explored how incorporating continuous flexibility to the protein
design search process, instead of after the search can affect the performance of the
algorithm. We introduced a new algorithmic technique, called greedy estimation of
minimization or GEM, used by iMinDEE to provably prune rotamers that can not
be part of the minGMEC. GEM uses a two-step strategy to eliminate rotamers under continuous flexibility. In the first step, iMinDEE performs an aggresive pruning
strategy that likely prunes the minGMEC. After the first step iMinDEE unprunes
uses the information from this pruning step to unprune rotamers and repeat the process, this time with a guarantee that the minGMEC will not be pruned. iMinDEE is
now coupled with the EPIC algorithm, introduced in Section 4.3 and described fully
in [4]. EPIC improves the runtime of continuous flexibility algorithms by precomputing the continuous energy regions around discrete conformations as polynomial
functions. These polynomial functions can be used during the many minimization
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calls that are performed during the search, reducing the time of a continuous algorithm by 2-3 fold (Chapter 4). The iMinDEE algorithm can be applied to continuous
rotamer and backbone flexibility and was used by Mark Hallen, Daniel Keedy and
Bruce Donald in the DEEPer algorithm [83]. DEEPer models continuous local backbone movements simultaneously with continuous side chain movements. EPIC was
built on top of DEEPer, and supports such speedups.
There are several avenues to improve continous flexibility algorithms. One avenue was explored by Kyle Roberts and Bruce Donald in [84], where two strategies,
PartCR and HOT, radically optimized the performance of continuous flexibility algorithms. The two strategies address pathological cases in continuous flexibility
designs similar to the one in Figure 4.9. The first strategy, PartCR, is a divide an
conquer strategy that partitions rotamers into smaller voxels whenever a rotamer is
predicted to be “pathological”. The second strategy merges groups of rotamers that
are pathological. Both PartCR and HOT can be extended to incorporate continuous
local backbone movements in protein design. These algorithms could be combined
with EPIC, gaining the 2-3 fold speedup gains of EPIC.
Another important avenue of research is to reduce the precomputation time of
EPIC. Currently EPIC must precompute many samples and perform expensive fits to
precompute polynomials. Several improvements described in [4] can take advantage
of the problem structure and make some approximations to improve on the precomputation time. Finally, EPIC and all minimization aware algorithms could exploit
an aggresive sparse graph energy function not only reduce the number of polynomials precomputed, stored, and evaluated during the minimization, but also exploit
dynamic programming approaches that memoize partial solutions to the problem.
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9.1.2 Ensemble-based design
Computing partition functions, which arises when we want to compute K ˚ scores,
is a #P-hard problem. The fastest algorithms to compute K ˚ scores, such as the
K ˚ algorithm [78, 79] cannot compute the K ˚ scores for antibody interfaces and
antibody:antigen interfaces because the size of the problem is too huge. However, it
is in antibody interfaces when ensemble-based calculations can be the most important because the large amount of residues involved have a large number of degrees
of freedom, and potentially a much larger ensemble of conformations. In Chapter 5
we presented the probabilistic K ˚ algorithm to compute K ˚ scores for large interfaces. The development of this algorithm was movivated by the antibody designs in
Chapter 8, and we used it there to evaluate the ensemble correction factor, or ECF,
of designed antibodies. The ECF score contains ensemble-derived entropic and enthalpic contributions. The K ˚ scores of the designed antibodies in Chapter 8 showed
a higher ECF for all the designed antibodies vs. wildtype antibodies (Figure 8.8).
Probabilistic K ˚ estimates the K ˚ score with lower bound guarantees. In our
simulations using nanobody 4HEM it seems to perform well on the upper bound.
However, two improvements to the algorithm could be very important. The first
would be to obtain some guarantees on the upper bound of the search, to ensure,
provably, that the estimated K ˚ scores are a real approximation to the real K ˚
score. The second would be to increase the number of sequences that can be designed
simultaneously. Currently, probabilistic K ˚ computes K ˚ scores one sequence at a
time.
It is likely that performing both improvements simultaneously would be very hard
for the large interfaces of antibody:antigen complexes. We think that three avenues
should be explored in this respect. The first is too exploit sparse residue interaction
graphs [70, 80, 161], and dynamic programming. Using dynamic programming it
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could be possible to avoid counting explicitly all the conformations necessary to
compute a K ˚ score, and instead use memoization of the problem by parts [152]
(and thus avoid the counting problem). We are currently exploring this avenue. The
second avenue is to use lower-order ECF terms (two-wise, three-wise, ...) as a way to
bound ECF terms. An approach similar to this was used in [154] as a post-processing
step. The third avenue is to use provable message passing approaches to find exact
K ˚ scores. Message passing has been used in the past to compute approximations
to the Gibbs Free Energy [220], but this approach had no guarantees on the output.
In the same way that message passing approaches such as MPLP [69] were used to
compute the GMEC in a provable way, perhaps there can be ways to use message
passing algorithms to provably compute the Gibbs Free Energy.

9.2 Protein design for biomedically-important applications
9.2.1 Drug resistance prediction
In Chapter 6 we used a positive/negative design protocol based on MinDEE/A˚ /K ˚
to predict resistance mutations to a new preclinical antibiotic. Drug resistance prediction has little tolerance for false negatives, because if a prediction protocol misses
an escape mutation, then the prediction will have failed. This makes negative design harder than positive design. To avoid a false negative, we incorporated 10000
rotamers for the novel antibiotic. In our prediction protocol we included all 9 active
site residues, and ranked all 47 mutants that were up to one nucleotide away from
the wildtype, because these are the most likely mutations to occur. We found that
the top four mutants in our rankings conferred resistance, up to 58-fold, in in vitro
experiments while having a very small loss in catalytic activity. Moreover, mutations
V31L and V31G, that were predicted to confer resistance appeared in resistance selection experiments, in the company of the background mutation F98Y, which also
confers resistance. Remarkably, the double mutation V31L/F98Y conferred a 256230

fold resistance gain in strains that carried the double mutant (measured in minimum
inhibitory concentration or MIC).
The background mutation F98Y involves a residue neighboring but outside the
active site. When we originally planned our experiments we did not include F98 in
the search process because the F98Y mutation had been already extensively characterized in IC50 experiments with drugs that were similar to compound 1 [86], and
because a hypothesis on F98Y’s resistance mechanism is extraordinarily complex to
predict prospectively [86]. The work in [86] reports that mutation F98Y appears
in several crystal structures in the presence of an alternate binding conformation of
NADPH to DHFR. The authors hypothesized that this mutation altered the NADPH
conformation and this resulted in drug resistance.
After this mutation appeared in resistance selection experiments, however, we
decided to retrospectively apply our resistance protocol to this mutation, which we
report in Section 6.3. We found that the alternate NADPH conformation actually
had a different chirality (different epimer ) from the standard NADPH. This detail
had been overlooked before because chirality changes are not usually expected in
biochemical processes, especially not one as well studied as dihydrofolate reduction,
and because in a molecule with 10 rotatable bonds it is very hard to distinguish
between alternate conformations and alternate epimers. The latter relates to the first
reason that rational protein design as a computer-discipline was born: computers,
and especially advanced algorithms, are orders of magnitude better at performing
systematic searches than humans.
After observing the chirality switch in NADPH, we delved into the literature and
found that NADPH actually changes chirality spontaneously in solution at relatively
high rates. Although both epimers exist in solution at physiological solutions, few
biological roles have been observed for the alternate NADPH epimer α-NADPH
observed in the crystal structure. Perhaps there the resistance mechanism involves
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binding to the alternate NADPH conformation. This phenomenon is currently under
study at the Amy Anderson Laboratory.
In the same spirit that designing proteins is considered a way to understand
them (create to understand [30]), predicting resistance either prospectively or retrospectively can be a way to understand drug resistance. Our results on prospective
and retrospective predictions open the door to the study of resistance mutations by
predicting them using computational algorithms. Importantly, though, our protocol
can be applied to other resistance mutations. The current protocol can be applied to
predict resistance mutations in other enzyme targets. This will be especially useful
to apply to diseases that cannot be as easily grown in resistance selection experiments. Although the current protocol could also be used to predict larger scale
mutations in protein-protein interactions, such an approach would definitely benefit
from improvements in the methodology in backbone and side chain flexibility.
9.2.2 Simianizing llama nanobodies
Llama nanobodies have several advantages over human antibodies. They are cheaper,
more stable, and easily refold. Many of them have recently started clinical trials because of big interest by pharmaceutical companies [191]. However, one of the main
questions related to the potential of nanobodies as therapeutics is whether they will
be able to evade an immune response from the host organism. This is especially
important in anti-HIV treatment, where llama nanobodies could potentially maintain the chronic infection at bay for many years as long as the pacient does not
develop an immune response against them. Otherwise, the efficacy of the treatment
would be severly reduced. In Chapter 7 we presented an osprey-based protocol to
redesign human antibodies to make them less immunogenic in macaques. Macaques
are important because they are the best model organism to test treatments against
infection, and can provide insights into potential immune responses of the macaque
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against the llama nanobodies.
The protocol consists of redesigning the structure of the llama nanobody to be as
similar as possible to the VH domain of macaque antibodies. We used the DEEPer
algorithm in osprey as the central criteria to determine classify framework mutations from llama to macaque into different categories, depending on the resulting
stability effects. We successfully redesigned the J3 anti-HIV-1 nanobody using this
protocol. The redesigned nanobodies maintained significant breadth and neutralization potency. In order to test the importance of the protocol, we also tested a fully
simianized nanobody, confirming that this is not a trivial process. These nanobodies
can now be tested in preclinical monkey trials.
9.2.3 Antibody design
In Chapter 8 we presented two protocols to target a new epitope on HIV-1 based
on a llama nanobody. These protocols are based on the osprey-Hash and ospreyGraft methods, followed by an osprey redesign of the interface. This resulted in 18
designed antibodies. Evaluation of these antibodies showed that they all had good
binding energies measured through GMEC-score, and good ∆E energies, compared
to the wildtype. However, the ∆K (or, equivalently, the K ˚ scores) for the designed
antibodies were good, but slightly lower than the wildtype. At the root of the
problem is that the designed antibodies have a high ECF term (Figure 8.8). Although
all of these are in silico analyses, and the biophysical in vitro characterization will
determine the success of the methods, it is still useful to perform these analyses
to study ways in which to improve the methodology for further rounds of in silico
refinement or the application of the methods to new applications.
There are many possible methodology improvements for the methods in Chapter 8. First, it would be ideal to incorporate K ˚ score optimization into the sequence
design to design antibodies that are more like real antibodies. In addition, more back233

bone flexibility, in the form of CDR loops that can be modeled using the DEEPer
algorithm and would allow a much larger number of candidate scaffolds to be redesigned. And third, although maintaining the binding conformation of the side
chains of the antibody is attractive because these could act as “binding motifs”, it
also restricts enormously the scaffold search. It could be convenient to design these
antibodies in a way that exploits the epitope targeted by the nanobody, but is less
dependent on the binding mode of the side chains of the nanobody. Removing the
restriction to conserve the hotspot residues might result in better designs.
CSPD is a very promising field but many challenges lie ahead. Here we have
summarized a few. I believe that CSPD technology can be advanced enough to
make it possible to solve the hardest challenges using exclusively in silico methods,
and this will rely heavily on the development of new and powerful algorithms. With
these advances CSPD designed proteins could be used for applications such as the
development of therapeutics to treat diseases that are currently undruggable, the
preemption of drug resistance well before it emerges, and as molecular biology tools
for needed the next generation of biological discoveries.
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Appendix A
Proof that the LP-based f -score always improves
upon the traditional A˚ f -score

As we show in Section 3.3 of Chapter 3, the performance of provable branch-andbound algorithms improves radically if they can compute tight f -score lower bounds
on the energy of partial conformations. The f -score lower bounds can be computed
by polynomial-time algorithms and these can often be tight. In Chapter 3 we presented four methods that use different approaches to compute f -score lower-bounds:
Trad-A˚ , A˚ -MPLP, A˚ -LoC, and A˚ -LP. The A˚ -MPLP, A˚ -LoC, and the Trad-A˚
f -score algorithms approximate the dual of the linear program in Eq. (3.11), while
the LP solvers used by A˚ -LP compute it exactly (Fig. 3.3). Recall that the optimal
maximization of the dual is equivalent to the optimal minimization of the LP primal
in Eq. (3.11) because of the strong duality property [121]. In this appendix we show
that the A˚ -LP f -score is always better or equal to the A˚ f -score bound in Eq.
(3.2). Since tight f -score lower bounds radically improve the efficiency of A˚ , this
proof is important to show why A˚ -LP, A˚ -MPLP and A˚ -LoC perform so much
better than Trad-A˚ .
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We will prove that the LP f -score is guaranteed to improve upon the Trad-A˚
f -score by showing that the Trad-A˚ f -score (as presented in Eq. (3.2)) is always
a feasible point in the dual. Since the LP f -score is the optimal value of this dual
space, it is therefore always higher (and tighter) or equal to the Trad-A˚ f -score.
A dual derivation of Eq. (3.11) is as straightforward as any dual derivation for
a linear program, but for convenience we use the dual derivation of [69]. In this
derivation the dual is rewritten into a maximization of minimizations. Intuitively,
this dual is a maximization of “stars” around residues, where each “star” is formed
by a minimization of the rotamer at the position, and of the pairwise interactions
with all surrounding residues.
We first introduce the terms:

θij pri , rj q “

Epri q
Eprj q
` Epri , rj q `
.
n
n

The dual derivation of Eq. (3.11) derived by [69] is:
Maximize:

ÿ
i

min
ri

ÿ
j

minpβji prj , ri qq
rj

(A.1)

subject to
@i, ri , j, rj : pβij pri , rj qq ` pβji prj , ri qq “ θij pri , rj q.
We now show that the minimization of Eq. (3.2) is always a point in the feasible
space of Eq. (A.1). We first slightly change the f -score of Eq. (3.2). At the root x0
of the tree, g “ 0 and thus f “ h:

f px0 q “

n
ÿ

i“1

n
¯
´
ÿ
min Epri , rj q .
min Epri q `
ri

j“i`1

rj

(A.2)

Note that this f -score also consists of “stars” around residues, consisting of the
minimum intra- and pairwise rotamer energies with the surrounding residues. Before
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we show the relationship to the dual of Eq. (A.1), note the second sum in Eq. (A.2)
goes from i+1 to n. However, our dual formulation goes from 1 to n so we will
reconcile this by introducing a new term,
λij pri , rj q “

"

Epri , rj q if i ă j,
0
if i ě j.

Because λij is zero for all i ě j, we can replace Epri , rj q with λij in the inner sum of
Eq. (A.2) and change the inner sum to add all terms from 1 to n:

f px0 q “

n
ÿ

i“1

n
¯
´
ÿ
min λij pri , rj q .
min Epri q `
ri

j“1

rj

(A.3)

In addition, we can move the intra-energy term Epri q into the inner sum. Since the
inner minimization is independent of the variable ri , we can move Epri q inside the
inner minimization as well:
n
ÿ

n
´ÿ

¯
Epri q
min
min
` λij pri , rj q .
f px0 q “
ri
rj
n
i“1
j“1
It is now straightforward to see that
θij pri , rj q. Thus, if we set βij “

Epri q
n

Epri q
n

` λij pri , rj q `

` λij pri , rj q and βji “

Eprj q
n

Eprj q
n

(A.4)

` λji prj , ri q “

` λji prj , ri q, then the

minimization of Eq. (A.4) always meets the constraint of the dual in Eq. (A.1) and
is therefore a point in the feasible space of the dual. Since the linear program in Eq.
(A.1) maximizes the minimization of Eq. (A.2), this proves that the LP solution is
always greater than or equal to the Trad-A˚ f -score. Empirically we show in Sec.
3.3 and Fig. 3.6 that the LP f -score always results in much tighter bounds. For the
difficult designs tested, on average Trad-A˚ was over 40-fold worse than A˚ -LP.
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Appendix B
Proof of the iMinDEE criterion

In this appendix we present a proof of Proposition 1, presented in Chapter 4. We
restate both the iMinDEE criteria, and Proposition 1 for clarity.
The iMinDEE criterion is:

Ea pir q `

ÿ

j‰i

min Ea pir , js q ą Ea pit q `
s

ÿ

j‰i

max Ea pit , js q ` I.
s

(B.1)

Proposition 1. When Eq. (B.1) holds, rotamer ir can be provably pruned from
the search space because it cannot be part of the minimized global minimum energy
conformation (minGMEC).
Proof. Let G be the rotamer vector that minimizes into the minimized-GMEC and
ET pGq be the energy of the minimized-GMEC. Let A “ Gig Ñit be the rotamer vector
G where rotamer ig is replaced with it . Let Ed pir |Aq be the internal energy of ir
when rotamer vector A is minimized and let Ed pir , js |Aq be the pairwise energy of
ir and js when A is minimized. Also, let L be the rotamer vector with the lowest
minimum bound. Note, L and G are most likely not the same rotamer vector. By
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definition we know that
Ea pAq ě Ea pLq.
Adding ET pGq to both sides gives:
Ea pAq ` ET pGq ě ET pGq ` Ea pLq.
Moving Ea pLq to the left side and using the definition, I ě ET pGq ´ Ea pLq:
Ea pAq ` I ě ET pGq.
Expanding Ea pAq and ET pGq:
ÿ
ÿ
ÿÿ
Ea pjg , kg q ` I
Ea pit q `
Ea pit , jg q `
Ea pjg q `
j‰i

j‰i

ě Ed pig |Gq `

ÿ

j‰i k‰i

Ed pig , jg |Gq

j‰i

ÿ

`

Ed pjg |Gq `

j‰i

ÿÿ

Ed pjg , kg |Gq.

(B.2)

j‰i k‰i

We can use the fact that
ÿ

ÿÿ

Ed pjg |Gq ě

ÿ

Ea pjg q,

j‰i

j‰i

Ed pjg , kg |Gq ě

ÿÿ

j‰i k‰i

Ea pjg , kg q

j‰i k‰i

and substitute these two equations into Eq. (B.2) which simplifies to:
Ea pit q `

ÿ

Ea pit , jg q ` I ě Ed pig |Gq `

j‰i

ÿ

Ed pig , jg |Gq.

j‰i

We can further relax this inequality by using the fact that Ed pig |Gq ě Ea pig q and
ÿ
ÿ
Ed pig , jg |Gq ě
min Ea pig , js q and substitute into the above inequality:

j‰i

j‰i

s

Ea pit q `

ÿ

Ea pit , jg q ` I ě Ea pig q `

j‰i

ÿ

j‰i
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min Ea pig , js q.
s

Since we will not know G during the computational search, and since

ÿ

max Ea pit , js q ě

j‰i

ÿ

s

Ea pit , jg q, we again relax the inequality:

j‰i

Ea pit q `

ÿ

max Ea pit , js q ` I ě Ea pig q `

j‰i

s

ÿ

min Ea pig , js q.

j‰i

s

(B.3)

Now, if there exists a rotamer ir that meets the criterion of Eq. (B.1) we can
substitute the left hand terms of Eq. (B.1) into Eq. (B.3):
Ea pir q `

ÿ

j‰i

min Ea pir , js q ą Ea pig q `
s

ÿ

j‰i

min Ea pig , js q.
s

Thus, if the pruning condition holds, rotamer ir cannot be ig , so ir can be pruned
from the rotamer search.
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